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1.

Executive Summary

Ambury Properties Limited (APL) seeks approval to develop the first stages of the proposed Ohinewai Foam
factory and associated rail-siding on a site located at 88 Lumsden Road and 231 Tahuna Road, Ohinewai.
Resource consent approvals are sought via an application to an Expert Consenting Panel under the COVID-19
Recovery (Fast-Track Consenting) Act 2020.
This Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) report has been prepared on behalf of APL in support of the FastTrack Consenting application. It assesses the construction effects (i.e. the earthworks activities required to
prepare the site for development), as well as the operational effects associated with establishing and
operating the proposed foam factory and the rail siding.
Ohinewai Foam Factory
The proposed Foam factory will comprise of a foam manufacturing plant, a foam underlay plant, storage for
materials, and associated water supply, wastewater and stormwater infrastructure. The foam factory is
comprised of five separate but connected buildings.
Buildings 1 and 2 include the foam plant and foam store. These buildings combined are approximately 8,410
m2 Gross Floor Area (GFA) in size. Buildings 3, 4 and 5 provide an additional 15,300 m2 GFA, bringing the total
gross floor area to 23,710 m2. Construction of the proposed Foam factory is expected to commence in late
2021, and the factory is expected to be operational in late 2022.
Factory operations anticipate employing up to 50 full time employees. Prior to the proposed rail siding
becoming operational (in early 2024), approximately 25 heavy commercial vehicle (HCV) deliveries to site are
expected per day, resulting in a total of 50 HCV movements per day. In total, the factory is expected to
generate about 190 vehicle trips per day when fully operational.
Rail Siding and Level Crossing on Lumsden Road
The implementation of a rail siding, which will connect the proposed Foam Factory to the North Island Main
Trunk (NIMT) railway line, has been incorporated as part of the transport infrastructure proposals for the
proposed Foam Factory. APL considers that the rail siding will provide significant benefit to their operations
by providing for direct import and export of materials and products transported via the NIMT to and from
Auckland and Tauranga Ports. Construction of the rail siding is anticipated to commence in September 2022
and the rail siding is anticipate to start operating in 2024.
Localised changes to the alignment of Lumsden Road and Balemi Road, including a new level-crossing on
Lumsden Road in accordance with KiwiRail standards, will be required to enable the implementation of the
proposed rail siding. KiwiRail have provided written high-level support for the proposed new rail siding and
level crossing. Subsequent to that, a Level Crossing Safety Impact Assessment (LCSIA) was carried out in
accordance with KiwiRail requirements and involving KiwiRail safety engineers and locomotive drivers. The
LCSIA confirms the current crossing design achieves KiwiRail’s risk criteria for new crossings, identifying only
minor design details that need to be added into the final design stage.
Associated Earthworks
The construction of the proposed Foam Factory and rail siding will require earthworks over an area of
approximately 35 ha. This includes the importation of significant volumes of clean fill (up to 490,000m3 solid
volume) to provide for suitable building platforms and pre-loading of soft ground.
The earthworks operations are separated into two distinct sub-stages: Stage 1A for works associated with
the Foam Factory area, and Stage 1B for the additional works required for the rail siding, works within the
local roads, NIMT and for stormwater management infrastructure.
Resource consents from Waikato Regional Council (WRC) and Waikato District Council (WDC) have been
obtained for Stage 1A of the earthworks required for the project, and those earthworks are currently
TV4
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underway on site. The approved consents authorised the provision of a haul road from Tahuna Road to the
earthworks area, the importation of up to 280,000m3 (solid volume) of clean fill and the associated heavy
vehicle movements.
Those resource consents did not include approvals for any earthworks for the rail siding or operational factory
traffic. Consent is now being sought for the additional works required for the rail siding (Stage 1B
Earthworks), including the importation of an additional 210,000m3 of clean fill material.
Transportation Effects Assessment
Operational Effects
Foam Factory
The foam factory is predicted to generate on average, 190 vehicle trips per day (with approximately 20
vehicle trips during the peak hour). Prior to the rail siding being completed, heavy commercial vehicle
movements (HCVs) are estimated to be in the range of 25% to 35% of the total daily trip generation (15-25
HCVs per day). This is expected to reduce to no more than 10 HCVs per day with the rail siding in operation.
Vehicle access to the foam factory is proposed in the location of an existing upgraded access at 88 Lumsden
Road. All visitor and site traffic will enter and exit the site at this access point. The access connects to an
internal 6.0 m wide one-way circulating “ring” road within the site that will have a 30 km/h posted speed
limit.
Low demand for public transport trips and walking and cycling trips is anticipated given the predominantly
rural environment surrounding the site, and the relatively low number of employees that will be employed
at the factory. With such low demand, infrastructure provision for these modes is not proposed to support
the development. However, public transport and walking and cycling facilities have been proposed as part of
the wider Ohinewai Structure Plan rezoning proposal1 (if the rezoning is approved).
A total of 52 parking spaces, including two accessible spaces and a separate bicycle parking area with
provision for ten bicycles, is the minimum amount of parking that is required on site to avoid parking on
Lumsden Road. This is less than the District Plan requirements of a minimum of 237 car parks based on the
total gross floor area of 23,710 m2. However, the minimum parking supply reflects the expected demand
based on the number of employees (up to 50) and visitors on site at any one time.
Four separate loading areas are also proposed within the foam factory site. The internal road layout has been
designed so that the spatial needs of a high productivity motor vehicle (HPMV) 19.45 m semi-trailer are met.
The site is significant in size so the loading spaces can be easily accommodated to meet the minimum
manoeuvring and access requirements of the District Plan.
A safety assessment of the Ohinewai Interchange (the Interchange) identified some existing road safety
deficiencies with the design of the interchange, including:
•

The minimum required visibility for car drivers at the compulsory-stop controlled intersection of the
southbound off-ramp and Tahuna Road.

•

Risks to vulnerable road users (pedestrians and cyclists) from there being no pedestrian paths or
cycle shoulders on the bridges over the expressway and adjacent railway lines.

•

The narrow width of the rail-overbridge traffic lanes and non-existent road shoulders creating
potential for cyclists to be hit by large trucks turning left from the southbound off-ramp through the
narrow pinch-point at the rail overbridge.

A rezoning proposal (“the Ohinewai Rezoning and Structure Plan”) has been put forward for consideration under the Proposed
Waikato District Plan process. If approved, APL envisages establishing an integrated mixed-use development known as “Sleepyhead
Estate” that will provide for industrial, commercial, and residential activities across the rezoning site.
1
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These safety deficiencies are inherently built into the structural design of both bridges and the proximity of
the bridges to one another. Replacement of both bridges with new bridges that meet current design
standards is necessary to completely address these deficiencies at the Interchange. However, the proposed
Foam factory is not expected to generate any more than a minor increase in vehicle trips using the
interchange, and a negligible increase in walking or cycling trips through the interchange. Due to the low- trip
generation, it is considered that the factory operation is unlikely to materially increase the present safety
risks at the Interchange.
Notwithstanding this assessment, some minor safety improvement works are recommended to help mitigate
the effects of the existing deficiencies as much as feasibly possible. These are listed below in the effect’s
mitigation summary.
Rail Siding Access and Level Crossing
APL expect to construct the proposed new rail siding, in collaboration with KiwiRail, commencing September
2022 so that it is operational in 2024. Once complete, APL expect that there will be two train movements per
day (i.e. one inbound, and one outbound train per day) over a 5-day work week. The transportation of
materials and product by rail will be equivalent to approximately 20 - 25 HCV loads per day (i.e. 40 - 50 truck
movements to and from the proposed Foam factory site per day).
On this basis, the development of the rail siding is expected to result in at least an 80% reduction in roadbased freight trips. Inevitably, a small number of HCV trips will remain to and from the site each day to ensure
all materials and machinery that is required for manufacturing is available. With the rail siding operating, the
associated reduction in HCV trips will reduce the potential impact on the road pavement and help to reduce
carbon emissions over the life of the factory.
Lumsden Road currently carries between 600 and 700 vpd where the rail siding will be introduced. Due to
the proposed factory location (i.e. with the rail siding proposed on the northern side of the factory access
and access to the expressway on the southern side of the factory access), any increase in traffic on Lumsden
Road at the level crossing associated with the factory will be very low, estimated at less than 20 vehicle
movements per day.
Regardless, the realignment of Lumsden Road and Balemi Road is required to enable the safe operation of
the rail level crossing for all road users. Construction of the rail siding and level crossing will progress together
as one project, subject to KiwiRail and WDC engineering approvals and safety reviews. Road safety
enhancements to support the level crossing include reducing speed limit to 60 km/h, active speed reduction
measures on the approach roads, low speed horizontal curves on Lumsden Road to cross the rail line at an
angle that maximises sightlines, and driver awareness of the railway.
On this basis, the road safety risks associated with the realignment of the road and introduction of the rail
level crossing are considered to be appropriately mitigated and therefore, acceptable.
Construction Traffic Effects – Stage 1B Earthworks
The Stage 1B Earthworks operations are expected to generate approximately 17,500 heavy commercial
vehicle loads (one-way) over the duration of the works (approximately 12 months). Typically, 150 heavy
commercial vehicle movements per day (two-way movements) are expected to be generated during the
Stage 1B operations. An additional 40 vehicle movements per day for construction staff, visitors, fuel tankers
and small servicing trucks are expected to be generated over the duration of the works.
Overall, the daily traffic generation during the Stage 1B Earthworks operations is not expected to exceed 190
vpd. This is below that consented for Stage 1A (i.e. no more than 300 vehicle movements per day on the haul
road, and 200 movements per day on average over a rolling two-week period). On this basis, it is considered
that the any effects associated with the Stage 1B earthworks operations, when mitigated in accordance with
the Stage 1A conditions of consent, will be negligible in scale.
Recommended Effects Mitigation Measures
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This ITA finds that construction and operation of the proposed Foam factory and rail siding is unlikely to
produce transport effects that are greater than minor in scale provided the following recommended
mitigation measures are implemented via conditions of consent:
Foam Factory Vehicle Access
•

All factory operations related traffic shall enter and exit the site via a single access on Lumsden Road,
connecting to an internal one-way circulating “ring” road. That access shall be upgraded in
accordance with Figure 7 in Appendix A of the District Plan.

•

An assessment of the vehicle swept path of a large design vehicle shall be undertaken as part of the
detailed design of the access. It shall be designed so that the spatial needs of the appropriate design
vehicle (19.45 m semi-trailer (HPMV)) are met.

•

A 30km/h speed limit shall be imposed along the internal road.

•

Prior to construction, the consent holder shall prepare and submit detailed design drawings of the
proposed site accesses to Council for approval.

Ohinewai Interchange Road Safety Improvements
•

The following safety improvement works should be implemented prior to commissioning of the Foam
Factory for operation. The improvement works shall be designed and constructed in accordance with
the relevant District Plan and Waka Kotahi design requirements, including the RITS standards. No
works shall commence without Waka Kotahi and WDC engineering design approval.
o

Installation of an electronic warning sign on the southbound off-ramp which is activated by an
approaching vehicle travelling above a specific speed. The sign will light up to alert an
approaching driver to the presence of the intersection, with text similar to STOP AHEAD, REDUCE
SPEED. The minimum speed at which the sign lights up would be based on the distance and
reduced time available to safely decelerate to a stop at the stop line.

o

Installation of rumble strips perpendicular to the traffic flow prior to the existing advanced
warning signs provided approximately 200 m north of the stop line.

o

Installation of static cyclists warning signs on the approaches to the Expressway and rail
overbridges, as well as on the off-ramps of the Interchange.

o

Installation of an electronic (solar powered) flashing cycle warning sign at the southbound offramp intersection with Tahuna Road, with activation by the appropriate detector systems when
cyclists are present at the top of the off-ramp or cycling over either of the overbridges.

o

Trimming vegetation on both sides of the southbound off-ramp.

o

Relocating the stop line from current position (1.5 m from the edge line) to 1.0 m – 1.2 m from
the edge lin. At this new position, it is considered that the sightlines would not be obstructed by
the rail-overbridge parapet on the eastern side of the off-ramp and/or handrail.

Rail Siding, Level Crossing and Associated Road Safety Improvement Works
•
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Localised changes to the alignment of Lumsden Road shall be undertaken in general accordance with
the concept design drawings in Appendix E. Key features of the design to mitigate adverse safety
effects include:
o

Reducing the speed limit on Lumsden Road from 100 km/h to 60 km/h between Tahuna Road
and 280 m north of Balemi Road and installation of a 60 km/h gated speed threshold treatment
on the southbound approach to the ‘S’ bend on Lumsden Road.

o

Narrowing of the road carriageway to 7m (2 x 2.5m wide lanes + 1.5m wide hatched median +
0.5m shoulder) at the threshold pinch point.
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o

20 m solid built outs on the northern approach at the threshold pinch point.

o

Implementing kerb & channel on Lumsden Road through the urbanised section adjacent to the
site and existing houses on the west side of Lumsden Road.

o

Installation of roadside barriers, chevron boards and speed advisory signs on the ‘S’ bend curves.

o

Installation of rumble strips perpendicular to traffic flow on the southbound approach prior to
the northernmost curve of the ‘S’ bend.

•

Installation of street lighting on the eastern side of Lumsden Road.

•

Installation of bells and flashing rail-crossing lights on the approaches to the level crossing. The need
for barrier arms shall be confirmed with KiwiRail during detailed design. All other recommended
safety improvements identified in the Level Crossing Safety Impact Assessment (Appendix G) shall
be included in the detailed design drawings for the level crossing.

•

Realignment of the ‘Tee’ intersection of Lumsden Road / Balemi Road, and inclusion of street lighting
compliant with the performance requirements of AS/NZS 1158

Balemi Road
•

Widen and seal Balemi Road to a minimum six-metre-wide trafficable carriageway to the eastern
most access to the site, including kerb and channel drainage along the westbound carriageway edge.

•

Reduce the legal speed limit to 60 km/h from the existing 100 km/h speed limit (over full length) in
line the identified safe and appropriate speed for the road.

Stage 1B Construction Traffic
It is recommended that the conditions of resource consent for Stage 1A Earthworks are adopted for the Stage
1B earthworks operation to mitigate any construction related traffic effects during the Stage 1B Earthworks.
This includes:

TV4

•

The management of the bulk filling operation of the earthworks under a Construction Traffic
Management Plan (CTMP).

•

Access to the site for Stage 1B earthworks shall be via the approved temporary construction accesses
that were consented for the Stage 1A Earthworks operations as set out in the CTMP

•

All light vehicle and fuel delivery/servicing vehicle movements shall enter the site via a temporary
entrance from Balemi Road (the access is currently under construction) and exit the site via the
existing access on Lumsden Road.

•

All heavy vehicle movements associated with importing fill material and the transport of machinery
during Stage 1B earthworks shall access the site only by the Tahuna Road construction access and
haul road. The haul road and access were approved and constructed as part of the Stage 1A
earthworks consent.

•

Heavy vehicle movements during Stage 1B earthwork shall not exceed the following maximum and
average daily truck movement totals: the maximum daily total movements on the haul road shall be
300 movements per day, while the average shall not exceed 200 movements per day (two-way
movements) when calculated over any rolling 14-day period (i.e. two working weeks).
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2.

Introduction

2.1

Background

Ambury Properties Limited (APL) is an associated company of the New Zealand Comfort Group Limited
(NZCG). NZCG are the manufacturer of numerous bed brands including Sleepyhead, and associated products
including pillows and mattresses.
NZCG seeks to relocate and consolidate their existing manufacturing operations, which are currently located
in several locations in Auckland, onto one site. APL envisages establishing an integrated mixed-use
development known as “Sleepyhead Estate” that will provide for industrial, commercial, and residential
activities across the site. A rezoning proposal has been put forward for consideration under the Proposed
Waikato District Plan process2.
To advance the development of the proposed NZCG manufacturing facility within the wider development,
APL seeks resource consents to develop the first two stages of the proposed NZCG factory through an
application to an Expert Consenting Panel under the COVID-19 Recovery (Fast-Track Consenting) Act 2020.
The first two stages of the factory are known as the Foam Factory.
The proposed Foam Factory site, which is located on the south eastern corner of Lumsden Road and Balemi
Road, will comprise of a foam manufacturing plant, a carpet underplay plant, storage for materials, and
facilities for workers. A rail siding will provide access to the proposed Foam Factory (and future industrial
stages of the wider Sleepyhead Estate development) from the North Island Main Trunk Railway (NIMT) via a
new spur line.
Resource consents have previously been approved by both the Waikato District Council (WDC)3 and Waikato
Regional Council (WRC)4 for earthworks associated with the Foam factory construction. Those resource
consents, which are attached in Appendix A, did not include approvals for any factory operational traffic or
earthworks for the rail siding. Further details of the approved consents are provided in Section 7.1 of this
report.

2.2

Report Purpose

This report is an Integrated Transportation Assessment (ITA) completed in accordance with the provisions of
Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency’s (Waka Kotahi) guideline document, published 1 June 2012, which
outlines Waka Kotahi’s preferred methodology for undertaking integrated transport assessments. It provides
an assessment of the expected trip generation and associated land transport related effects of the proposed
development and identifies the necessary mitigation measures to satisfactorily address those effects.
This ITA report has been prepared on behalf of APL in support of the Fast-Track Consenting application. It
builds on a previous Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA) report (dated 6 August 2020) that was completed for
the Foam Factory as part of a resource consent application to WDC. The resource consents provided in
Appendix A were granted in line with recommendations made in the previous TIA report, and where
necessary, reference will be made in this ITA to that assessment.

2.3

Site Description and Location

The locality and extent of the proposed NZCG Foam factory site is shown in Figure No. 1 on the following
page.

At the time of writing this report, a decision from the independent hearings panel related to a rezoning proposal and Structure Plan
for land located in Ohinewai (Hearing 19: Ohinewai Rezoning) was pending.
3 Application number: LUC0200/21
4 Application number: AUTH142166.01.01
2
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Figure No. 1: Locality Map – Proposed NZCG Foam Factory and Rail siding site

The main factory site is located at 88 Lumsden Road, Ohinewai and is bordered by Lumsden Road to the west
and Balemi Road to the north. Aspects of the factory proposal related to stormwater management are
located on 231 Tahuna Road as is the haul road associated with the construction traffic movements.
Adjacent to Lumsden Road to the west of the site lies the North Island Main Trunk railway line (NIMT) and
State Highway 1 (SH1). Ohinewai Village is located further west of the site between SH1 and the Waikato
River. The site is located approximately one-kilometre northeast of the SH1 Ohinewai Interchange.
The subject site is located within a predominately rural environment. There are several rural residential and
lifestyle block properties located close to the site, with a few residential properties located directly opposite
the site on Lumsden Road.
Several commercial and industrial properties, including timber processing yards and a house removal yard,
are located approximately two kilometres north of the site on Lumsden Road.
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3.

Baseline Transport Environment

3.1

Existing Land Use

The site is currently in the Rural Zone under the Operative Waikato District Plan (ODP) and currently forms
part of a large dairy farm operation that extends to Tahuna Road.
Access to the existing activities within the site is currently provided via a private vehicle access located at 88
Lumsden Road, Ohinewai.
Existing activities are rural in nature including livestock farming and growing and harvesting of crops.

3.2

Baseline Transport Network Characteristics

The road network in the vicinity of the site comprises of the following WDC and Waka Kotahi roads (refer to
Figure No. 1 above for indicative locations of the roads noted below):
•

WDC roads: Balemi Road, Lumsden Road, and Tahuna Road.

•

Waka Kotahi roads: SH1 Ohinewai Interchange ramps.

A summary of the main characteristics of each road is provided in Table No. 1 below and discussed in the
subsections to follow.
Table No. 1

Local road network characteristics
Characteristics

Balemi
Road

Lumsden
Road

Tahuna
Road

Road Classification5

Local
Road

Local
Road

Carriageway width
(m)

4.5 m

Posted Speed Limit
(km/h)

Ohinewai Interchange Ramps
Northbound
On-ramp

Northbound
Off-ramp

Southbound
On-ramp

Southbound
Off-ramp

Arterial
Road

National
Route

National
Route

National
Route

National
Route

6.6 m

8m

6.9 m

7.3 m

7.1 m

7.3 m

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Average Daily
Traffic
(vehicles/day)6

130 vpd

511 vpd

2,299 vpd

727 vpd

727 vpd

763 vpd

509 vpd

Heavy Commercial
Vehicles (%)6

4%

9%

10%

17%

17%

11%

11%

To confirm the Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes provided in Table No. 1, and to determine the
peak hour traffic demand, classified vehicle count data was collected using automatic tube counters over a
15-day period between the 12th and 28th August 2019 (i.e. prior to the COVID-19 global pandemic and
subsequent lockdowns). Vehicle operating speeds were measured together with the vehicle count data at
the following locations:

5
6

Source: Table 14.12.5.6 of the PDP.
Source: Mobile Road (accessed 26 February 2021)
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•

Along Lumsden Road approximately 80 m north of the Tahuna Rd & Lumsden Rd intersection;

•

Along Tahuna Road approximately 90 m west of the Tahuna Rd & Lumsden Rd intersection;

•

Along the northbound on-ramp approximately 85 m north of the western ramp intersection

•

Along the northbound off-ramp approximately 70 m south of the western ramp intersection

•

Along the southbound on-ramp approximately 75 m south of the eastern ramp intersection

•

Along the southbound off-ramp approximately 100 m north of the eastern ramp intersection

In addition to the automatic tube counters, turning movement surveys were conducted on Thursday, 8
August 2019 during the morning (07:00 to 09:00) and afternoon (16:00 to 18:00) periods, and Saturday, 17
August 2019 during the midday period (11:00 to 14:00) at the SH1 Ohinewai Interchange ramp intersections
as well as the intersection of Tahuna Road and Lumsden Road.
The observed 2019/20 traffic demand on the local road network, including the 85th percentile vehicle
operating speeds, is provided in Table No. 2.
Table No. 2

Summary of traffic and operating speed data collected in August 2019
Period

Lumsden
Road

Tahuna
Road

Average Daily Traffic –
5-day average (vpd)

670 vpd

Average Daily Traffic –
7-day average (vpd)
Heavy Commercial
Vehicles (%)
Weekday Peak Hour
Volumes (vph)
85th Operating Speed
(km/h)

3.2.1

Ohinewai Interchange Ramps
Northbound
On-ramp

Northbound
Off-ramp

Southbound
On-ramp

Southbound
Off-ramp

2,350 vpd

850 vpd

515 vpd

570 vpd

940 vpd

555 vpd

2,250 vpd

850 vpd

445 vpd

490 vpd

920 vpd

16%

16%

10%

9%

9%

15%

85 vph

245 vph

90 vph

55 vph

65 vph

125 vph

(8% HCV)

(11% HCV)

(5% HCV)

(8% HCV)

(7% HCV)

(15% HCV)

81.0

61.6

74.5

63.5

66.2

68.0

SH1 Ohinewai Interchange

The SH1 Ohinewai Interchange forms part of the national state highway network built and maintained by
Waka Kotahi. The on and off-ramps each provide a single traffic lane with shoulders over a seal width of
approximately 6.9 m to 7.3 m.
The eastern intersection of the interchange is controlled with a Compulsory Stop on the southbound offramp, while the western intersection is a four-leg single circulating lane roundabout with two-way traffic flow
on the Tahuna Road approaches only.
According to the latest traffic demand estimates from Mobile Road (2019/2020 estimates), the north- and
southbound on-ramps have an AADT volume of approximately 730 and 765 vehicles per day (vpd)
respectively, while the north- and southbound off-ramps have an AADT volume of approximately 730 and
510 vpd respectively. Heavy commercial vehicles (HCVs) make up approximately 11% to 17% of the average
daily traffic at the Ohinewai Interchange ramps.
Based on the traffic count data that was collected in August 2019 over a 15-day period:
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•

The northbound on-ramp and southbound off-ramp were observed to have an ADT of approximately
850 vpd and 940 vpd respectively (five-day average). These figures are approximately 15% and 85%
higher (respectively) than estimated by Waka Kotahi/ Mobile Road.

•

The northbound off-ramp and southbound on-ramp were observed to have an ADT of approximately
515 vpd and 570 vpd respectively (five-day average). These figures are approximately 25% to 30%
lower than estimated by Waka Kotahi/ Mobile Road.

•

Overall, the weekday peak hour volumes were observed to be between 10% and 15% of the average
daily traffic volumes.

Based on traffic count data collected in August 2019, the major vehicle movements at the interchange were
to/from north of Ohinewai (i.e. along the northbound on-ramp and southbound off-ramp); just over 65% of
the average daily traffic (ADT) at the interchange was recorded along these ramps (this indicates an 65%:35%
north/south split at the interchange). The 2019 AM and PM peak hour turning volumes recorded at the
Ohinewai Interchange are shown in Figure No. 2 and Figure No. 3 respectively.
As shown in Table No. 2, the operating speed along the Ohinewai Interchange ramps ranged between 63
km/h and 75 km/h, with the highest speeds on the Interchange recorded on the northbound on-ramp. These
speeds were well below the 100 km/h speed limit on the interchange ramps.
Figure No. 2: External Network Traffic Volumes - 2019 AM Peak Hour
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Figure No. 3: External Network Traffic Volumes - 2019 PM Peak Hour

3.2.2

Tahuna Road

Tahuna Road is classified as an Arterial Road in both the ODP and PDP, providing east-west connectivity
within the district, including a connection between SH1 and SH27 that is also used as a detour route by Waka
Kotahi. The two-lane road currently has a sealed carriageway width of approximately 8 m with 0.5 m wide
sealed shoulders on both sides of the road. The current formation of the road is shown in Figure No. 4.
Figure No. 4: Tahuna Road (looking east)

Based on traffic demand estimates from Mobile Road, the section of Tahuna Road between the Ohinewai
Interchange and Lumsden Road has an AADT of approximately 2,300 vpd with 10% HCV. Based on the traffic
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count data collected in August 2019, that section of the road has an ADT of 2,350 vpd (five-day average) with
16% HCVs. Approximately 10% of the average daily traffic was observed during the peak hour (i.e. 245 vph).
An 85th percentile operating speed of 61.6 km/h was recorded along the section of Tahuna Road between
Lumsden Road and the SH1 interchange; this is well below the 100km/h posted speed limit of the road. The
low speed along this section of Tahuna Road is largely due to the configuration of the Tahuna Road &
Lumsden Road intersection (i.e. roundabout configuration) and the proximity of the SH1 interchange ramp
intersections.

3.2.3

Lumsden Road

Lumsden Road is classified as a Local Road in the ODP and PDP. This no-exit road runs along the western
boundary of the site and is accessed via Tahuna Road in the south. The road currently provides access to a
number of residential properties to the west of the subject site, as well as a number of commercial and
industrial activities to the north of the subject site, including two timber processing plants and a house
removal company yard.
The two-lane road has a seal width of approximately 6.6 m with a kerb and channel treatment on the western
carriageway boundary and an earth drain/swale on the eastern carriageway boundary along the section of
the road that traverses through the existing residential properties. The current formation of the road is
shown in Figure No. 5 below.
The road has an ADT of approximately 510 vpd with 9% HCVs (based on traffic data from Mobile Roads).
Based on the traffic count data collected in August 2019, that section of the road has an ADT of 670 vpd (fiveday average) with 16% HCVs. Approximately 12.5% of the average daily traffic was observed during the peak
hour (i.e. 85 vph).
An 85th percentile operating speed of 81 km/h was recorded approximately 120 m north of the intersection
of Tahuna Road and Lumsden Road; this is well below the 100km/h posted speed limit of the road.
Figure No. 5: Lumsden Road (looking north)

3.2.4

Balemi Road

Balemi Road runs along the northern boundary of the site. This no-exit road is accessed via Lumsden Road
and provides access for a single property. According to the latest traffic demand estimates from Mobile Road
(2019/2020 estimates), the road has an AADT volume of approximately 130 vpd with 4% HCVs.
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The road is currently unsealed with an approximately 4.5 m wide carriageway7. Because of the road’s narrow
width, two heavy vehicles would not be able to pass each other. The road is currently in a poor condition
(refer to Figure No. 6), with potholes observed8 at several locations along the road.
Figure No. 6: Balemi Road (looking east)

3.2.5

Local Area Intersections

As shown in Figure No. 1, all traffic to the proposed Foam Factory will use Tahuna Road to access the site via
Lumsden Road and Balemi Road. Both Lumsden Road and Balemi Road are ‘no exit’ roads.
Tahuna Road/ Lumsden Road Intersection
The intersection of Tahuna Road and Lumsden Road is a three-leg single circulating lane roundabout. The
2019 AM and PM peak hour turning volumes recorded at the Tahuna Road & Lumsden Road intersection are
also shown in Figure No. 2 and Figure No. 3 respectively.
Lumsden Road/ Balemi Road Intersection
The intersection of Lumsden Road and Balemi Road is Give-Way controlled on the westbound approach (i.e.
Balemi Road) and free-flow on Lumsden Road. The intersection is currently built to a rural intersection
standard. While no traffic surveys were conducted at the intersection, very low turning volumes are expected
at the intersection during the peak operating periods given that Balemi Road currently only provides access
for a single property.

3.3

Other Transport Modes

3.3.1

Existing Public Transport Services

Two bus services currently operate within the Ohinewai area:
•

The Northern Connector, a regional bus service operated by BUSIT, operates between Hamilton and
Te Kauwhata. A bus stop is provided at Ohinewai Town Hall (located to the west of SH1) which
services the Ohinewai area. The

•

A local school bus service which is operated by GoBus Transport Ltd. The bus operates between
Ohinewai School and the wider Ohinewai rural area. The service has several bus stops along Tahuna

Based on road asset data provided by Mobile Road
A site investigation was undertaken on the 7th of August 2019 to observe the existing road environment, traffic operations and
land-use environment within the vicinity of the site.
7
8
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Road, two of these at the Ohinewai Town Hall and another at 440 Tahuna Road (east of the Tahuna
Road and Lumsden Road roundabout).
The Ohinewai Town Hall bus stop, which is located approximately 1.5 km southwest of the site on Tahuna
Road, accommodates both bus services. There are no existing bus stops or regular bus services on Lumsden
Road.
The existing public transport provision in the Ohinewai area consists of two services, each with very limited
frequency per day (i.e. morning and night only, five days per week). As shown above, the area to the east of
the Waikato Expressway is not to be well served by the existing public transport services.

3.3.2

Existing Walking and Cycling Infrastructure

Given the current rural zoning in the area, very low volumes of pedestrians are expected to the east of the
SH1 expressway. This is evident from the lack of pedestrian facilities in the area around Tahuna Road and
Lumsden Road.
Cyclists are rarely observed in the area at present, although provision currently exists by way of cycle lanes
on the shoulders of the SH1 expressway. No formal facilities have been provided for cyclists in Ohinewai or
on Tahuna Road or Lumsden Road.
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4.

Road Safety Environment

Crash data for the previous full five-year period (January 2016 to December 2020, and including up to March
2021) was sourced from Waka Kotahi’s Crash Analysis System (CAS) and analysed to identify any road safety
related issues within the vicinity of the subject site. Full crash records for each of the locations which were
studied are provided in Appendix B.
A summary of the crash data is provided in Table No. 3.
Table No. 3

Crash summary for the previous five years (2013 to 2020)

Intersection

9

Road Sections

Crash Severity
Fatal

Serious

Minor

Non-Injury

Total No. of
Crashes

Ohinewai Interchange
Western Ramp
Intersection

0

0

0

0

0

Ohinewai Interchange
Eastern Ramp Intersection

0

1

3

1

5

Tahuna Road & Lumsden
Road

0

0

0

0

0

Lumsden Road & Balemi
Road

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

4

2

7

Crash Location

Tahuna Road Between SH1 and
Lumsden Road
Lumsden Road Between Tahuna Road and
Balemi Road
Balemi Road Between Lumsden Road
and site boundary
Total

As shown in Table No. 3, seven crashes were recorded in the vicinity of the site since January 2016; one crash
resulted in serious injuries, four crashes resulted in minor crashes and two crashes did not result in any
injuries. No fatalities were recorded during the previous five-year period.
The following observations were made during the analysis of the crash data:
Intersections:

9

•

No crashes were recorded within a 50 m radius of the Ohinewai Interchange western ramp
intersection, the Tahuna Road/ Lumsden Road intersection, and the Lumsden Road/ Balemi Road
intersection in the previous five-year period. On the basis of Waka Kotahi’s High Risk Intersection
Guide (HRIG) assessment, the risk ratings for these intersections are “Low” personal risk and “Low”
collective risk.

•

Five crashes were recorded within a 50 m radius of the Ohinewai Interchange Eastern Ramp
Intersection.

Includes crashes recorded at the intersections and within a 50 m radius from the intersection.
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➢ All five crashes occurred as a result of a southbound vehicle traveling on the southbound offramp failing to stop at the stop-controlled intersection, and either crashing into a roadside barrier
or colliding with an east- or westbound vehicle on Tahuna Road. Four of the five crashes resulted
in some injuries (minor and serious injuries), while the remaining crash did not result in any
injuries.
➢ On the basis of Waka Kotahi’s HRIG assessment, the risk ratings for this intersection are “Low”
personal risk and “High” collective risk.
Road corridors:
•

Only one crash was recorded along the section of Tahuna Road between the Ohinewai Interchange
and Lumsden Road; the crash occurred as a result of a westbound vehicle on Tahuna Road losing
control while exiting the Lumsden Road roundabout, veering off the road and landing in a ditch. The
crash, which occurred during wet weather conditions, did not result in any injuries. On the basis of
Waka Kotahi’s High Risk Rural Road Guide (HRRG) assessment, the risk ratings for this road section
are “Low” personal risk and “Low” collective risk.

•

The one crash that was recorded on Lumsden Road (along the section between Tahuna Road and
Balemi Road) occurred as a result of a southbound vehicle on Lumsden Road losing control while
navigating the horizontal curve located approximately 190 m south of the Balemi Road intersection,
veering off the road and colliding into a fence. The driver sustained minor injuries. On the basis of
Waka Kotahi’s HRRG assessment, the risk ratings for this road section are “Low” personal risk and
“Low” collective risk.

•

No crashes have been recorded on Balemi Road since 2016.

The historic crash data shows that of the several crashes were recorded at the Ohinewai Interchange Eastern
Ramp intersection, all were related to drivers who failed to stop at the intersection. The crash rate indicates
a need to improve the ability for unfamiliar drivers to recognise the existence of the Stop controlled
intersection at the top of the off-ramp. Advanced warning signs of the Compulsory Stop already exist 200 m
in advance of the intersection, but it is possible that drivers could be expecting the intersection to be further
away than it actually is. Based on these findings, safety improvements at the Ohinewai Interchange eastern
ramp intersection are required. These are discussed in Sections 8.1.2 of this report.
Based on the crash data assessment, the road safety risks along Tahuna Road and Lumsden Road are
considered to be low given that the risk ratings for the road corridors are “Low” personal risk, and “Low”
collective risk. In addition, neither of the two crashes recorded along these two roads resulted in any deaths
or serious injuries. On this basis, it is considered that no safety related improvements would be required
along these two corridors.
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5.

Proposed Foam Factory

5.1

Overview

The Foam Factory is anticipated to have a total combined gross floor area (GFA) of approximately 23,710 m2
comprised of five separate but connected buildings as follows:
•

Building 1 - a 2,960 m2 GFA tank farm and foam plant.

•

Building 2 - a 5,540 m2 GFA Foam Store.

•

Building 3 - a 12,170 m2 GFA foam conversion plant.

•

Building 4 - a 2,710 m2 GFA re-bond building.

•

Building 5 - 420 m2 GFA bean plant.

In addition to the buildings above, the following transport infrastructure will be provided within the factory
site:
•

Staff and visitor car parking on site for a minimum of 52 vehicles.

•

Bicycle shelter for 10 bicycles.

•

Heavy vehicle loading and unloading spaces at Buildings 2, 3 and 4.

•

An upgraded vehicle crossing to Lumsden Road at the existing access at 88 Lumsden Road.

•

A 6.0 m wide internal one-way circulating road.

The concept layout plans for the proposed Foam factory are provided in Appendix C.
Based on existing factory operations in Auckland, the new factory is expected to employ up to 50 full time
employees, which is low for the size of the GFA due a high degree of automation in the factory.
Prior to the completion of the rail siding, APL predicts that the factory will generate between 15 and 25 heavy
commercial truck movements per day (total inbound and outbound).
The predicted trip generation for the factory operations are discussed further in Section 5.3 of this report.
The factory is planned to operate from 7am to 6pm, seven days per week. Staff movements are expected to
occur as early as 5am and as late as 6pm. Truck deliveries are expected to occur between 7am and 6pm. Light
delivery vehicles and visitors are also expected to visit the factory during normal operating hours.
Construction of the proposed Foam factory is expected to commence in late 2021, with the factory expected
to be operational in late 2022.

5.2

Factory Access

Vehicle access to the subject site is proposed at the location of an existing farm access at 88 Lumsden Road,
which is to be upgraded to commercial standard.

5.2.1

Access Formation

The existing unsealed access to the site from Lumsden Road (refer to Figure No. 7 below) is currently formed
to the standard for a private access in the rural zone. It is 3.3 m wide with the entranceway set back
approximately 18 m from the road centreline and currently only allows for one vehicle to exit/ enter at a
time. The access is 42 m wide at the edge of seal (including the entrance and exit tapers), with large,
compacted aggregate recently been placed at the access as illustrated in Figure No. 7.
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Figure No. 7: Existing vehicle crossing at 88 Lumsden Road

The existing layout is not adequate for accommodating two-way commercial traffic so is proposed to be
upgraded in accordance with Council’s access formation standards for heavy commercial vehicle entrances.
Figure 7 in Appendix A of the ODP (and the standards provided in the tables on page A.31 for heavy
commercial entrances) specifies a minimum access width of 19 m at the edge of the road carriageway with
the gate set back 23 m from the edge of the carriageway. Based on the tracking curve of a large design
vehicle10, a minimum 7 m wide entranceway at the gate will be required to allow for two-way heavy vehicle
movements through the access (the tracking curve assessment is provided in Appendix D).
It is recommended that the existing farm access be upgraded to meet or exceed this standard and be sealed
from the road to the entrance gate as a minimum to safely accommodate two-way vehicle movements
associated with the development. To improve visibility (especially during night-time) and in order to
maximise the safety of the intersection, it is recommended that street lighting be incorporated into the
access design.

5.2.2

Access Sight Distances

Appendix A (Table 6 in the appendix) of the ODP specifies the minimum sight distance required at vehicle
accesses. Table No. 4 below provides a summary of the observed and required sight distances at the
proposed factory access.

According to the Road and Traffic Guidelines 18 (RTS 18: New Zealand on-road tracking curves for heavy motor vehicles), vehicles
such as the 18 m semi-trailer, with four trailer axles, have more demanding spatial needs than trailers with less axles so they represent
the worst case scenario. If a site/intersection needs to accommodate a semi-trailer and a B-Train truck, the semi-trailer will require
more room to turn and is often the only vehicle that needs to be used. Having said that, for a robust assessment, the tracking curve
of over-dimension design vehicles such as the 19.45 m semi-trailer HPMV were assessed.
10
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Table No. 4

Observed vs Required sight distances at the proposed factory access on Lumsden Road
Factory Access

Observed Speed
Environment11

ODP’s Sight
Distance
Requirements12

Lumsden Road Access

81 km/h

175 m

Direction

Observed Sight
Distance

North

130 m

South

>250 m

As shown in Table No. 4, the existing Lumsden Road access does not fully comply with the ODP’s sight
distance requirement at present. The sight line looking to the north is currently obstructed by overgrown
vegetation as well as the horizontal curve located approximately 110 m north of the access (refer to Figure
No. 8 to follow). This sight line can, however, be significantly improved by clearing the overgrown vegetation
within the road reserve boundary. The clearing of the overgrown vegetation will mitigate the limited site
distance at this access so that it achieves Council’s minimum sight distance requirements.
Figure No. 8: Observed sight lines at existing Lumsden Road access – looking north on Lumsden Road

5.2.3

Separation Distance

Table 5 in Appendix A of the ODP provides the minimum required access separation distances at intersections
and accesses. Table No. 5 below provides a summary of the observed and required separation distances at
the proposed factory access.

85th Percentile speed figures are based on surveyed speed data that was collected over a 15-day period in August 2019 as part of
the APL Rezoning project.
12 Minimum sight distance requirements for vehicles generating more than 40 vehicle movements per day in a rural area.
11
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Table No. 5

Observed vs Required separation distances at the proposed factory access on Lumsden Road
To Nearest Vehicle Crossing

Factory
Access

Observed
Speed
Environmen
t

ODP’s Separation
Distance

Lumsden Road
Access

81 km/h

80 m

Achievable
Separation
Distance
160 m*
20m**

To Nearest Intersection/ Side Road
ODP’s Separation
Distance

Achievable
Separation
Distance

80 m

305 m

*Same side of the road
**Opposite side of the road (excluding accesses directly across the proposed factory access)

As shown in Table No. 5, the existing access is separated by 160 m to the nearest access on the same side of
the road and by 20 m to the nearest access on the opposite side of the road. The 20 m access spacing does
not comply with the ODP access separation requirements to the nearest vehicle crossing which requires a
separation of at least 80 m for an 80 km/h speed environment.
The access on the opposite side of the road is a property access and will likely only generate approximately
one vehicle movement per peak hour based on typical trip generation rates of a residential dwelling. This
small amount of traffic is unlikely to cause regular conflict with traffic from the site.
Given that the access has been operating as an existing private access with no known issues, and the low
volume of traffic that is expected to be generated at the access, the separation is considered suitable for the
proposal.
The access is separated by over 300 m to the nearest intersection/ side road. On this basis, the proposed
factory access complies with Council’s minimum access separation requirements to the nearest intersecting
road.

5.3

Predicted Trip Generation

5.3.1

Trip Generation

The trip generation predictions for the factory have been determined using trip rates derived from the
Waikato Transportation Regional Model (WRTM) assessment for the wider Ohinewai Structure Plan (OSP)
rezoning13. To provide a robust assessment, the WRTM trips rates were compared with trip rate data
provided in the following trip generation manual and related publications:
•

Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Manual (8th Edition);

•

RTA Guide to Traffic Generating Development (Version 2.2, 2002), and

•

NZTA Research Report 453 (RR453) (2010).

Table No. 6 to follow provides a summary of the trip generation rates provided in the above documents for
a manufacturing facility.

By way of background, traffic modelling was undertaken in 2019/2020 with the WRTM as part of the wider OSP rezoning proposal.
The findings from the WRTM assessment as included as part of the Ohinewai Structure Plan rezoning ITA report, dated 20 May 2020,
that was prepared by BBO.
13
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Table No. 6

Trip rate data – Manufacturing Facility
Source

Daily Trip Rate

Peak Hour Rate

WRTM assessment for the wider APL Rezoning

3.76 per employee

0.38 per employee

2.13 per employee

0.36 per employee

4.12 per 100m2 GFA

0.8 per 100m2 GFA

5.0 per 100m2 GFA

1.0 per 100m2 GFA

New Zealand Rates

30.0 per 100m2 GFA

2.70 per 100m2 GFA

Australia Rates

5.0 per 100m2 GFA

1.0 per 100m2 GFA

USA Rates

4.11 per 100m2 GFA

0.79 per 100m2 GFA

ITE 8th Edition
RTA Guide
NZTA Research
Report (RR453)

Given that the number of staff to be employed by the proposed Foam Factory is known to be up to 50 at any
time on site, the employment-based trip generation rates were considered more appropriate than the GFAbased trip rates14. A comparison of the WRTM’s and ITE manual’s employee-based trip generation rates
showed that even though the WRTM’s daily trip generation rates are notably higher than the ITE manuals’
employee-based trip rates, the peak hour trip rates were similar (0.36 compared to 0.38 trips per employee).
The trip generation rates derived from the WRTM assessment for the wider OSP rezoning were considered
appropriate for this assessment for the following reasons:
•

Ensures consistency with the predicted trip generation for the wider APL rezoning proposal.

•

The trips rates provide a more conservative estimation compared to the ITE manual’s trip rates.

Table No. 7 below provides a summary of the predicted daily and peak hourly vehicle trip generation based
on the WRTM rates used in the Ohinewai Structure Plan Rezoning ITA. The predicted trip generation is
calculated using the employment numbers discussed in Section 5.1 (i.e. 50 full-time staff once fully
operational).
Table No. 7

Total Trip Generation – Proposed Foam Factory
Predicted Trip
Generation

Daily Trip Generation
(vehicles per day)
In

Out

Total

AM Peak Hour Trip
Generation

PM Peak Hour Trip
Generation

(vehicles per hour)

(vehicles per hour)

In

Out

Total

In

Out

Total

Foam Factory (up to 50 employees)
Trip Rate (vehicle trips
per employee)

1.85

1.92

3.76

0.19

0.05

0.24

0.11

0.26

0.38

Trip Generation (no. of
vehicle trips)

93

97

190

10

3

13

6

14

20

It is worth noting that the GFA-based daily and peak hour trip rates provided in the respective trip manuals are similar with the
only exception being the rate provided in the NZTA RR453 (i.e. 30 trips per 100m 2 GFA – this high rate, which was derived from a
small survey sample size and includes some component of warehousing, distribution and direct sales to the public. This was not
considered to be a good representation of the proposed manufacturing factory).
14
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Table No. 7 demonstrates that the proposed factory is predicted to generate approximately 190 vehicle trips
per day and 20 trips during the peak hour. As shown in Table No. 7, the predicted trip generation of the
proposed Foam Factory is not expected to exceed the permitted 200 vehicle movements per day threshold
specified in the ODP for activities in the Rural Zone.
Generally, the trip rates provided in Table No. 6 and Table No. 7 include all trips that are expected to be
generated by the activities on site (i.e. staff, visitors, truck/ freight deliveries, etc). To quantify the number of
heavy commercial vehicle trips that are likely to be generated for the proposed factory, the number of truck
movements were derived based on information provided by APL related to the anticipated number of inward
and outward goods deliveries (refer to the discussions in Section 5.1 for the anticipated number of truck
deliveries).
The estimated number of truck movements, which are based on the conservative assumption that trucks
arriving with goods will leave empty, and that trucks collecting goods will arrive empty, are summarised in
Table No. 8 below. Table No. 9 provides a breakdown of the total number of operational + heavy commercial
vehicle trips that are expected to be generated by the proposed Foam Factory.
Table No. 8

Estimated Daily Heavy Commercial Vehicle Movements – Foam Factory
Envisaged Trucks Movements (one-way)
(vehicles/day)

Trip Generation

Foam Factory
without Rail Siding
Foam Factory
with Rail Siding

Envisaged Trucks Movements (two-way)
(vehicles/day)

Inbound
Goods

Outbound
Goods

Total

In

Out

Total

5

20

25

25

25

50

2

3

5

4

6

10

Table No. 9

Average Daily Trip Generation – Foam Factory (Operational + HCV trips)
Average Daily Vehicle Movements (vehicles/ day)

Trip Type
In

Out

Total

NZCG Foam Factory (up to 50 employees in total), without Rail Siding
Operational Trips

68

72

140

HCV Trips

25

25

50

Total

93

97

190

As shown in Table No. 8 and Table No. 9, the proposed factory is estimated to generate approximately 50
HCV movements per day before the rail siding becomes operational. Based on these figures, the Foam factory
is estimated to generate in the order of between 25% and 35% heavy commercial vehicles per day.
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Further as shown in Table No. 8, APL identifies that a significant portion of heavy commercial vehicle
movements will be replaced by rail movement when the rail siding becomes operational. This is further
discussed in Section 6.1 of this report.

5.3.2

External Trip Distribution

All trips associated with the proposed industrial activity are anticipated to access the site via Lumsden Road,
with access from the wider local road network being primarily via the SH1 Ohinewai Interchange and Tahuna
Road.
The external trip distribution assumptions for both operational (i.e. staff, visitors and other deliveries) and
heavy commercial vehicle trips are detailed below.
Operational trips (staff, visitors, and other deliveries):
It is assumed that approximately 40% of the operational trips will originate from north of the site (i.e.
Auckland/ Te Kauwhata) while the remaining 60% will originate from south of the site (i.e. Huntly/ Hamilton).
The basis of this assumption is as follows:
•

The NZCG anticipates that about a third of the 50 staff members that are expected to be employed
for the proposed Foam Factory will come from their existing plant in Auckland, while the remaining
two-thirds (approximately 33 staff) will be new staff.

•

Of the new staff members that are anticipated to be employed by NZCG, it is anticipated that the
majority will be local residents (i.e. living within the closest population centres to the site) – this
includes Ohinewai, Huntly, Rangiriri, Te Kauwhata, Hamilton, etc.

The assumed trip distribution aligns with the WRTM’s predicted trip distribution and assignment for the
overall Ohinewai Structure Plan (OSP) rezoning. The WRTM predicted that:
•

Between 55% and 65% of the peak hour traffic associated with the OSP area originate from/ depart
to the south via SH 1.

•

Between 30% and 40% of the peak hour traffic associated with the OSP area originate from/ depart
to the north via SH 1.

•

Between 3% and 9% of the peak hour traffic associated with the OSP area originate from/ depart to
the east via Tahuna Road.

On this basis, the distribution of operational trips (excluding HCV trips) on the road network is anticipated to
be as follows:
•

Inbound operational trips (excluding HCV’s): approximately 27 vpd arriving from the north (i.e. via
the southbound off-ramp), and 41 vpd arriving from the south (i.e. via the northbound off-ramp).

•

Outbound operational trips (excluding HCV’s): approximately 29 vpd travelling north towards
Auckland (i.e. via the northbound on-ramp), and 43 vpd travelling south towards Huntly (i.e. via the
southbound on-ramp).

Heavy commercial vehicle trips:
NZCG anticipates that, prior to the rail siding being operational (i.e. the period between late 2022 when the
factory is completed and early 2024 when the rail siding is completed), imported goods (i.e. raw materials)
will arrive to site via SH 1 from Auckland (i.e. from the north), while manufactured goods will be transported
both north to Auckland and south and/or east to the port of Tauranga/ Christchurch. On this basis, the
distribution of HCV on the road network is anticipated to be as follows:
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•

Imported goods from Auckland via SH 1 equates to approximately five inbound truck trips on the
southbound off-ramp of the Interchange per day. As a conservative assumption, it is assumed that
all unloaded trucks will return back to Auckland empty, resulting in 10 HCV trips per day.

•

Trucks transporting manufactured products from Ohinewai are anticipated by APL to depart as
follows:
➢ Approximately 70% (14 trips) northbound via SH 1 to the NZCG’s existing Auckland facilities.
➢ Approximately 20% (4 trips) southbound from Ohinewai on SH1 to the port of
Tauranga/Christchurch.
➢ The remaining 10% (2 trips) eastbound on Tahuna Road towards the port of Tauranga via SH29.

As for inbound good, it is assumed that all trucks departing with manufactured products will arrive on site
empty15 from the existing Auckland facilities prior to being loaded; this equates to approximately 14 inbound
truck trips on the southbound off-ramp. In reality, haulage operators will carry goods inbound and outbound
as often as possible.
Once the rail siding is completed and operational, the volume of HCV trips on the surrounding road network
will reduce significantly as follows:
•

Imported goods from Auckland via SH 1 = approximately two inbound truck trips per day on the
southbound off-ramp.

•

Trucks transporting manufactured products from Ohinewai are anticipated by APL to depart as
follows:
➢ To NZCG’s existing Auckland facilities = approximately two northbound trips per day from
Ohinewai via SH 1.
➢ To the port of Tauranga/Christchurch = approximately one southbound trip per day from
Ohinewai via SH1.
➢ Towards the port of Tauranga = approximately one eastbound trip per day on Tahuna Road via
SH29.

Total Foam Factory Trips, (Operational + HCV) pre-Rail Siding:
On the basis of the above, the distribution of traffic associated with the proposed factory on the road network
is anticipated to be as follows:
•

Inbound trips: approximately 52 vpd (on average 5-6 vph) arriving from the north, and 41 vpd (on
average 3-4 vph) arriving from the south.

•

Outbound trips: approximately 48 vpd (on average 4-5 vph) travelling north towards Auckland via SH
1, approximately 47 vpd (on average 4-5 vph) travelling south towards Huntly via SH 1, and
approximately two vpd travelling east toward Tauranga via Tahuna Road.

Figure No. 9 illustrates the anticipated distribution of operational and HCV trips on the road network.

15

It is likely that trucks transporting inbound goods will often be “back filled” with manufactured goods.
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Figure No. 9: Trip Generation and Distribution – Factory Trips (pre-Rail Siding)

5.4

Parking Generation

5.4.1

On site vehicle and cycle parking

Parking Rate Analysis:
To assess the anticipated demand for parking, reference has been made to the ODP parking requirements
(Table 1 in Appendix A of the ODP). The District Plan specifies the following parking requirements for
industrial activities:
•

1 car space per 100 m2 GFA and 1 HGV loading bay.

•

At least one accessible park (or disabled space). Where more than 50 parking bays are required,
accessible parks shall be provided at a ratio of 1 for every 50 car parks required.

•

Bicycle parking spaces at a ratio of 1 bicycle space for every 10 car parking spaces required.

Based on the ODP typical parking rate requirements, the proposed factory would require as a minimum:
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•

237 car park spaces;

•

five accessible parking spaces, and

•

23 bicycle parking spaces.
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However, this amount of parking on site is contrary to the predicted trip generation for the proposal, where
only approximately 190 two-way trips per day (93 inbound and 97 outbound daily trips) are estimated to be
generated by the proposed factory with a maximum of 50 employees on site.
Parking Demand Analysis:
Taking the actual employee numbers into consideration, the likely maximum parking demand on a typical
day is derived as follows:
•

50 spaces assuming each of the employees drives to work and occupies a parking space. This is
unlikely on the basis that many NZCG staff currently carpool to work, and NZCG are expecting to
provide a private transport/ shuttle service for staff commuting from Auckland in the initial years
from factory start up).

•

Two spaces for visitor parking. However, given not all staff will drive a car each day to work there will
be often more than two additional parking spaces for visitor use.

•

Effectively, 52 parking spaces is considered to be more than sufficient for the Foam Factory based on
the predicted trip generation and maximum number of staff. In addition to the car spaces, at least
two accessible park and five bicycle spaces will be also required to meet the envisaged parking
demand.

The site layout plans illustrated in Appendix C illustrates that approximately 52 parking spaces (including two
accessible car parks and a bicycle shed with 10 bicycle spaces) can be provided within the site. The 10 bicycle
spaces reflects NZCG’s support for those capable and willing to bike to work from Huntly and surrounds.
On that basis, the minimum number of car and cycle parking spaces a that should be provided on site to meet
the expected operational requirements of the factory, is:
•

No less than 52 parking spaces for staff and visitors, including two accessible car park spaces.

•

A separate, secure bicycle parking area with provision for ten bikes.

•

In addition, for operational needs NZCG require a loading dock for receiving hazardous goods, and
another dock for all other goods on the northern side of Building 1.

•

Three additional loading areas for truck & trailer units will be located at Buildings 3 and 4.

5.4.2

Parking Design

Due to the ample space available and the site being a green field development, all parking on site can be
designed to meet Council’s standards set out in the ODP (Figure 1 in Appendix A of the District Plan).
The ODP specifies that accessible parking spaces shall comply with the provisions of the NZ Building Code,
Clause D1 Access Routes. Clause D1/AS1.10. of the NZ Building Code refers to the AS/NZS 2890 (Part 1: Offstreet car parking) as an acceptable solution for car parking areas and circulation routes. Accessible parking
spaces shall be formed and marked in accordance with the above referenced specifications, including surface
cross-fall no greater than 2%.

5.5

Loading Spaces and Operations

5.5.1

Loading spaces
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•

The proposed loading dock on the northern side of Building 1 has sufficient space to accommodate
at least three trucks & trailer units and associated manoeuvring areas.

•

Loading Area 1: The loading dock along the northern side of Building 1 will be used for hazardous
goods deliveries only. Similar to Stage 1, hazardous goods will be loaded/ unloaded parallel to
Building 1 with the use of forklifts.
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•

Loading Area 2: A loading area for truck & trailer units located in the alleyway between Buildings 1
and 3. Truck & trailer units arriving on site will park parallel to either Buildings 1 or 3 were goods
and/or material will be loaded/unloaded with the use of forklifts. The truck & trailer units will be able
to U-turn at the end of the alleyway (on the eastern side of Building 2) and return to the one-way
internal circulating road.

•

Loading Area 3: A recessed loading dock along the eastern side of Building 3 with provision for three
loading bays. Truck & trailer units will reverse into the loading bay and be loaded/ unloaded within
the building.

•

Loading Area 4: A loading dock for truck & trailer units along the eastern side of Building 4. Similar to
Loading Areas 1 and 2, truck & trailer units will park parallel to the loading dock and be loaded/
unloaded at this location with the use of forklifts.

All loading spaces provided on-site will meet or exceed the minimum design standards and swept path
manoeuvring space set out in the ODP (Figure 1 in Appendix A of the District Plan).

5.5.2

Safe Traffic Manoeuvring On-site

A one-way circulating ring road (with a counter-clockwise circulation) is proposed to minimise potential for
vehicle to vehicle and vehicle to pedestrian conflicts. The ring road will be 6.0 m wide and sealed.
The ring road width and alignment is to be designed to ensure a 19.45 m semi-trailer HPMV design vehicle
can be safely accommodated. Vehicle swept path assessments are provided for reference in Appendix D).
The one-way counter-clockwise circulation and 6 m wide road allows sufficient space for trucks waiting to
park within the site and not on any public road, in the unlikely event there are unplanned delays at any one
of the loading areas.
Given that the NZCG factory will generally involve heavy goods deliveries and manoeuvring within the site
with the use of forklifts and trucks/ truck & trailer units, it is recommended that a 30km/h speed limit be
imposed for vehicle movement within the entire site.

5.6

Public Transport, Walking and Cycling

Low demand for public transport trips and walking and cycling trips is anticipated given the predominantly
rural environment surrounding the site, and the relatively low number of employees that will be employed
at the factory. With such low demand, infrastructure provision for these modes is not proposed or considered
necessary to support the development.
However, public transport and walking and cycling facilities are included as part of the wider OSP rezoning
proposal (to be implemented as part of future development stages if the rezoning is approved).
Proposed Walking and Cycling Infrastructure for the OSP rezoning
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•

Provision of a shared active path on the eastern side of Lumsden Road extending from Tahuna Road
to the future NZCG factory access. The provision of the new path will coincide with the subdivision
and development of the first 10 ha of industrial land within the OSP area (expected to occur after the
construction of Stage 1, but prior to completion of Stage 2).

•

A network of shared active paths within the proposed Sleepyhead Estate development connecting
to a new pedestrian and cyclist bridge over the expressway to the existing Ohinewai township. The
new overbridge is proposed to be provided upon completion of the first 100 residential dwellings
within the proposed OSP area.

•

A cycling path along Ohinewai South Road and the old State Highway 1 linking Ohinewai township to
Huntly. The new off-road cycle path is anticipated to be completed as the later stages (Stage 5+) of
the proposed NZCG factory.
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Proposed Public Transport Infrastructure for the OSP rezoning proposal:
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•

Construction of an interim bus stop on Tahuna Road between the Ohinewai Interchange and
Lumsden Road. The proposed facility will coincide with the first stages of residential and industrial
subdivision (expected to occur after the construction of Stage 1, but prior to completion of Stage 2)
as well as the provision of walking and cycling linkages over SH1 to the existing Ohinewai township.

•

In the long term, a public transport terminus is proposed to be provided within the commercial centre
of the proposed Sleepyhead Estate development.
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6.

Movement of Freight by Rail

The proximity of the North Island Main Trunk rail line (NIMT) to the site for direct access and transportation
of significant volumes of freight is a significant opportunity and a key reason for the Ohinewai site having
been identified by APL for the proposed factory and supporting wider industrial development.
APL considers that direct access to the NIMT via a rail siding into the factory site will provide significant
benefit and efficiency to operations through the direct import and export of materials and products between
Auckland and Tauranga Ports. Accordingly, the inclusion of a rail siding for freight movements is a key
transport infrastructure component providing mode choice and reducing dependency on road transport for
servicing the foam factory.
Localised changes to the alignment of Lumsden Road and Balemi Road, including a new level-crossing on
Lumsden Road in accordance with KiwiRail standards, will be required to enable the implementation of the
proposed rail siding. Further details of the road safety improvements required to enable the implementation
of the rail siding are provided below.
Written support for the proposed new rail siding and level crossing to service the Foam Factory has been
provided by KiwiRail’s General Manager, David Brinsley.

6.1

Rail Siding Alignment and Operations

For context, the locality of the proposed Foam factory and rail siding access is illustrated in Figure No. 10
below. The rail siding cargo/ freight storage area (which is approximately 7.6 ha in size) will be located
immediately north of the proposed foam factory.
Figure No. 10: Proposed rail siding alignment

The proposed track alignment has been designed by rail design consultants Vitruvius with input from KiwiRail
rail/ freight operations staff. There will be one branch track from the NIMT that will split into three tracks
within the site, after the level crossing on Lumsden Road as illustrated in Figure No. 10.
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Given the proximity of the NIMT to the cargo/ freight storage area, a maximum 20 km/h speed limit will be
imposed on the rail siding.
Construction of the rail siding is anticipated to commence in the second half of 2022 and be operational in
2024. There will be approximately 12 months of factory operations, with the rail siding still under
construction. Once operational, APL expect that the rail siding will generate a maximum of two train
movements per day (i.e. one inbound and one outbound train movement per day) based on a 5-day work
week.
According to estimates by APL, the transportation of materials and product by rail will be equivalent to
approximately 20 - 25 HCV loads per day (i.e. 40 - 50 truck movements to and from the proposed Foam
factory site). On this basis, use of the rail siding is expected to reduce Foam Factory related HCV movements
on the road network to no more than 10 per day; i.e. at least 80% reduction in HCV movements.
Vehicle access to the rail siding area is proposed to be provided via no more than three new heavy
commercial vehicle crossings off Balemi Road. The new vehicle crossings will provide access to traffic
associated with the rail siding, including operational trips (i.e. staff, visitors, deliveries – anticipated to be
more than 20 trips per day when the rail siding is complete).

6.2

Lumsden Road Re-alignment

The proposed rail siding alignment will cross Lumsden Road at-grade. Grade separation of the crossing point
(whether a road bridge or underpass) is not feasible due to numerous constraints including weak soil
conditions, high ground water issues, the close proximity of the NIMT to Lumsden Road leaving little room
for embankments or structures, then need for significant ground improvement works that risks impacting on
the level of the NIMT railway, and the added complexity of the Lumsden Road / Balemi Road intersection
proximity to the rail crossing point. Furthermore, the future traffic volume on Lumsden Road is expected to
remain very low at the crossing location, so a new level crossing is acceptable to KiwiRail in this instance.
However, the close proximity of the NIMT to Lumsden Road means that the rail siding would cross Lumsden
Road at a low skew angle that that does not comply with KiwiRail’s16requirements. Accordingly, it is proposed
that the alignment of Lumsden Road be amended with a series of horizontal bends (‘S’ Bends) to ensure that
the road crosses the rail at a safe angle (i.e. between 70 degrees and 110 degrees as per KiwiRail’s Engineering
Services Standard document).
A conceptual layout of the proposed realignment of Lumsden Road, which incorporates the proposed rail
siding and level crossing, is shown in Figure No. 11 on the following page and the concept design drawings in
Appendix E. This design was based on the following standards and guideline documents:
•

Regional Infrastructure Technical Specifications (RITS) document;

•

Austroads Guide to Road Design, and

•

Waka Kotahi’s State Highway Geometric Design Manual.

The horizontal alignment of the proposed S-bend on Lumsden Road has been designed on the basis of the
safe and appropriate speed of 80 km/h17, which will inherently be suitable for the recommended 60 km/h
speed limit on the urbanised section of Lumsden Road.
As part of this proposal (and for the wider OSP development), the section of Lumsden Road between Tahuna
Road and the proposed Foam factory access is to be upgraded to an urban-industrial environment and, as a
result, the existing 100 km/h speed limit will not be appropriate for the new land-use environment over that
section of road. Given that the character would effectively be urbanised, it was recommended in the OSP
As per the KiwiRail Engineering Services Standards document, KiwiRail require the crossing angle of any new level crossing to be
between 70 and 90 degrees to the rail.
17 Waka Kotahi’s Safer Journeys Risk Assessment Tool (known as Megamaps) identifies a safe and appropriate speed (SAAS) of 80
km/h for Lumsden Road based on the existing rural environment.
16
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Rezoning ITA that the speed limit along the road frontage of the OSP site reduce from the existing 100km/h
to 60km/h in line with the safe and appropriate speed of the road.
Figure No. 11: Rail Siding and associated road safety improvement works

On the basis of the proposed safer speed environment, the design of the proposed horizontal curves is as
follows (refer to Figure No. 11 above and Appendix E):
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•

A 70km/h design speed for the two outer horizontal curves (160 m curve radii) to the north and south
of the proposed rail crossing, each transitioning into a 40 km/h design speed horizontal curve (50 m
curve radius) to the immediate north of the proposed level crossing. Some localised road widening
will be required at this bend to ensure that vehicles do not encroach onto the oncoming lane while
navigating the bend.

•

A curve transition length of 42.5m has been provided between the two northern bends, which
complies with the minimum transition length requirements specified in Austroads Guide to Road
Design document.

•

The bends are designed with a 6% super-elevation to help prevent loss of control crashes.

Further details related to the recommended safety devices required on the approaches to the level crossing
and along the s-bend are provided in Section 8.2.1 of this report.

6.3

Level Crossing Control Type

The appropriate level crossing solution was assessed based on Waka Kotahi’s Traffic Control Devices Manual
(Part 9 Level Crossings). The manual specifies that the minimum requirement of any approach to a level
crossing is a Give Way control in the following circumstances:
•

If the approach visibility can be met, a Give Way sign must be installed.

•

If the approach visibility cannot be met but the restart review (i.e. crossing visibility) can be met, a
Stop sign is installed.

•

If the approach visibility and restart review cannot be met, the crossing will need to be carefully
assessed to determine whether active control is justified or changes to the operating conditions (e.g.
restriction on road or rail speeds, limitations on vehicle lengths) need to be imposed.

The approach visibility in the concept design for southbound vehicles18 looking east and west complies with
the minimum requirements. The approach visibility for northbound vehicles19 looking to the east will likely
not be met; the sightlines looking east could potentially be obscured by vegetation and the proposed NZCG
factory building. The angle of the level crossing also does not meet the requirements for give-way control20.
Based on this, the give-way control at the level crossing is not recommended.
The restart view21 for southbound vehicles looking to the west will also not be met; because of the horizontal
alignment of rail siding (160 m radius bend), drivers will have to look over their shoulder in order to determine
whether it will be safe to cross the level crossing.
Based on this assessment, an active control level crossing with flashing lights and bells is recommended.
Figure No. 11 and the drawings in Appendix E illustrate the control devices, road signage and road markings
that are recommended for implementation for the level crossing. Barrier Arms may not be necessary due to
the low traffic volumes. However, this will be determined at detailed design in consultation with WDC and
KiwiRail.
Confirmation was received from Mr Russell Herbert, KiwiRail Senior Project Manager for the rail siding
project, that the concept design of a new level crossing at the proposed location is acceptable, subject to:
•

A Level Crossing Safety Impact Assessment (LCSIA) giving a satisfactory assessment of safety
protection needs, and

•

A detailed signal design based on the proposed road and rail alignment drawings.

A minimum approach visibility of 68 m is specified for a (southbound) vehicles travelling at approximately 40 km/h
A minimum approach visibility of 71 m is specified for a (northbound) vehicle travelling at 70 km/h)
20 95 degrees looking to the left and 110 degrees looking to the right
21 The minimum required restart review/ crossing visibility is 136 m for vehicles travelling at 40 km/h or 70 km/h
18
19
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On this basis, an independent LCSIA was conducted to assess the safety effects of implementing a new level
crossing on the surrounding transport environment. The details of the LCSIA are provided in Section 6.4 to
follow. In addition, an independent road safety audit (RSA) of the concept design of the road alignment and
level crossing was undertaken as part of the OSP Rezoning ITA to identify any hazards and safety risks that
are likely to occur as a result of the proposed design. The key findings from the RSA are provided in Section
8.2.1 of this report.

6.4

Level Crossing Safety Impact Assessment (LCSIA)

A LCSIA has been undertaken in accordance with KiwiRail policy, involving accredited LCSIA safety engineers
(WSP consultants), KiwiRail safety engineers and locomotive drivers assessing the likely safety scoring of the
proposed level crossing.
The LCSIA report (included in Appendix G) confirms that the concept design for the level crossing achieves
KiwiRail risk criteria for new crossings, with only minor design details to be added in at the final design stage.
These include:
•

Crossing set out to meet KiwiRail infrastructure standards.

•

Crossbucks on the Flashing Light and Bells (FLB) assemblies.

•

A yellow cross hatched clear zone between the limit lines at the crossing.

•

Correctly oriented advance PW57 steam engine signs are to show the train facing towards the road
on both sides of the road. The drawings show the signs duplicated but the train facing the same way
on both signs. PW57 (left) should be on the LHS and PW57 (right) should be on the RHS.

•

A warning sign Balemi Road of the level crossing on the side road ahead.

•

Fencing of the siding.

•

Vegetation management plan.

6.5

Lumsden Road and Balemi Road Intersection

The new horizontal curves on Lumsden Road will affect the position of the intersection of Lumsden Road and
Balemi Road such that the initial 20-30 metres of Balemi Road will need to be realigned to intersect with
Lumsden Road again at 90 degrees.
The following upgrades are also proposed related to the configuration and layout of the intersection:
•

The ‘Tee’ intersection retain the existing Give-way control due to the good sightlines that currently
exists on the Balemi Road approach.

•

The westbound approach (i.e. Balemi Road) be upgraded (i.e. widened and sealed) to a minimum 6
m trafficable carriageway width.

•

The rural intersection be formed in line with h requirements set out in the District Plan and the RITS
standards.

As discussed in Section 8.2.1, the sight distance from Balemi Road looking north to Lumsden Road will need
to be protected through sightline splay covenants across the adjacent paddock, or by local widening of the
road reserve.

6.6

Balemi Road Improvements

6.6.1

Balemi Road Upgrade

With the development of the rail siding and the cargo/ freight storage area on the southern side of Balemi
Road, the road environment along the southern boundary of Balemi Road is anticipated to change from a
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rural to industrial environment. Given this change, and the introduction of several new heavy commercial
vehicle crossings on Balemi Road, the following road upgrades are required and proposed as part of the
implementation of rail siding:
•

The speed limit along the entire road section be reduced from the existing 100 km/h to 60 km/h in
line with the safe and appropriate speed (SAAS) of the road (as per Waka Kotahi’s Safer Journeys Risk
Assessment Tool – a 60 km/h speed limit is identified for Balemi Road). It is recommended that WDC
investigate reducing the speed limit along the road in line with the SAAS.

•

Widening and sealing (to a minimum 6 m trafficable carriageway width) the section of the road
fronting the subject site (i.e. from Lumsden Road to the eastern most access to the site).

•

The provision of a 0.5 m wide sealed shoulder and kerb & channel treatment along the westbound
carriageway (i.e. on the side of the road bordering the proposed development).

6.6.2

Proposed Vehicle Accesses on Balemi Road

The proposed vehicle crossings on Balemi Road should be formed in accordance with the access formation
standards for heavy commercial entranceways on roads with kerb and channel treatment (Figure 8 in
Appendix A of the ODP and the standards provided in the tables on page A33 for heavy commercial
entrances). As specified in the ODP, the vehicle crossings should be at least 9 m wide with a minimum access
width of 12 m at the edge of the road carriageway. The vehicle crossings should also be sealed from the road
to the entrance gate as a minimum.
Notwithstanding the above, the access configurations should be designed so that the spatial needs of a large
design vehicle (an 18 m semi-trailer and 19.45 m semi-trailer HPMV) are met.
The final access location shall be in accordance with the rules for access and entrances in the ODP; the
location and configuration will be confirmed in agreement with WDC during the detailed design stage.
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7.

Proposed Earthworks Operations

The construction of the Foam Factory and rail siding will require earthworks over an area of approximately
35 ha. This will include the importation of significant volumes of clean fill to provide for suitable building
platforms and pre-loading of soft ground. The earthworks activities (referred to as “Stage 1 Earthworks”) 22
will involve:
•

Geotechnical remediation for liquefaction and settlement prone soils.

•

Undertaking filling to raise the finished ground level above the 1% AEP flood level.

•

Forming a structural strength subgrade for building platforms and pavement areas.

•

Forming stormwater management and treatment devices.

The Stage 1 Earthworks operations are separated into two distinct sub-stages (refer to Figure No. 12):
•

Stage 1A for works associated with the Foam Factory area, and

•

Stage 1B for the additional works required for the rail siding, works within the local roads, NIMT and
for stormwater management infrastructure.

The Stage 1 Earthworks are split into sub-stages so that the area for Stage 1A can be prepared ahead of Stage
1B.
Figure No. 12: Staging Plan – Earthworks

As described Earthworks Methodology Report, dated March 2021, that was prepared by Woods and Partners Ltd, the earthworks
for the wider OSP development area is divided into five stages, where Earthworks Stage 1 is the Foam factory and rail siding site.
22
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7.1

Consented Stage 1A Earthworks Operations

Stage 1A Earthworks will create finished levels for the initial build out phase of the Foam Factory, storage for
materials, temporary facilities for the workers, and stormwater treatment wetland located to the north of
the site. The consented Stage 1A Earthworks operations will be undertaken over an approximately 13.7 ha
area and include:
•

Approximately 8,350m3 of cut and 127,400m3 of fill to subgrade levels. The surplus to be imported
to site.

•

Approximately 37,380m3 of additional filling due to settlement and compaction.

•

Approximately 120,000m3 of additional fill for preload.

•

In total, the importing of up to 280,000 m3 of fill material (solid volume) for structural fill and
preloading. Approximately 25,000 heavy commercial vehicle loads (one-way) will be generated over
the course of the Stage 1A earthworks duration, which will be approximately two earthwork seasons
(12 months).

Consents for the Stage 1A Earthworks were received from both WRC and WDC in February and March 2021,
respectively. Works commenced on site in March 2021 under those approvals. With respect to traffic
matters, the resource consents authorise up to 300 traffic movements per day (and 200 movements per day
on a rolling 2-week average) and the implementation of a haul road from Tahuna Road to the earthworks
area.
To mitigate the effects of traffic associated with the Stage 1A Earthworks on the surrounding transport
network, the following traffic and transportation related recommendations were made in the previous TIA
report for the Foam Factory, and are now conditions of resource consent for Stage1A Earthworks:
•

Consent Condition 28: The location of the haul road from Tahuna Road to the earthworks area may
be varied by the Consent Holder, subject to the following information requirements being provided to
and accepted by Waikato District Council’s Team Leader Monitoring prior to works commencing:
(a) The site entrance from Tahuna Road shall not change.
(b) The written approval of any land traversed by the Haul Road not in the ownership of the Consent
Holder shall be submitted to the Waikato District Council.
(c) Confirmation from a suitably qualified ecologist that the FMP required under Condition 6 has
accounted for the revised haul road location and any vegetation clearance has been accounted for in
the BMP/ VRP.
(d) Appropriate erosion and sediment controls for the Haul Road are accounted for in the ESCP to be
submitted as per Condition 10.
Advisory Note: If the haul road is proposed to be moved closer to any properties with occupied
dwellings, it will need to be demonstrated that noise standards are still able to be complied with and
that there is no impact on the resident’s amenity as a result of the change.

•

Consent Condition 29: A Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) must be submitted to
Waikato District Council at least 10 days prior to works commencing on site. The CTMP shall be based
on the draft submitted as part of the application. The CTMP shall also include the following safety
improvement measures:
(a) Vegetation trimming to improve visibility at the Lumsden Road site entry.
(b) Installation of static cyclist warning signs on the approaches to the Expressway and rail
overbridges, as well as on the off-ramps of the Interchange.
(c) Only if the clean fill source is from north of the site, the installation of an electronic flashing cycle
warning sign at the southbound off-ramp intersection with Tahuna Road, with activation by
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appropriate detector systems when cyclists are present at the top of the off-ramp or cycling over
either of the overbridges.
•

Consent Condition 30: Prior to earthworks, the existing Lumsden Road access is to be upgraded in
general accordance with the RITS standards for light commercial rural entranceways.

•

Consent Condition 31: Prior to earthworks, the proposed Balemi Road access is to be constructed in
general accordance with the RITS standards for light commercial rural entranceways.

•

Consent Condition 32: Access to the site during the Stage 1A Earthworks Operations must be as
follows:
(a) Light vehicles and fuel delivery/servicing vehicles shall enter the site via a new temporary entrance
from Balemi Road and exit the site via an existing farm heavy vehicle access on Lumsden Road.
(b) Heavy vehicles hauling fill material and earthworks machinery shall access the site only via a
temporary new access on Tahuna Road located approximately 190 m east of the Tahuna Road &
Lumsden Road roundabout.
(c) A haul road shall be constructed internally from the earthworks site to the Tahuna Road access.
The haul road shall be sealed for a minimum of 150 m from the Tahuna Road seal edge.

•

Consent Condition 33: Prior to construction commencing, the consent holder must prepare and
submit detailed design drawings of the temporary construction accesses on Balemi Road, Lumsden
Road and Tahuna Road to Waikato District Council for approval.
The proposed accesses shall be designed and constructed to meet the requirements specified in the
Waikato Regional Infrastructure Technical Specifications (RITS), the recommendations within the
Gray Matter Ltd, Ambury Properties – Stage 1A Earthworks – Transportation Review, Ref 17_152,
dated 12 January 2021. The detailed design shall include:
(a) Information related to the dimensions of the vehicle crossing as per the provisions in RITS.
(b) An assessment of the vehicle swept path at the site access. The access design is to accommodate
the turning path of an over-dimension vehicle coming to site and a truck and trailer vehicle
simultaneously exiting.
(c) Pavement materials and details of the “all-weather” surface of the vehicle crossing.
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•

Consent Condition 34: The detailed design of the temporary haul road access on Tahuna Road shall
be in general accordance with the standards specified for heavy commercial rural entranceways in
the RITS.

•

Consent Condition 35: A left-turn treatment shall be included at the temporary haul road access as
per Figure 8.2 in Part 4A of the Austroads Guide to Road Design manual. No works shall commence
without WDC engineering design approval for the accesses, and approved TMPs for construction.

•

Consent Condition 36: An automated wheel wash facility shall be installed immediately before the
sealed surface of the Tahuna Road access and all trucks departing the facility shall be required to
wash their tyres to prevent the tracking of mud and debris on to Council Roads.

•

Consent Condition 37: Heavy vehicle movements associated with imported fill and transporter trucks
shall be restricted to using the Tahuna Road access and the haul road only. The proposed heavy
vehicle route will be formalised in the Construction Traffic Management Plan and enforced by the site
manager and contract obligations.

•

Consent Condition 38: Heavy vehicle movements on the haul road shall be managed by the
earthwork’s contractor through a CTMP. The maximum daily total movements on the haul road shall
be 300 movements per day, while the average shall not exceed 200 movements per day (two-way
movements) over a rolling 14-day period (i.e. two working weeks).
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•

Consent Condition 39: Daily monitoring by the Consent Holder of construction traffic, including a
daily record of truck movements, shall occur over the course of the construction activity, and available
at the request of the WDC Team Leader Monitoring.

•

Consent Condition 40: Prior to construction commencing, specific temporary traffic management
plans (TMP) shall also be prepared and submitted to WDC for approval for the works associated with
the construction of the proposed construction site accesses. The TMPs shall be designed in accordance
with NZTA CoPTTM requirements and no works shall commence without WDC approval.

•

Consent Condition 41: The consent holder must maintain the Tahuna Road and Lumsden Road sealed
pavements adjacent to the construction entrances to the satisfaction of Waikato District Councils
Team Leader Monitoring, for the duration of the earthworks activities.

•

Consent Condition 42: A pre- and post-construction pavement inspection of Lumsden Road and
Balemi Road be carried out. Any remedial work attributed to the activities approved by this consent
shall be remedied by the consent holder within 20 working day of the inspection to the satisfaction of
Waikato District Council.

•

Consent Condition 43: A pavement impact fee of $5,940 is to be paid by the Consent Holder (paid as
a lump sum) at completion of the approved earthworks.

The roading improvement works required as conditions of resource consent for Stage 1A (i.e. the haul road,
upgrading of the main access on Lumsden Road, etc.) are currently being implemented on site. The
temporary construction accesses and the haul road consented for the Stage 1A Earthworks operations are
illustrated in Figure No. 13 on the following page. For purposes of this ITA, these improvement works form
part of the existing environment for the Stage 1B Earthworks.
At the time of writing this report, Traffic Management Plans and the CTMP have been approved for the 2021
season and Stage 1A earthworks have commenced on site.

7.2

Proposed Stage 1B Earthworks Operations

As previously mentioned, the existing resource consents (attached in Appendix A) do not include approvals
for earthworks for the rail siding. Approvals are now sought for the additional earthworks required for the
rail siding aspects of the proposal and the importation of an additional 210,000m3 of fill required for the
project (i.e. Stage 1B Earthworks).
The Stage 1B Earthworks operations will create finished levels for the rail siding located to the north of the
proposed Foam Factory and will include:
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•

Approximately 17.3 ha of earthworks area which will be undertaken in a staged manner in order to
construct the rail siding, road realignment/upgrades, the stormwater treatment wetland located at
the east of the site and discharge drain to the wetland park area.

•

Clearing of trees and shrubs and removal of existing farm structures and rubbish.

•

Approximately 17.3 ha of topsoil stripping.

•

Approximately 41,650m3 of cut and 82,600m3 of fill to subgrade levels. The surplus to be imported
to site.

•

Approximately 169,050m3 of additional filling due to subgrade improvement, liquefaction
remediation, settlement and compaction.

•

Importing of up to 210,000 m3 of fill material (compacted on site) for structural fill and preloading.
Approximately 17,500 heavy commercial vehicle movements (one-way) will be generated over the
course of the earthworks activity.

•

Geotechnical remediation including liquefaction remediation and preloading.
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•

Erosion and sediment measures including sediment retention pond, decants, silt fences, clean water
drains, dirty water drains.

•

Use of the haul road that was consented for the Stage 1A Earthworks.

Figure No. 13: Consented Temporary Construction Accesses and Haul Road Layout
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Overall, the Stage 1A and 1B earthworks operations are expected to be carried out over three to four sixmonth periods (two six-month periods for Stage 1A, and one to two six-month period for Stage 1B depending
on the final construction programme). It is expected that approximately 15 full-time construction staff will
be employed during each respective earthworks season.

7.2.1

Temporary Construction Access Proposals – Stage 1B Earthworks

The proposed location of the temporary construction accesses to the site are illustrated in Figure No. 13, in
line with the access arrangement consented as part of the Stage 1A Earthworks. No additional accesses or
access arrangements are proposed for Stage 1B.

7.2.2

Predicted Trip Generation – Stage 1B Earthworks Construction Traffic

Heavy Commercial Vehicle Trips
As previously mentioned, the overall bulk earthworks and ground remediations works will be carried out over
three to four six-month earthworks periods. During these periods, up to 490,000 m3 (solid volume) of clean
fill material will be imported to the site; this volume is the likely maximum volume of fill material that is
expected to be imported to site. The required material is proposed to be transported to the site utilising
heavy truck and trailer units and via the haul road accessed from Tahuna Road.
It is proposed that imported material is delivered to site in 3-4 phases each consisting of 20 weeks. The first
two phases will complete the structural fill and preload works within the Foam factory area (i.e. the Stage
1A), while the third (and additional fourth phase if required based on the earthworks programme that will
finalised by the earthworks contractor at that time) will complete the structural fill works within the rail siding
and wetland areas (i.e. Stage 1B).
The importation of up to 280,000m3 (solid volume) of fill has already been consented as part of the Stage 1A
Earthworks resource consent application. Consent is sought for the importation of an additional 210,000 m3
(max) of clean fill material as part of the Stage 1B works.
Table No. 10 on the following page provides a summary of the estimated number of truck movements that
are expected to be generated as a result of the proposed site activity over the up to four 20-week periods.

Table No. 10

Predicted Truck Movements for the proposed Earthworks
Estimated Truck
Movements (no. of
trucks)23

Material Volume (m3)
Item
Solid
volume

Loose
volume

One-way
trips

Two-way
trips

Average Daily Truck
Movements
(vehicles/day)24
One-way
trips

Two-way
trips

Consented Stage 1A Earthworks Operations (over two earthworks seasons)
Import Structural Fill

160,000

266,666

13,333

26,666

56

112

Import Fill for Preload

120,000

200,000

10,000

20,000

42

84

Total (Stage 1A)

280,000

466,666

23,333

46,666

98

196

Based on truck and trailer units transporting approximately 12m3 of solid material (or 20m3 loose material) per load.
and 20-week per earthworks period (approximately
120 working days per earthworks season). As the construction programme can vary, heavy vehicle movements are proposed to be
no more than 200 per day on the haul road when averaged over a rolling 12 working day period.
23

24 Based on a six-day working week to allow for programming and weather delays
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Predicted Truck Movements for the proposed Earthworks
Estimated Truck
Movements (no. of
trucks)23

Material Volume (m )
3

Item
Solid
volume

Loose
volume

One-way
trips

Two-way
trips

Average Daily Truck
Movements
(vehicles/day)24
One-way
trips

Two-way
trips

Proposed Stage 1B Earthworks Operations (over two earthworks season)
Import Structural Fill

210,000

350,000

17,500

35,000

73

146

Import Fill for Preload

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total (Stage 1B)

210,000

350,000

17,500

35,000

73

146

490,000

816,666

40,833

81,666

85

170

Grand Total
(Stage 1 Earthworks)

As shown in Table No. 10 above, the importing of the fill material during Stage 1B is expected to generate
approximately 17,500 inbound truck loads, or approximately 35,000 heavy commercial vehicle movements
(in and outbound combined) over the course of the proposed activity.
On average, approximately 150 heavy commercial vehicle movements per day (two-way movements) are
expected to be generated during the Stage 1B operations. This equates to approximately 170 HCV
movements per day (two-way movements) during the earthworks period based on the proposed
construction period of 24 months (i.e. four six-month earthworks periods). These figures are based on the
six-day working week (7am to 6pm, Monday to Saturday) and allows for programming and weather delays.
As shown above, the daily HCV movements during the Stage 1B Earthworks operations are expected to be
below that consented for Stage 1A (i.e. no more than 300 vehicle movements per day on the haul road, and
200 movements per day on average over two working weeks). The importation of clean fill material for the
Stage 1B works will be managed in line with these maximum and average daily HCV figures.
Operational Trips
Similar to the Stage 1A operations, the trips generated by the day-to-day operations on site during the Stage
1B operations will include staff trips, fuel and machinery servicing, and visitors to the site. The construction
works are expected to employ approximately 15 full-time construction staff during the course of the
proposed site activity. Based on this figure, approximately 30 trips per day are estimated for construction
staff. This figure assumes that the few trips per day for errands will be offset by some construction staff carpooling to the site.
An additional 10 trips per day for visitors, fuel tankers and small servicing trucks is factored in giving a total
operational trip generation of 40 movements per day. These operational trips will access the site from the
new entrance off Balemi Road and exit back to Lumsden Road.
It was assumed that approximately 40% of the operational trips will originate from north of the site (i.e. Te
Kauwhata/ Rangiriri – approximately 16 vpd) while the remaining 60% will come from south of the site (i.e.
Huntly/ Hamilton – approximately 24 vpd) as these are the closest population bases to the site.
Total Trip Generation
Overall, the daily traffic generation during the Stage 1B Earthworks operations is not expected to exceed 190
vpd, with approximately 75% HCVs.
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8.

Assessment of Transportation Effects

The following sections outline the assessment of transportation effects of the proposed Foam Factory, and
the influence of the proposed rail siding.

8.1

Foam Factory Operations

8.1.1

Capacity Assessment – Road Corridors

Table No. 11 provides a summary of the estimated Average Daily Traffic (ADT) figures on the surrounding
road network with the additional traffic associated with the proposed Foam Factory. These ADT figures are
based on the adopted trip generation and distribution assumptions provided in Section 5.3 of this report.
Table No. 11

Average Daily Traffic Volumes – with and without the proposed factory traffic
Road Section

Observed
2019/20
Baseline ADT
(vpd)25

Additional
Foam Factory
Traffic (vpd)

2019/20
Baseline +
Foam Factory
Traffic (vpd)

Change in ADT
(%)

Lumsden
Road

Tahuna Road to Factory
Access

555 vpd

190 vpd

745 vpd

+35%

Tahuna
Road

Ohinewai Interchange
to Lumsden Road

2,250 vpd

188 vpd

2,438 vpd

+8%

Southbound off-ramp

920 vpd

52 vpd

972 vpd

+6%

Northbound on-ramp

850 vpd

48 vpd

898 vpd

+6%

Northbound off-ramp

445 vpd

41 vpd

486 vpd

+9%

Southbound on-ramp

490 vpd

47 vpd

537 vpd

+10%

Road
Corridor

Ohinewai
Interchange
ramps

The following discussion relates to the ADT figures in Table No. 11:
•

With the addition of the Foam factory traffic on the road network, the ADT on the Ohinewai
Interchange ramps is only anticipated to increase by approximately 50 vpd (or between 6% and 10%).

•

The ADT along Tahuna Road (the section between the interchange and Lumsden Road) and Lumsden
Road (the section between Tahuna Road and the proposed Foam factory access) is anticipated to
increase by approximately 190 vpd. This is equivalent to an 8% increase in the ADT on Tahuna Road
and a 35% increase in the ADT on Lumsden Road.

As shown above, no adverse capacity effects are likely on these roads given that the road links have amply
spare capacity to accommodate the increased daily traffic volumes associated with the proposed Foam
factory given the low traffic volumes that presently exist on the interchange ramps and both Tahuna Road
and Lumsden Road. In addition, the peak hour volumes on the above road corridors are not anticipated to
exceed the typical capacity of a rural road26.
On this basis, the effect of the proposed Foam Factory traffic on the capacity and efficiency of the surrounding
road network is expected to be negligible.

Derived from traffic count data that was collected in August 2019 using automatic tube counters
According to Table 4.5 of the RTA’s Guide to Traffic Generating Developments, the acceptable peak hour flow (i.e. to achieve LOS
C and better) on two-lane rural roads with a design speed of 100 km/h and 10% HCV is 920 vehicles per hour.
25
26
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8.1.2

Safety Assessment – Ohinewai Interchange

Crash Data Assessment:
An assessment of the historic crash data indicates a prevalence of crashes at the intersection of the
southbound off-ramp and Tahuna Road related to the visibility of the stop-controlled intersection. The high
crash rate indicates a need to improve on the existing advanced warning signs and road markings on the
southbound off-ramp.
While the proposed Foam factory is anticipated to result in an increase in the average daily traffic on the
southbound off-ramp, the increase in traffic will be minor even before the rail siding is operational. As
outlined in Table No. 11 above, the ADT is anticipated to increase by approximately 6% (or by approximately
50 vpd or 4-5 vehicles per hour) with the establishment of the Foam factory.
On this basis, it is considered that the additional traffic associated with the proposed Foam factory is not
likely to increase the present safety risk at the intersection.
Notwithstanding the above, the following mitigation measures are proposed to be implemented which would
address the existing safety issues at the intersection:
•

Installation of an electronic warning sign on the southbound off-ramp (i.e. on the approach to the
Compulsory-Stop) which is activated by an approaching vehicle travelling above a specific speed. The
sign will light up to alert an approaching driver to the presence of the intersection, with text similar
to STOP AHEAD, REDUCE SPEED. The minimum speed at which the sign lights up would be based on
the distance and reduced time available to safely decelerate to a stop at the stop line.

•

Installation of rumble strips perpendicular to the traffic flow prior to the existing advanced warning
signs provided approximately 200 m north of the stop line.

Vulnerable Road Users:
Based on an assessment of the historic crash data, there have been no crashes in the previous 10-year period
involving pedestrians and cyclists at the interchange. On this basis and given the low volume of traffic that
will added to the interchange ramps and Tahuna Road, the additional traffic associated with the proposed
Foam factory is not likely to increase the currently low risk of pedestrian /cyclist crashes.
While pedestrians and cyclists are uncommon in the area at present (largely due to the rural nature of the
site), the lack of walking and cycling infrastructure at the Interchange may expose the currently low numbers
of pedestrians and cyclists to some safety risk with crossing the Interchange off and on ramps and the two
overbridges. To mitigate the potential safety risks, the following mitigation measures are recommended:
•

Installation of static cyclists warning signs on the approaches to the Expressway and rail overbridges,
as well as on the off-ramps of the Interchange.

•

Installation of an electronic (solar powered) flashing cycle warning sign at the southbound off-ramp
intersection with Tahuna Road, with activation by the appropriate detector systems when cyclists
are present at the top of the off-ramp or cycling over either of the overbridges.

Sight Distance Assessment:
An assessment27 of the achievable sight lines at the southbound off-ramp found that the achievable sight
distance looking west (95 m) complies with the absolute minimum Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) of
96 m specified in Austroads’ Guide to Road Design document (as per Table 3.2 in Part 4A) based on the

The detailed sight distance assessment is provided in Section 8.3 of the Ohinewai Rezoning and Structure Plan ITA report (dated
May 2020) as well as the Evidence in Chief of Mr Cameron Inder and Statement of Rebuttal Evidence of Cameron Inder related to
traffic matters. This can be provided if required.
27
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absolute minimum reaction time of 1.5 seconds28 and an 85th percentile operating speed of 52.6 km/h (the
minimum required SISD based on a 2 second reaction time is 104 m). While the sight distance is constrained,
the available 95 m looking west is not entirely unsafe or critical by being 11 m short of the minimum required
104 m SISD.
Notwithstanding the above, it is recommended that the following safety improvements works be
implemented to improve the currently constrained sight lines at the southbound off-ramp:
•

Trimming vegetation on both sides of the southbound off-ramp, and

•

Relocating the stop line from current position (1.5 m from the edge line) to 1.0 m – 1.2 m from the
edge line29. At this new position, it is considered that the sightlines would not be obstructed by the
rail-overbridge parapet on the eastern side of the off-ramp and/or handrail.

Sight lines looking east from the southbound off-ramp relate to westbound traffic on Tahuna Road (i.e. traffic
heading west towards the existing Ohinewai East village), which traffic turning left from the southbound offramp is not required to yield to. Westbound traffic on Tahuna Road is primarily of interest to right turning
traffic on the southbound off-ramp (right-turn movements at the off-ramp will not be increased by the
proposed factory – all factory traffic will turn left) and some large trucks turning left from the southbound
off-ramp that might encroach on the centreline or into the opposing traffic lane while turning. However,
given the eye height of drivers of large trucks and the available sight-distance measured for car driver eye
height, it is considered that those truck drivers have sufficient clear sight lines looking to the east to facilitate
their decision to commence turning or not.
Conclusion
On the basis of the above, it is concluded that the effects of the traffic associated with the proposed factory
on the safety and operations of the Ohinewai Interchange will be negligible provided the recommendations
discussed above are reflected as consent conditions.
The improvement works shall be designed and constructed in accordance with the relevant District Plan and
Waka Kotahi design requirements, including the RITS standards. No works shall commence without Waka
Kotahi and WDC engineering design approval.

8.1.3

Safety Assessment – Lumsden Road

The effects of the traffic associated with the proposed industrial activity on the safety and operation of
Lumsden Road are expected to be negligible based on the reasons given below.
•

An assessment of the Lumsden Road crash history found that the only crash that was recorded within
the previous five-year period was related to a driver losing control while navigating the horizontal
bend located to the north of the proposed site access. Historic crash data indicates no safety issue
associated with the existing site access at 88 Lumsden Road.

•

While the proposed Foam factory is anticipated to result in an 35% increase in the average daily
traffic on Lumsden Road, the traffic volumes on the road will remain relatively low (i.e. less than
1,000 vpd).

•

The proposed activity is anticipated to generate 50 HCV movements per day; this is equivalent to one
truck movement roughly every 15 minutes based on an 11-hour operating period per day. However,

Table 5.2 in Part 3 of the Austroads Guide to Road Design clarifies that the absolute minimum reaction time of 1.5 second can be
only be used in constrained situations where drivers will be alert; one such situation it lists is at interchange ramps when sighting
over or around barriers and where the maximum operating speed is less than 90 km/h (both true in this case).
29 This recommendation is in line with the observed behaviour of vehicle at this location; it was observed during a site investigation
in February 2020 that vehicles intending on turning left at the compulsory stop tended to stop over the stop line at a slight angle
close to the left shoulder with the purpose of having a better view of approaching vehicles given the constrained sightlines at the
intersection. Formalising this better viewing position improves safety by ensuring all drivers are positioned to maximise the available
sight distance.
28
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this is only until 2024 when the proposed rail siding is due to become operational. At that time HCV
movements associated with the Foam Factory are expected to reduce on the road network by at
least 80% per day.

8.2

Rail Siding Access

8.2.1

Lumsden Road Realignment

The introduction of the level crossing on Lumsden Road needs to be seen in the context of the overall future
urbanisation of Lumsden Road and not on the existing “rural” 100 km/h speed environment. Of importance
to note is that the rail crossing will only be established once the NZCG manufacturing facility is built. With
the envisaged future speed environment (60 km/h) along the urbanised section of Lumsden Road, together
with the geometry of the approach curves and the provision/ implementation of the following safety
improvement and speed reduction measures, the road safety risks associated with the realignment of the
road are considered to be appropriately mitigated:
•

A speed limit of 60 km/h with a gated speed limit sign threshold treatment on the northern
(southbound) approach to the ‘S’ bend on Lumsden Road.

•

Narrowing of the road carriageway to 7m (2 x 2.5m wide lanes + 1.5m wide hatched median + 0.5m
shoulder) at the threshold pinch point.

•

20 m solid built outs on the northern approach at the threshold pinch point.

•

Implementing kerb & channel on Lumsden Road through the urbanised section adjacent to the APL
site and existing houses on the west side of Lumsden Road.

•

Installation of roadside barriers, chevron boards and speed advisory signs on the ‘S’ bend curves.

•

Installation of rumble strips perpendicular to traffic flow on the southbound approach prior to the
northernmost curve of the ‘S’ bend.

•

Installation of street lighting on the eastern side of Lumsden Road.

A road safety audit (RSA) of the proposed concept design was undertaken by Traffessionals Ltd to identify
any hazards and safety risks that are likely to occur as a result of the proposed design. The safety audit report,
dated 5 May 2020, is attached in Appendix F, with the key findings and recommendation summarised below:
Three moderate concerns were identified as follows:
1. The first concern relates to achievable sight distances at the Lumsden Road and Balemi Road
intersection. To ensure that the minimum safe intersection sight distances are available at the
intersection, the RSA recommends setting back the adjacent property boundaries to ensure that the
required sight lines do not become obstructed over time by vegetation or fences.
BBO agrees with the audit recommendation. Two options are proposed for implementation to ensure
that the minimum safe intersection sight distance and approach sight distance are not obstructed by
any buildings, vegetation or fencing:
a. The area within the sight envelopes should be expropriated and included as part of the future
road reserve boundary, or
b. “No-build” zones be established restricting buildings, fencing, and limiting vegetation grown to
be no higher than 0.5 m. This could possibly be enforced in the district plan provisions/ resource
consent conditions.
2. The second concern relates to the proximity of the rail junction to the proposed level crossing
(separated by a short distance of around 120 m) and the likelihood of southbound trains on the NIMT
activating the active control signs. The RSA recommends that provisions be put in place so that the
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active control warning at the level crossing is only activated by trains going to/from the new rail
siding. Additionally, the RSA recommends that limiting train speeds on the new rail siding to 25km/h
or less.
BBO agrees with the audit recommendation. Although not shown in detail in the concept design
drawings, the rail siding design will provide for a 600 m long loop prior to the turnout to/from the rail
siding (i.e. trains to/from the rail siding will exit the NIMT approximately 600 m north of the turnout).
Vitruvius Ltd, the rail siding designers, have been consulted in relation to this audit finding. Vitruvius
confirms that two methods have been considered that will ensure that the level crossing active control
will only be activated by trains going to/ from the rail siding and that these matters will be considered
by the signalling designers and included in the signals design during the detailed design stage.
a. All trains must have a rail operator on the ground to pilot trains into the site and sidings. Train
speed would be limited to 20 km/hr and under the direction of the pilot. The pilot could activate
the LCA’s prior to the train approaching the crossing.
b. Turnout 2 allows trains to move from the loop onto the sidings and hence over the new level
crossing. If Turnout 2 is signalled and hence operated through National Train Control, it could be
linked to the LCA’s activation. There would be a signal just north of Turnout 2 which would
normally be at red. When the signal is green and Turnout 2 in the reverse position (set to allow
trains into the siding) the LCA’s would then be activated. Vitruvius Ltd confirms that these matters
will be considered by the signalling designers and included in the signals design during detailed
design stage.
3. The third concern relates to the lack of street lighting in the area. The RSA recommends the
installation of street lighting appropriate to the new road alignment, intersection, and level crossing.
BBO agrees with audit recommendation. The concept design drawings have been updated and now
proposes including street lighting on the eastern side of Lumsden Road up to the speed threshold
area, and on both sides of the road at the level crossing, the Balemi Road intersection, and the speed
threshold area.
•

Four minor concerns were identified as follows:
1. The RSA identifies that the currently unsealed surface of Balemi Road could potentially cause loss of
control accidents. The RSA recommends that the Balemi Road intersection be sealed, including the
bend on Balemi Road prior to the intersection.
BBO agrees with audit recommendations. The concept design drawings have been updated to reflect
this recommendation. Sealing along the entire length of Balemi Road has been proposed as part of
the infrastructure upgrades for the wider rezoning project.
2. The RSA identifies that utility poles should be relocated if they conflict with the new road alignment.
BBO agrees with audit recommendation.
3. The RSA identifies that warning signs are only shown on one side of the carriageway in both
directions; this is of concern given the formerly high-speed environment and proposed winding road
alignment. The RSA recommends the installation of additional PW-57 Level Crossing signs on the
right-hand side in both directions.
BBO agrees with audit recommendation. The concept design drawings have been updated to reflect
the recommendation.
4. The RSA recommends that the appropriateness of the vehicle safety barriers, and whether they will
present more of a hazard to errant drivers than if they were not installed.
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BBO agrees with the recommendation that the proposed vehicle safety barrier on the eastern side of
Lumsden Road may not be required as there are no substantial obstacles that an errant driver could
strike. However, the safety barriers along the northernmost curve are considered appropriate at this
location given the proximity of the new rail and siding; the safety barriers will prevent an errant driver
from veering off the road and rolling onto the new railway tracks. We therefore recommend that
these be retained.
The RSA provided additional comments/ guidance related to:
5. The RSA considers it is important that the new 60 km/h limit be implemented by completion of
construction works. Without the speed reduction, the proposed realignment of Lumsden Road could
become hazardous, particularly the 40 km/h design curve and the level crossing. Otherwise, some
additional speed reduction or warning devices could be warranted.
BBO supports this statement.
6. The RSA accepts that the proposed rumble strips to the north will provide an additional safety benefit
to southbound drivers, particularly due to the speed environment (currently 100 km/h) from the
north. However, consideration should be given to the noise these create, even though the nearest
residential property is currently over 300 m away.
BBO considers that the noise effects will likely be less than minor considering that the nearest
residential is located a notable distance away.
As shown above, the concerns raised in the RSA are considered moderate/ minor and were easily rectified.
Overall, BBO agrees with the RSA findings as it is considered that these will provide a safer road environment.
We have subsequently updated the concept design drawings in line with the recommendations in the RSA.
The RSA report and designer responses have been provided to WDC for Safety Engineer review and response.
At the time of writing this report, the RSA audit responses from WDC were pending. However, consultation
was undertaken with WDC.

8.2.2

Capacity Assessment – Lumsden Road

As discussed in Section 6 of this report, traffic associated with the daily operation of the rail siding activity
(estimated at no more than 20 vehicle trips per day) is anticipated to access the rail siding and cargo/ freight
storage area via the new vehicle crossings proposed on Balemi Road. All other traffic associated with the
proposed Foam factory will access the factory site from the main access on Lumsden Road (i.e. south of the
rail siding level crossing) and therefore will not cross the railway line.
The volume of traffic currently on Lumsden Road is less than 700 vpd, which classifies it as a low volume road.
The anticipated additional 20 vpd across the new level crossing is less than 5% of the current ADT. Given the
low traffic volumes and very low train movements per day using the siding, it is unlikely that the level crossing
will result in any adverse capacity effects for the flow of traffic and level of service on Lumsden Road.

8.3

Stage 1B Earthworks Construction Traffic

Overall, the daily traffic generation during the Stage 1B Earthworks operations is not expected to exceed 190
vpd. This is below that consented for Stage 1A (i.e. a maximum of 300 vpd on the haul road, and no more
than 200 movements per day on average over a rolling two-week period).
On this basis, it is considered that any effects associated with the Stage 1B earthworks operations, when
mitigated in accordance with the Stage 1A conditions of consent, will be negligible in scale.
It is therefore recommended that the conditions of resource consent for Stage 1A Earthworks are duplicated
for the Stage 1B earthworks operation to mitigate any construction related traffic effects that may occur as
a result of the Stage 1B Earthwork works.
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9.

Strategy and Policy Assessment

There are a number of national and regional transportation strategies and policies that influence
transportation investment in the Waikato Region. Those most relevant to the proposed re-zoning are
discussed below.

9.1

National

9.1.1

Government Policy Statement on Land Transport 2018/19 - 2027/28 (Draft)

The Government Policy Statement (GPS2018) outlines this Government’s priorities for expenditure from the
National Land Transport Fund over the next 10 years. It also provides guidance to decision-makers about
where the Government will focus resources, consistent with the purpose of the Land Transport Management
Act, which is:
“To contribute to an effective, efficient, and safe land transport system in the public interest.”
GPS2018 identifies new strategic priorities and amended objectives to the previous GPS, with themes
focussed on safety, mode neutrality, liveable cities, regional economic development, protecting the
environment, and delivering the best possible value for money.
Accordingly, the key strategic priorities of the GPS2018 are defined as Safety and Access, with supporting
strategic priorities of Value for Money and Environment protection. These are defined further as follows:
•

Safety: A safe system, free of death and serious injury;

•

Access: Provides increased access to economic and social opportunities, enables transport choice and
is resilient;

•

Value for Money: Delivers the right infrastructure and services to the right level, at the best cost;

•

Reduces the adverse effects on the climate, local environment and public health.

Further explanation of the Themes in the GPS2018 to assist with delivering the strategic priorities are:
•

Addresses current and future demand for access to economic and social opportunities;

•

Provide appropriate transport choices;

•

Is resilient;

•

Is a safe system, increasingly free of death and serious injury;

•

Mitigates the effects of land transport on the environment; and

•

Delivers the right infrastructure and services to the right level at the best cost.

9.1.2

Connecting New Zealand (2012)

Connecting New Zealand (2012) was prepared by Waka Kotahi to provide an overview of the government’s
broad policy direction for the transport sector from 2012 to 2022. The overall objective for transport is as
follows:
“The government is seeking an effective, efficient, safe, secure, accessible and resilient transport system that
supports the growth of our country’s economy, in order to deliver greater prosperity, security and
opportunities for all New Zealanders.”

9.1.3

The Transport Outlook 2017

The Transport Outlook 2017 provides an overview of what we can expect by way of traffic movements in the
future. The population is expected to grow consistently over the next 50 years which will create additional
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demand on New Zealand’s transport networks. Of particular relevance to this proposal is the projected
increase in freight movements and general traffic movements on Waikato’s Transport network.

9.1.4

Waka Kotahi Statement of Intent 2017-2021

This statement of intent presents a new direction for Waka Kotahi. Over the next three to five years the Waka
Kotahi aims to deliver three big changes that form the foundation of this new direction:
•

One connected transport system: Transform the performance of the land transport system by
integrating digital technology with physical infrastructure to create a safe, connected system that
works for everyone.

•

People-centred services: Simplify our customers’ lives and our partners’ work with innovative services
and experiences that make it easy for them to do what they need to.

•

Partnerships for prosperity: Unlock social and economic opportunities for customers, businesses and
communities through targeted partnerships.

9.1.5

Waka Kotahi Long Term Strategic View

The Long-Term Strategic View captures the pressure points and key economic, environmental, and
population factors that will shape the transport system we need for the future.

9.1.6

National Land Transport Programme 2018-2021

The National Land Transport Programme provides an overview of the investment expected between 2018
and 2021 and what this spending will be focused on achieving. The National Land Transport Fund’s
investment is aimed squarely at improving road safety, access to opportunities, transport choice and
resilience. This reflects the strategic direction set by the Government Policy Statement on land transport as
stated above.

9.2

Regional

9.2.1

The Waikato Plan 2017

The Waikato Plan was created as a collaborative effort between the Waikato Councils, the Central
Government, and other private and public agencies. The Plan provides an overview of the important issues
that affect the region now and are likely to affect the region over the next 30 years. The plan provides
strategic guidance and advocacy to multiple agencies across the Waikato Region. Of particular relevance in
this instance is priority 2 which is:
“Connecting our communities through targeted investment - To maximise our resources and access what we
need, we must be able to connect with others quickly, safely and efficiently. Whether by road, rail, air or via
new technology, the Waikato Plan will ensure we have the right infrastructure in the right place, at the right
time so our people and economy can succeed and prosper.”

9.2.2

2018 Update to the Waikato Regional Land Transport Plan (WRLTP) 2015-2045

The 2018 update of the WRLTP, builds on the 2015 Plan. As a mid-term review, it focuses in particular, on the
regions key transport problems and priorities over the next three years, leading up to a full review of the plan
in 2021. The plan is built around the regions three key transport problems, being:
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•

Protecting the function of our strategic corridors in the context of growth pressures in and around
Hamilton, the North Waikato and in the upper North Island;

•

Tackling our complex road safety problem and the disproportionate number of deaths and serious
injuries in the region
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•

9.2.3

Providing for the access and mobility needs of our communities in a changing social, demographic,
economic and technological landscape.

Waikato Regional Public Transport Plan 2015 – 2025

The Waikato Regional Public Transport Plan is a strategic document that sets the objectives and policies for
public transport in the region and contains details of the public transport network and development plans
between 2015 and 2025. The plan builds on the strategic direction for transport established through the
Waikato Regional Land Transport Plan 2015-2045 (detailed above), and aims to deliver an effective, efficient
and integrated public transport system for the people of Waikato. The overall goal set-out in this plan is as
follows:
"A growing and affordable public transport system that contributes to the economic, social and
environmental vitality of the region."

9.3

District

9.3.1

Waikato District and Local Area Blueprints 2019

The WDC commissioned the development of a Blueprint for the district to provide a high- level spatial picture
of how the district could progress over the next 30 years, address the community’s social, economic and
environmental needs, and respond to its regional context. The Waikato District Blueprint works to achieve
the overall vision established by the Council for the district:
“Liveable, Thriving and Connected Communities.”
Of the nine district-wide themes that were developed, the following are the most relevant in this instance:
•

Theme 4: Communities – Strengthen, enable and connect local communities and citizens, and
support those in need.

•

Theme 6: Economy – Support the rural and urban economy, attract more visitors and employment
uses.

•

Theme 7: Transport – Leverage value off accessibility, help those disadvantaged by the lack of
transport options, prepare for the future passenger rail.

9.4

Commentary

It is considered that the proposal is consistent with the above strategies and policies, for the following
reasons:
a) The first stages of the NZCG factory will support economic growth in the region by providing access to
more industrial land that can be developed, which will lead to more jobs and increased prosperity. This
is in line with numerous national, regional and district policies.
b) In relation to the NZ Statement of Intent, it is considered that ‘partnerships for prosperity’ is the only
change relevant to the proposal, and that consenting of the proposed Foam factory and rail siding will
contribute to the social and economic opportunities for the future industrial activities expected to be
established in Ohinewai (and as a result, the Huntly area).
c) The proximity of the North Island Main Trunk rail line allows utilisation of rail for future freight trips which
will significantly reduce the overall demand by HCV and improve safety on the road network.
d) SH 1 is mass transit route in Regional Transport Plan. The Foam factory is ideally located to efficiently
utilise this significant physical resource for efficient freight transport, supporting economic development
of the region and New Zealand.
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10.

Conclusions

The key conclusions of the Integrated Transport Assessment for the Foam Factory consent application are:
Foam Factory Operations
•

The trip generation is expected to increase to approximately 190 vehicle trips per day (and 20 trips
during the peak hour) once Stage 2 of the proposed Foam factory is operational. Heavy commercial
vehicles are estimated to be in the range of 25% to 35% of the total daily trip generation until the rail
Siding becomes operational, at which time HCV movements associated with the Foam Factory will
reduce by at least 80%.

•

Given the current rural nature of the site and surrounding area, and the relatively low number of
employees that are anticipated to be employed in the factory (up to 50 full time staff), significantly
low volumes of public transport commuters, pedestrians and cyclists are anticipated. Given this low
demand, the provision of these facilities has not proposed as part of the proposal.

•

The main vehicle access to the Foam Factory is proposed in the location of an existing farm access at
88 Lumsden Road. All visitor and site traffic will enter and exit the site at this access point. The access
connects to an internal 6.0 m wide one-way circulating “ring” road within the site that will have a 30
km/h speed limit imposed.

•

A total of 52 parking spaces, including two accessible car parks and a separate bicycle parking area
with provision for ten bicycles, should be provided within the proposed Foam factory site to meet
the anticipated parking demand. This is significantly less than derived on the basis of the ODP rates,
where a minimum of 237 car parks is calculated based on the total gross floor area of 23,710 m2. This
parking requirement is, however, not consistent with the number of workers that are expected to be
employed by the foam factory (up to 50 staff) and the predicted trip generation for the proposal (93
inbound and 97 outbound vehicle trips per day). Overall, this assessment finds that the number of
parking spaces proposed is sufficient to meet the expected operational requirements of the
proposed Foam factory.

•

Four separate loading areas are also proposed within the Foam factory site. The internal road layout
has been designed so that the spatial needs of a 19.45 m semi-trailer (i.e. high productivity motor
vehicle (HPMV)30) are met. The loading spaces can be easily accommodated to meet the minimum
loading space requirements of the ODP.

•

Given that the predicted trip generation for the proposed Foam factory is not expected to exceed
the permitted 200 vehicle movements per day threshold for activities in the rural zone, and the
current rural low-volume nature of the surrounding area, it is expected that the effects of the
proposed development traffic on the performance of the local road network links and surrounding
intersections will be negligible to minor at worst.

•

A safety assessment of the Ohinewai Interchange identified existing road safety issues with the
current operations at the interchange (especially with regards to the risks associated with the poor
visibility of the Compulsory-stop at the intersection of the southbound off-ramp and Tahuna Road,
the risks to vulnerable road users, and the risks associated with the constrained sightlines at the
southbound off-ramp). Given that the proposed Foam factory is anticipated to result in only a minor
increase in the ADT on the interchange ramps, the additional traffic associated with the proposed
factory is not likely to increase the present safety risk at the interchange. Notwithstanding the above,

According to the Road and Traffic Guidelines 18 (RTS 18: New Zealand on-road tracking curves for heavy motor vehicles), vehicles
such as the 18 m semi-trailer, with four trailer axles, have more demanding spatial needs than trailers with less axles so they represent
the worst case scenario. If a site/intersection needs to accommodate a semi-trailer and a B-Train truck, the semi-trailer will require
more room to turn and is often the only vehicle that needs to be used. Having said that, for a robust assessment, the tracking curve
of over-dimension design vehicles such as the 19.45 m semi-trailer HPMV were assessed.
30
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some safety improvement works will be required to mitigate the present safety issues at the
interchange.
•

Rail Siding Access and Associated Safety Improvement Works:
•

The implementation of a rail siding, currently programmed for 2024, will connect the proposed Foam
Factory to the NIMT.

•

The development of the proposed Foam factory and rail siding is anticipated to result in an additional
20 vpd (max) over the new level crossing at Lumsden Road; this is a less than 5% increase in the ADT
on that section of Lumsden Road.

•

Once operational, APL expect that there will be a maximum of two train movements per day (i.e. one
inbound, and one outbound train per day) based on a 5-day work week. The transportation of
materials and product by rail will be equivalent to approximately 20 - 25 HCV loads per day (i.e. 40 50 truck movements to and from the proposed Foam factory site). On this basis, the development of
the rail siding is expected to result in an approximately 80% to 100% reduction in road-based freight
trips.

•

It is considered that the associated reduction in HCV trips will extend the life of the affected road
pavements to and from the proposed Foam factory site, while also reducing the potential of safety
conflicts arising on the wider transport network, including the Waikato Expressway and the Ohinewai
Interchange.

•

The rail siding will be constructed together with the associated realignment of Lumsden Road and
level crossing as one project, subject to KiwiRail and WDC engineering approvals and safety reviews.
Safety improvements include reduced speed limits and new horizontal curves on Lumsden Road to
cross the rail at a safe angle, together with a suite of active safety measures to reduce vehicle speeds
before the horizontal curves.

•

With the envisaged future speed environment (60 km/h) along the urbanised section of Lumsden
Road, together with the geometry of the approach curves and the provision/ implementation of the
recommended safety improvement/ speed reduction measures, the road safety risks associated with
the realignment of the road are considered to be appropriately mitigated.

•

Furthermore, the LCSIA concluded that the concept design for the level crossing achieves KiwiRail
risk criteria for new crossings, with only minor design details to be incorporated at final design stage.

Stage 1B Earthworks:
•

The construction of the proposed Foam Factory and rail siding will require earthworks over an area
of approximately 35 ha. This includes the importation of significant volumes of clean fill to provide
for suitable building platforms and pre-loading of soft ground (approximately 490,000m3 of clean fill
material will be imported to the site - this volume is the likely maximum volume of fill material that
is expected to be imported to site.).

•

Resource consents have been obtained for Stage 1A of the earthworks required for the project31 and
those earthworks are currently underway on site. Those consents authorised the provision of a haul
road from Tahuna Road to the earthworks area, the importation of up to 280,000m3 of clean fill and
associated heavy truck movements.

•

The Stage 1B Earthworks include the additional works required for the rail siding, works within the
local roads, NIMT and for stormwater management infrastructure (the Stage 1B earthworks are over
an area of approximately 17.3 ha).

Stage 1A includes earthworks and ground remediation works over the Foam Factory area. The Stage 1A earthworks are over an
area of approximately 13.7 ha).
31
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•

The Stage 1B Earthworks operations are expected to generate approximately 17,500 heavy
commercial vehicle loads (one-way) over the duration of the works (approximately 12 months).
Typically, 150 heavy commercial vehicle movements per day (two-way movements) are expected to
be generated during the Stage 1B operations. An additional 40 vehicle movements per day for
construction staff, visitors, fuel tankers and small servicing trucks are expected to be generated over
the duration of the works.

•

Overall, the daily traffic generation during the Stage 1B Earthworks operations is not expected to
exceed 190 vpd. This is below that consented for Stage 1A (i.e. a maximum of 300 vpd o the haul
road, and no more than 200 movements per day on average over a rolling two-week period). On this
basis, it is considered that any effects associated with the Stage 1B earthworks operations, when
mitigated/ managed in accordance with the Stage 1A conditions of consent, will be negligible in scale.
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11.

Recommendations

On the basis of this assessment, Bloxam Burnett & Olliver concludes that the construction and operation of
the proposed Foam factory and rail siding will be no more than minor from a traffic efficiency and safety
perspective provided the following recommended mitigation measures are included as consent conditions:
Foam Factory Vehicle Access
•

All factory operational traffic shall enter and exit the site via a single access on Lumsden Road,
connecting to an internal one-way circulating “ring” road. That access shall be upgraded in
accordance with Figure 7 in Appendix A of the District Plan.

•

An assessment of the vehicle swept path of a large design vehicle shall be undertaken as part of the
detailed design of the access. It shall be designed so that the spatial needs of the appropriate design
vehicle (19.45 m semi-trailer (HPMV)) are met.

•

A 30km/h speed limit shall be imposed along the internal road.

•

Prior to construction, the consent holder shall prepare and submit detailed design drawings of the
proposed site accesses to Council for approval.

Ohinewai Interchange Road Safety Improvements
•

The following safety improvement works should be implemented prior to commissioning of the Foam
Factory for operation. The improvement works shall be designed and constructed in accordance with
the relevant District Plan and Waka Kotahi design requirements, including the RITS standards. No
works shall commence without Waka Kotahi and WDC engineering design approval.
o

Installation of an electronic warning sign on the southbound off-ramp which is activated by an
approaching vehicle travelling above a specific speed. The sign will light up to alert an
approaching driver to the presence of the intersection, with text similar to STOP AHEAD, REDUCE
SPEED. The minimum speed at which the sign lights up would be based on the distance and
reduced time available to safely decelerate to a stop at the stop line.

o

Installation of rumble strips perpendicular to the traffic flow prior to the existing advanced
warning signs provided approximately 200 m north of the stop line.

o

Installation of static cyclists warning signs on the approaches to the Expressway and rail
overbridges, as well as on the off-ramps of the Interchange.

o

Installation of an electronic (solar powered) flashing cycle warning sign at the southbound offramp intersection with Tahuna Road, with activation by the appropriate detector systems when
cyclists are present at the top of the off-ramp or cycling over either of the overbridges.

o

Trimming vegetation on both sides of the southbound off-ramp.

o

Relocating the stop line from current position (1.5 m from the edge line) to 1.0 m – 1.2 m from
the edge lin. At this new position, it is considered that the sightlines would not be obstructed by
the rail-overbridge parapet on the eastern side of the off-ramp and/or handrail.

Rail Siding, Level Crossing and Associated Road Safety Improvement Works
•

Localised changes to the alignment of Lumsden Road shall be undertaken in general accordance with
the concept design drawings in Appendix E. Key features of the design to mitigate adverse safety
effects include:
o
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Reducing the speed limit on Lumsden Road from 100 km/h to 60 km/h between Tahuna Road
and 280 m north of Balemi Road and installation of a 60 km/h gated speed threshold treatment
on the southbound approach to the ‘S’ bend on Lumsden Road.
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o

Narrowing of the road carriageway to 7m (2 x 2.5m wide lanes + 1.5m wide hatched median +
0.5m shoulder) at the threshold pinch point.

o

20 m solid built outs on the northern approach at the threshold pinch point.

o

Implementing kerb & channel on Lumsden Road through the urbanised section adjacent to the
site and existing houses on the west side of Lumsden Road.

o

Installation of roadside barriers, chevron boards and speed advisory signs on the ‘S’ bend curves.

o

Installation of rumble strips perpendicular to traffic flow on the southbound approach prior to
the northernmost curve of the ‘S’ bend.

•

Installation of street lighting on the eastern side of Lumsden Road.

•

Installation of bells and flashing rail-crossing lights on the approaches to the level crossing. The need
for barrier arms shall be confirmed with KiwiRail during detailed design. All other recommended
safety improvements identified in the Level Crossing Safety Impact Assessment (Appendix G) shall
be included in the detailed design drawings for the level crossing.

•

Realignment of the ‘Tee’ intersection of Lumsden Road / Balemi Road, and inclusion of street lighting
compliant with the performance requirements of AS/NZS 1158

Balemi Road
•

Widen and seal Balemi Road to a minimum six-metre-wide trafficable carriageway to the eastern
most access to the site, including kerb and channel drainage along the westbound carriageway edge.

•

Reduce the legal speed limit to 60 km/h from the existing 100 km/h speed limit (over full length) in
line the identified safe and appropriate speed for the road.

Stage 1B Construction Traffic
It is recommended that the conditions of resource consent for Stage 1A Earthworks are adopted for the Stage
1B earthworks operation to mitigate any construction related traffic effects during the Stage 1B Earthworks.
This includes:
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•

The management of the bulk filling operation of the earthworks under a Construction Traffic
Management Plan (CTMP).

•

Access to the site for Stage 1B earthworks shall be via the approved temporary construction accesses
that were consented for the Stage 1A Earthworks operations as set out in the CTMP

•

All light vehicle and fuel delivery/servicing vehicle movements shall enter the site via a temporary
entrance from Balemi Road (the access is currently under construction) and exit the site via the
existing access on Lumsden Road.

•

All heavy vehicle movements associated with importing fill material and the transport of machinery
during Stage 1B earthworks shall access the site only by the Tahuna Road construction access and
haul road. The haul road and access were approved and constructed as part of the Stage 1A
earthworks consent.

•

Heavy vehicle movements during Stage 1B earthwork shall not exceed the following maximum and
average daily truck movement totals: the maximum daily total movements on the haul road shall be
300 movements per day, while the average shall not exceed 200 movements per day (two-way
movements) when calculated over any rolling 14-day period (i.e. two working weeks).
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Appendix A – Existing Resource Consents and Approvals
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Your Ref

In reply please quote

LUC0200/21

If calling, please ask for

Ella Makin

Postal Address
Private Bag 544, Ngaruawahia 3742
New Zealand

25 March 2021
Bloxam Burnett & Olliver Limited
PO Box 9041
Hamilton 3240
Email: spenfold@bbo.co.nz

0800 492 452
www.waikatodistrict.govt.nz

Digitally Delivered

Dear Sir/Madam
DECISION ON APPLICATION FOR RESOURCE CONSENT UNDER THE
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ACT 1991
Application number(s): LUC0200/21
Applicant

Ambury Properties Limited

Address:

231 Tahuna Road OHINEWAI

Legal Description

ALLOT 405 WHANGAMARINO PSH SO 4554

Proposal:

Undertake bulk earthworks and ground remediation works including
the importation of fill material that is non-compliant with the
earthworks and traffic movement requirements in the Rural Zone.
Undertake soil disturbance on a piece of land where soil
contamination exceeds the applicable standard.

I wish to advise you of Council’s decision to grant your application for resource consent under
the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA). Please see below for the details of the decision
and conditions of consent.
The following information provides you with some guidance on your rights and what to do
next. It is recommended that you seek independent advice if you are in any doubt as to the
processes to be followed:
Objections
If you disagree with any part of this decision or any conditions of this consent, you may lodge
an objection in writing to Council within 15 working days of the receipt of this letter. Your
objection must be in accordance with section 357 of the RMA and must include the reasons for
your objection.
If you decide to lodge an objection to this consent, please note that you cannot lodge a section
223/224 application for subdivision.
Compliance with conditions
Your resource consent permits the land use to be established at the site as long as the activity
complies with the stated conditions on an ongoing basis. It is important that you fully
understand and comply with all the conditions of your consent.
Page 1

Please notify Council’s monitoring team prior to the commencement of activities associated
with this consent. The role of Council’s monitoring team is to monitor compliance with the
conditions of consent and may involve site visits.
Council’s monitoring team can be contacted at monitoring@waidc.govt.nz or 07 824 8633.
Please reference the consent number and address of the property when emailing or calling.
Lapsing of Consent/s
This resource consent lapses 5 years after the commencement of the consent, unless the
consent is given effect to by the end of that period.
The commencement date of a resource consent is determined by section 116 of the Resource
Management Act 1991.
Yours faithfully

Jessica Thomas
CONSENTS ADMINISTRATION
Cc: Ambury Properties Limited
Email: david.gaze@gaze.co.nz
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Resource Consent
(Resource Management Act 1991)
www.waikatodistrict.govt.nz

DECISION ON APPLICATION: LUC0200/21
Pursuant to Sections 34A(1), Section 104, 104A, 104B, 108 and 108AA of the Resource
Management Act 1991, the Waikato District Council, under delegated authority, grants land
use consent for a Discretionary activity under the Operative District Plan AND a Controlled
Activity under Regulation 9 of the National Environmental Standard – Assessing and
Managing Contaminants in Soil to Protect Human Health 2011 to:
Activity:

Undertake bulk earthworks and ground remediation works
including the importation of fill material that is non-compliant
with the earthworks and traffic movement requirements in the
Rural Zone.
Undertake soil disturbance on a piece of land where soil
contamination exceeds the applicable standard.

Applicant:

Ambury Properties Limited

Location Address:

88 Lumsden Road, Ohinewai
52 Lumsden Road, Ohinewai (in part for Haul Road)
321 Lumsden Road, Ohinewai (in part for Haul Road)

Legal Description:

Allotment 405 Parish of Whangamarino comprised in Record of
Title SA42D/983 & SA6A/776
Lot 3 DP 474347 comprised in Record of Title 650547 (Haul

Rd)
Lot 2 DPS 29288 comprised in Record of Title SA26D/299
(Haul Rd)
This consent is subject to the conditions detailed in the attached Schedule 1.
The reasons for this decision are detailed in the attached Schedule 2.

__________________________________
CONSENTS TEAM LEADER
Dated:

25 March 2021

Schedule 1

Conditions of Consent
Resource Consent No: LUC0200/21

1

The development shall be undertaken in general accordance with the information and
plans submitted by the Consent Holder in support of application number
LUC0200/21 and officially received by Council on 25 November 2020 and further
information received 10 March 2021 except as amended by the conditions
below. Copies of the approved plans are attached. In the case of inconsistency
between the application and the conditions of this consent, the conditions of consent
shall prevail.
The following technical documentation was received in support of the application and
the activity shall be operated in general accordance with the following documents
unless otherwise altered by these consent conditions:
(a) Bloxham Burnett & Oliver Ltd, Ambury Properties Limited, Bulk earthworks and
ground remediation 88 Lumsden Road, Ohinewai, Assessment of Environmental
Effects Report, Job Number 145860-19, dated November 2020.
(b) Bloxham Burnett & Oliver Ltd, Ambury Properties Limited Stage 1A Bulk
Earthworks 88 Lumsden Road, Ohinewai, Contract number/s: 145860.14, Draft
Construction Traffic Management Plan, dated 25 May 2020.\
(c) Wood & Partners Consultants Ltd, Earthworks Methodology Report, NZ
Comfort Group Factory – Stage 1A Earthworks 88 Lumsden Road, Ohinewai,
Ambury Properties Ltd, dated 6/06/2020.
(d) Initia Ltd, Ambury Properties, Sleepyhead Ohinewai - Stage 1 & 2 Sleepyhead
Factory Development, Geotechnical Interpretative Report, Initia REF P-000529
REV 1 dated MAY 2020.
(e) Bloxham Burnett & Oliver Ltd, Ambury Properties Limited, NZ Comfort Group
Factory - Stages 1 & 2 88 Lumsden Road, Ohinewai, Contract number/s:
145860.14, Traffic Impact Assessment, 6 August 2020.
(f) Marshall Day Acoustics, Sleepyhead Ohinewai – Earthworks Stage 1 Acoustic
Assessment Rp 001 R06 20190798, November 2020.Geosciences ltd, Preliminary
Site Investigation (PSI), 231 Tahuna Road & 52 Lumsden Road, Ohinewai,
Waikato, Reference Number: REP-1352A/PSI/JUN19, 11 June 2019.
(g) Geosciences ltd, Remediation Action and Site Management Plan (RAP-SMP),
Stage 1A Earthworks, 231 Tahuna Road, Ohinewai, Waikato, Reference Number:
REP-1352A/RAP-SMP/AUG19, 14 August 2019.
(h) Geosciences ltd, Remediation Action and Site Management Plan (RAP-SMP),
Stage 1A Earthworks, 231 Tahuna Road, Ohinewai, Waikato, Reference Number:
REP-1352A/RAP-SMP/AUG19, 14 August 2019.
(i) W Gumbley Ltd, Archaeological assessment of effects, Ambury Properties
Limited, Ohinewai, Matthew Gainsford & Warren Gumbley, June 2019
(j) Ecology New Zealand, Ecological Impact Assessment, Stage 1 Earthworks, Foam
Factory and Haul Road, Sleepyhead Estate, 88 Lumsden Road, Prepared for
Ambury Properties Ltd, 5 June 2020, Report Number 1708247.1-001.V3.

2

Pursuant to Section 36 of the Resource Management Act 1991 the Consent Holder
shall pay the actual and reasonable costs incurred by the Waikato District Council
when monitoring the conditions of this consent.

3

The hours of operation for the earthwork activities shall be:
(a)
7am to 6pm Monday to Saturday.
No earthwork activities shall be undertaken outside of these hours or occur on
Sundays or public holidays.

4

The importation of fill shall not exceed 280,000m³ compacted on site, or 465,000m³
of loose volume.

Archaeological sites may be affected by the proposal
5

It is possible that archaeological sites or human remains may be exposed or affected
by the proposed work. Evidence of archaeological sites may include burnt and fire
cracked stones, charcoal, rubbish heaps including shell, bone and/or glass and
crockery, ditches, banks, pits, old building foundations, artefacts of Maori and
European origin or human burials.
The applicant is advised to immediately stop work and contact Heritage New
Zealand Pouhere Taonga and Kaumatua representing the local Tangata Whenua if the
presence of an archaeological site is suspected, or if human remains, contact Heritage
New Zealand Pouhere Taonga, Kaumatua representing the local Tangata Whenua
and The Police. Work affecting archaeological sites is subject to a consenting process
under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014. If any activity associated
with this proposal, such as earthworks, fencing or landscaping, may modify or destroy
any archaeological site(s), an authority (consent) from Heritage New Zealand
Pouhere Taonga must be obtained for the work to proceed lawfully. The Heritage
New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 contains penalties for unauthorised site
damage.
In addition to contacting Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga, it is required that
you also contact Council’s Monitoring Department at monitoring@waidc.govt.nz
with the consent number, address of property and date of when works ceased.

6

The Consent Holder must notify the Waikato District Council Monitoring
Department at least 5 working days prior to the commencement of activities
associated with this consent.
Advice note:
To notify Waikato District Council Monitoring Department, email
monitoring@waidc.govt.nz with the consent number, address of property and date
for when the works will commence.

7

The consent holder must appoint a Developers Representative prior to the exercise
of this resource consent who shall be the Waikato District Council’s principal
contact person in regard to matters relating to this resource consent. The consent
holder shall inform the Waikato District Council of the representative’s name and
how they can be contacted, prior to this resource consent being exercised. Should
that person change during the term of this resource consent, the consent holder
must immediately inform the Waikato District Council and shall also give written
notice to the Waikato District Council of the new representative’s name and how
they can be contacted.

8

The consent holder must arrange and conduct a pre-construction site meeting and
invite, with a minimum of 5 working days’ notice, the Waikato District Council, the
Waikato Regional Council, the site representative(s) nominated, the contractor, and
any other party representing the consent holder prior to any work authorised by this
consent commencing on site.
Advice Note:
In the case that any of the invited parties, other than the site representative does not
attend this meeting, the consent holder will have complied with this condition,
provided the invitation requirement is met.

Construction Management Plan
9

The consent holder must provide the Waikato District Council with a Construction
Management Plan (CMP), at least 5 working days prior to the proposed
commencement of activities authorised by this consent. The objective of the CMP is
to document the measures by which the consent holder intends to comply with all
conditions of resource consent during the construction phase and shall include, but
not be limited to, the following:
(a) The proposed start date of the works authorised by this resource consent;
(b) A schedule of construction activities;
(c) The commencement date and expected duration of the major cut and fill
operations;
(d) The location of the major cut and fill operations;
(e) The location of topsoil stockpiles;
(f) The proposed construction methodology, including staging of earthworks;
(g) An Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESCP) based on the Woods ESCP
provided with the application. The ESCP shall set out the proposed erosion and
sediment control methodologies and practices to be implemented on site;
(h) A Dust Management Plan (DMP) that outlines methods and mitigation to
manage dust emissions;
(i) A Fish Management Plan (FMP) that sets out the methods for monitoring the
drain diversions and if necessary capturing and relocating fish and eels.
(j) A Bat Management Plan (BMP) or Vegetation Removal Protocol (VRP) that
will outline the requirements for the vegetation removal across the site.
(k) A Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan.
(l) Proposed spill prevention and response measures.
(m) Monitoring procedures and responsibilities.
(n) Construction Traffic Management Plan.
(o) Contaminated Site Management Plan (if works are proposed in the relevant
area).
(p) Methodology for certification of Stage 1a earthworks.
(q) Detailed earthworks design plans.
(r) Detailed design of clean water diversions confirming conveyance of upstream
catchments.

10

The CMP must be certified in writing (email is acceptable) by the Waikato District
Council acting in a technical certification capacity prior to any works authorised by
this consent commencing and the consent holder shall undertake all activities
authorised by this consent in accordance with the approved CMP.

Erosion and Sediment Control
11

At least 10 working days prior to the commencement of activities authorised by this
resource consent, the consent holder shall provide the Waikato District Council
with an updated “Erosion and Sediment Control Plan” (E&SCP). The E&SCP shall as a
minimum be based upon and incorporate those specific principles and practices
which are appropriate for the activity authorised by this consent and contained
within the Waikato Regional Council document titled “Erosion and Sediment Control –
Guidelines for Soil Disturbing Activities” (Technical Report No. 2009/02 – dated January
2009), and shall include at least the following;
(a) Details of all principles, procedures and practices that will be implemented to
undertake erosion and sediment control to minimise the potential for
sediment discharge from the site, including flocculation if required;
(b) The design criteria and dimensions of all key erosion and sediment control
structures;
(c) A site plan of a suitable scale to identify;
i. The locations of waterways;
ii. The extent of soil disturbance and vegetation removal;
iii. Any “no go” and/or buffer areas to be maintained undisturbed
adjacent to watercourses;
iv. Areas of cut and fill;
v. Locations of topsoil stockpiles;
vi. All key erosion and sediment control structures;
vii. The boundaries and area of catchments contributing to all stormwater
impoundment structures;
viii. The locations of all specific points of discharge to the environment;
and
ix. Any other relevant site information
(d) Construction timetable for the erosion and sediment control works and the
bulk earthworks proposed;
(e) Timetable and nature of progressive site rehabilitation and re-vegetation
proposed;
(f) Maintenance, monitoring and reporting procedures;
(g) Rainfall response and contingency measures including procedures to minimise
adverse effects in the event of extreme rainfall events and/or the failure of any
key erosion and sediment control structures;
(h) Procedures and timing for review and/or amendment to the E&SCP; and
(i) Identification and contact details of personnel responsible for the operation
and maintenance of all key erosion and sediment control structures.

12

The consent holder shall ensure that a copy of the E&SCP, including any confirmed
amendments, is kept onsite and this copy is updated within 5 working days of any
amendments being confirmed.

13

At the completion of earthworks, installed erosion and sediment control measures
shall not be removed until approval is obtained from a Monitoring Officer of the
Waikato District Council.

14

All areas of earthworks (excluding any area covered by buildings or hardstand areas)
shall be revegetated to achieve 80% ground cover within 12 months of the
earthworks being completed to the satisfaction of a Monitoring Officer of the
Waikato District Council.

Noise & Vibration
15

Construction noise shall be measured and assessed in accordance with the provisions
of New Zealand Standard NZS 6803:1999 “Acoustics - Construction Noise”, and
comply with the following Project Standards at any occupied building:
Time Period

Weekdays (dB)

Saturdays (dB)

06:30-07:30
07:30-18:00
18:00-06:30

LAeq
55
70
45

LAeq
45
70
45

LAFmax
75
85
75

LAFmax
75
85
75

Sundays and Public
Holidays (dB)
LAeq
LAFmax
45
75
55
85
45
75

16

Construction vibration shall be measured and assessed in accordance with German
Standard DIN 4150-3:2016 “Structural Vibration – Part 3: Effects of Vibration on
Structures” and shall comply with the limits in Tables 1 and 4 therein.

17

At least 10 working days prior to the commencement of construction, the consent
holder shall submit a Construction Noise and Vibration Management Plan (CNVMP)
to Council for certification. The objectives of the CNVMP are to:
(a) Identify and adopt the Best Practicable Option (BPO) for the management of
all construction noise and vibration in order to avoid, mitigate or remedy
adverse effects;
(b) Inform the duration, frequency and timing of works to manage disruption to
neighbours; and
(c) Require engagement with affected receivers and timely management of
complaints.

18

The CNVMP shall include:
(a) The relevant measures from NZS 6803:1999 "Acoustics - Construction
Noise”, Annex E2 “Noise management plans”;
(b) The relevant measures from DIN 4150-3:2016 “Structural vibration - Part 3
Effects of vibration on structures”, Appendix B “Measures for limiting the
effects of vibration”;
(c) That vibration monitoring shall be undertaken during works near the southwestern extent of the site to demonstrate compliance with Condition 16 and
17;
(d) Where construction vibration is predicted to exceed 2mm/s within an
occupied dwelling, the activity shall be scheduled to take place outside
occupied times, or temporary relocation of the occupants shall be considered,
or permission shall be provided by the dwelling occupiers; and
(e) The occupants of 75 and 81-85 Lumsden Road shall be informed at least 1
week prior to commencement of ground improvement works.

19

In the event that the Project Standards in Condition 15 cannot be complied with, at
least one of the following measures shall be implemented:
(a) Scheduling the works to be carried out when the affected dwellings are
unoccupied; or
(b) Consulting with the affected residents to obtain permission to carry out the
high noise works for a fixed period; or
(c) Offer alternative accommodation for the duration of the high noise works.

20

The Consent Holder must arrange for noise measurements to be carried out by a
suitably experienced and qualified acoustic expert when:
(a) Construction work that includes equipment such as a bulldozer, compactor
and articulated dump truck operates within 50m of any occupied dwelling.
Measurements must be representative of a noisy period;
(b) At the reasonable request of the Waikato District Council's Monitoring Team
Leader which may be in response to any noise related complaint(s) received
by Waikato District Council.

21

The measurement results and methodology for any measurements shall be set out in a
report to the satisfaction of the Waikato District Council's Monitoring Team Leader.
The report shall be submitted to the Waikato District Council's Monitoring Team
Leader within ten (10) working days of the measurements being undertaken.

Contaminants in Soil
22

Any Site Management Plan and/ or Remedial Action Plan as recommended within the
DSI shall be submitted to Waikato District Council’s Contaminated Land Specialist
for approval no later than 10 working days prior to the commencement of works in
the area subject to the potential contaminants.

23

All soil disturbance works in the area containing elevated lead identified in the report
‘Remediation Action Plan and Site Management Plan (RAP-SMP), Stage 1A
Earthworks, 231 Tahuna Road Ohinewai, Waikato’ prepared by Geosciences Ltd,
reference REP-1352A/RAP-SMP/Aug19, dated 14 August 2019 (the SMP) must be
undertaken in accordance with the SMP. The procedures, controls and contingency
measures outlined in the SMP must be implemented for the duration of the soil
disturbance works to ensure minimal adverse effects on human health and the
environment.

24

All material removed from the site in the course of the soil disturbance works must
be disposed to a suitably licensed facility authorised for receipt of material of that
kind.

25

Within two months of soil disturbance works being completed the consent holder
must provide a works completion report to confirm that the methods outlined in the
Site Management Plan were enforced for the period required, and that the measures
were successful in ensuring the potential risks were adequately managed. The works
completion report must include, but not be limited to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Confirmation that the methods described in the SMP were followed;
A summary of the works undertaken including:
(i) summary of the earthworks methodology followed;
(ii) volume of soil removed (if any) from the site;
Details of any unexpected contamination encountered during the works
and actions taken in respect of this;
Copies of disposal receipts for any material removed from the site.

Dust Management
26

Activities under this consent must be in accordance with the Dust Management Plan
(DMP) approved within the CMP (Condition 9). The DMP shall be based on the
DMP by Woods as submitted with the application.

27

The consent holder shall ensure that all operations on the site are carried out in such
a manner as to minimise dust emissions and that no dust causes an objectionable or
offensive effect beyond the boundary of the site to the satisfaction of Waikato
District Council’s Team Leader Monitoring.
Advice Note:
For the purposes of this condition, the Waikato District Council Monitoring
Department will consider an effect that is objectionable or offensive to have
occurred if any appropriately experienced officer of the Waikato District Council
determines so after having regards to:
(a)
(b)
(c)

The frequency, intensity, duration, location and effect of dust emission(s);
and/or,
Receipt of complaints from neighbours or the public; and/or,
Where relevant written advice from an experienced officer of the Waikato
Regional Council or the Waikato District Health Board has been received.

Haul Road
28

The location of the haul road from Tahuna Road to the earthworks area may be
varied by the Consent Holder, subject to the following information requirements
being provided to and accepted by Waikato District Council’s Team Leader
Monitoring prior to works commencing:
(a) The site entrance from Tahuna Road shall not change.
(b) The written approval of any land traversed by the Haul Road not in the
ownership of the Consent Holder shall be submitted to the Waikato District
Council.
(c) Confirmation from a suitably qualified ecologist that the FMP required under
Condition 6 has accounted for the revised haul road location and any
vegetation clearance has been accounted for in the BMP/ VRP.
(d) Appropriate erosion and sediment controls for the Haul Road are accounted
for in the ESCP to be submitted as per Condition 10.
Advisory Note: If the haul road is proposed to be moved closer to any properties
with occupied dwellings, it will need to be demonstrated that noise standards are still
able to be complied with and that there is no impact on the residents amenity as a
result of the change.

Construction Traffic Management Plan
29

A Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) must be submitted to Waikato
District Council at least 10 days prior to works commencing on site. The CTMP
shall be based on the draft submitted as part of the application. The CTMP shall also
include the following safety improvement measures:
(a) Vegetation trimming to improve visibility at the Lumsden Road site entry.
(b) Installation of static cyclist warning signs on the approaches to the Expressway
and rail overbridges, as well as on the off-ramps of the Interchange.
(c) Only if the clean fill source is from north of the site, the installation of an
electronic flashing cycle warning sign at the southbound off-ramp intersection with
Tahuna Road, with activation by appropriate detector systems when cyclists
are present at the top of the off-ramp or cycling over either of the
overbridges.

Transportation
30

Prior to earthworks, the existing Lumsden Road access is to be upgraded in general
accordance with the RITS standards for light commercial rural entranceways.

31

Prior to earthworks, the proposed Balemi Road access is to be constructed in
general accordance with the RITS standards for light commercial rural entranceways.

32

Access to the site during the Stage 1A Earthworks Operations must be as follows:
(a) Light vehicles and fuel delivery/servicing vehicles shall enter the site via a new
temporary entrance from Balemi Road and exit the site via an existing farm
heavy vehicle access on Lumsden Road.
(b) Heavy vehicles hauling fill material and earthworks machinery shall access the
site only via a temporary new access on Tahuna Road located approximately
190 m east of the Tahuna Road & Lumsden Road roundabout.
(c) A haul road shall be constructed internally from the earthworks site to the
Tahuna Road access. The haul road shall be sealed for a minimum of 150 m
from the Tahuna Road seal edge.

33

Prior to construction commencing, the consent holder must prepare and submit
detailed design drawings of the temporary construction accesses on Balemi Road,
Lumsden Road and Tahuna Road to Waikato District Council for approval.
The proposed accesses shall be designed and constructed to meet the requirements
specified in the Waikato Regional Infrastructure Technical Specifications (RITS), the
recommendations within the Gray Matter Ltd, Ambury Properties – Stage 1A
Earthworks – Transportation Review, Ref 17_152, dated 12 January 2021. The
detailed design shall include:
(a) Information related to the dimensions of the vehicle crossing as per the
provisions in RITS.
(b) An assessment of the vehicle swept path at the site access. The access design
is to accommodate the turning path of an over-dimension vehicle coming to
site and a truck and trailer vehicle simultaneously exiting.
(c) Pavement materials and details of the “all-weather” surface of the vehicle
crossing.

34

The detailed design of the temporary haul road access on Tahuna Road shall be in
general accordance with the standards specified for heavy commercial rural
entranceways in the RITS.

35

A left-turn treatment shall be included at the temporary haul road access as per
Figure 8.2 in Part 4A of the Austroads Guide to Road Design manual. No works shall
commence without WDC engineering design approval for the accesses, and
approved TMPs for construction.

36

An automated wheel wash facility shall be installed immediately before the sealed
surface of the Tahuna Road access and all trucks departing the facility shall be
required to wash their tyres to prevent the tracking of mud and debris on to Council
Roads.

37

Heavy vehicle movements associated with imported fill and transporter trucks shall
be restricted to using the Tahuna Road access and the haul road only. The proposed
heavy vehicle route will be formalised in the Construction Traffic Management Plan
and enforced by the site manager and contract obligations.

38

Heavy vehicle movements on the haul road shall be managed by the earthwork’s
contractor through a CTMP. The maximum daily total movements on the haul road
shall be 300 movements per day, while the average shall not exceed 200 movements
per day (two-way movements) over a rolling 14-day period (i.e. two working weeks).

39

Daily monitoring by the Consent Holder of construction traffic, including a daily
record of truck movements, shall occur over the course of the construction activity,
and available at the request of the WDC Team Leader Monitoring.

40

Prior to construction commencing, specific temporary traffic management plans
(TMP) shall also be prepared and submitted to WDC for approval for the works
associated with the construction of the proposed construction site accesses. The
TMPs shall be designed in accordance with NZTA CoPTTM requirements and no
works shall commence without WDC approval.

41

The consent holder must maintain the Tahuna Road and Lumsden Road sealed
pavements adjacent to the construction entrances to the satisfaction of Waikato
District Councils Team Leader Monitoring, for the duration of the earthworks
activities.

42

A pre and post-construction pavement inspection of Lumsden Road and Balemi Road
be carried out. Any remedial work attributed to the activities approved by this
consent shall be remedied by the consent holder within 20 working day of the
inspection to the satisfaction of Waikato District Council.

43

A pavement impact fee of $5,940 is to be paid by the Consent Holder (paid as a lump
sum) at completion of the approved earthworks.

Mitigation for loss of bat habitat
44

If the monitoring undertaken as part of the BMP finds bats located within vegetation
felled as part of the works, mitigation is required to be undertaken within 3 months
of the vegetation removal. The mitigation shall comprise the following:
(a) 32x trees (no less than PB18 in size) planted as a hedgerow on the site
boundary; OR
(b) 9x bat roost boxes shall be located within the remaining Japanese Cypress
hedgerow.

Productivity of land
45

If after three years from completion of the earthworks, the zoning has not changed
to Industrial, or a consent for Industrial development has not been granted,
confirmation must be provided from a suitably qualified and experienced person in
the field of soil science that the land has been returned to productive grazing land.

Review of Conditions
46

Pursuant to section 128 to 131 of the Resource Management Act 1991, the Waikato
District Council may review any or all of the conditions of this consent 3 months
from the commencement of this consent.
The Council shall serve notice on the Consent Holder of its intention to review any
or all of the conditions of this consent for any of the following purposes:
(a) To review the effectiveness of the conditions of this consent in avoiding,
remedying, or mitigating any adverse effect on the environment that may arise
from the exercise of this resource consent (in particular the potential adverse
environmental effects in relation to noise, dust, hours of operation, traffic,
archaeological/cultural, vibration and erosion and sediment control and if
necessary to avoid, remedy or mitigate such effects by way of further or
amended conditions;
(b) To address any adverse effects on the environment which have arisen as a result
of the exercise of this consent that were not anticipated at the time of granting
this consent, including addressing any issues arising out of complaints;
(c) To review the adequacy of, and necessity for, any of the monitoring
programmes or management plans that are part of the conditions of this
consent;
The Council will undertake the review in consultation with the Consent Holder and
the Consent Holder shall implement any changes/measures required. The Consent
Holder shall pay the actual and reasonable costs of the review.

47

Any complaints received by the consent holder as a result of the operation of the
activities authorised by this consent shall be recorded by the consent holder in the
form of a written complaints register. The information recorded shall include:
(a) The date, time and nature of the complaint
(b) Name, phone number and address of the complainant unless the complainant
wishes to remain anonymous;
(c) Action taken by the Consent holder to remedy the problem;
(d) Any equipment failure and remedial action taken
(e) The weather conditions at the time, including wind direction, wind strength and
temperature, and;
(f) Date and Name of the person making the entry.
A copy of this complaints register shall be made available to the Waikato District
Council within 24 hours upon request from Waikato District Council’s Monitoring
Team

Advisory Notes
1

Lapse Date
This Resource Consent for land use lapses five years after the commencement of
the consent, unless:
(a)

the Consent is given effect to prior to that date.
or

(b)

2

an application is made to the consent authority to extend the period after
which the consent lapses, and the consent authority decides to grant an
extension after taking into account
(i)

whether substantial progress or effort has been, and continues to be,
made towards giving effect to the consent; and

(ii)

whether the applicant has obtained approval from persons who may be
adversely affected by the granting of an extension; and

(iii)

the effect of the extension on the policies and objectives of any plan or
proposed plan.

Other consents/permits may be required
To avoid doubt; except as otherwise allowed by this resource consent, all land uses
must comply all remaining standards and terms of the relevant Waikato District
Plan. The proposal must also comply with the Building Act 2004, Hamilton City
Council Infrastructure Technical Specifications and Waikato Regional Plans. All
necessary consents and permits shall be obtained prior to development.

3

Health and Safety at Work (Asbestos) Regulations 2016
Regulation 21 of the Asbestos Regulations 2016 requires that asbestos must be
identified and removed before demolition of a structure or plant.
Regulation 34(1) of the Asbestos Regulations 2016 Notification requires that
notification be made to WorkSafe New Zealand at least 5 days before work
commences. Under Regulation 34(2), there are circumstances where licensed
asbestos removal work can begin immediately.
The form for notification of licensed asbestos removal can be found
at: http://forms.worksafe.govt.nz/asbestos-removal-notification.
All material containing asbestos and any affected soil shall be disposed of at a
suitably licensed facility.
In addition to contacting Work Safe New Zealand, it is requested that you also
contact Council’s Monitoring Department at monitoring@waidc.govt.nz with the
consent number, address of property and date of when works ceased.

4

Enforcement Action
Failure to comply with the conditions of consent may result in Council taking legal
action under the provisions of Part 12 of the Resource Management Act (1991).

Erosion and Sediment Control
6

The Consent Holder is to be advised that erosion and sediment control measures
should be in place in accordance with the requirements of the Waikato District Plan
and the Waikato Regional Council’s Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines for
Soil Disturbing Activities: January 2009, prior to undertaking any soil disturbing
activity.
Debris Tracking

7

The Consent Holder is to be advised that any debris tracking/ spillage onto any
public roads as a result of the exercise of this consent to be removed as soon as
practical, and within a maximum of 24 hours after the occurrence, or as otherwise
directed by the Waikato District Council’s Roading Operations Engineer, to the
satisfaction of the Waikato District Council’s Team Leader Development
Engineering.
The Consent Holder, upon becoming aware of the need to clean up the roadway,
shall advise Waikato District Council’s Roading Operations Engineer of the need for
the road to be cleaned up, and what actions are being taken to do so.
The cost of the clean-up of the roadway and associated drainage facilities, together
with all temporary traffic control, shall be the responsibility of the Consent Holder.
Corridor Access Request

8

The Consent Holder is to be advised that for any consented works within the road
reserve requires an approved Corridor Access Request (CAR) and the CAR
application is to be made to the Waikato District Council’s Roading Compliance
Officer including appropriate Traffic Management Plan.

Schedule 2

Reasons for Decision
Resource Consent No: LUC0200/21
1

The proposed earthworks will provide for geotechnical remediation in anticipation
of a change in zone / consent to undertake future industrial development. If the
zone change or consent is not granted, the land will be able to be returned to rural
use after the geotechnical remediation has been completed.

2

The proposal is assessed as a Discretionary Activity under the Operative Waikato
District Plan (Waikato Section). Any potential adverse effects are considered to be
acceptable with regards to the environment and is assessed as consistent with the
relevant objectives and policies of the Operative District Plan (Waikato Section).

3

Erosion and sediment control works will be implemented throughout the duration
of the works, and will mitigate any adverse effects on the environment.

4

The earthworks will not create any adverse noise or dust effects that cannot be
suitably mitigated via methods of construction outlined in the proposal, or via
conditions that have been imposed on the consent.

5

Conditions have been recommended to ensure that construction methods,
techniques and monitoring procedures are undertaken in accordance with best
geotechnical practice.

6

Conditions have been recommended to ensure that the identified areas of
contaminated land are appropriately managed in accordance with the NES – Soil
Contamination.

7

Tangata whenua have been consulted and have confirmed their acceptance to the
works.

8

The necessary Regional Council Consents have been obtained by the applicant. The
Regional Council consents address matters relating to land disturbance
(earthworks, ecological management, dust management, sediment and erosion
controls etc.). There are also Regional Consents for discharge of contaminates to
air, stormwater to water, diversion of surface water and a surface water take, all
associated with the first stage of the industrial development, however the industrial
development aspect is not included in this District Council consent. Any potential
effects are considered to be less than minor and are able to be sufficiently managed
by the conditions of these consents.

9

The proposal is consistent with the operative Waikato Regional Policy Statement
and all other relevant matters.

10

Overall the proposal meets the purpose (section 5) and principles (sections 6-8) of
the Resource Management Act 1991.

RESOURCE CONSENT
CERTIFICATE
Resource Consent:

AUTH142166.01.01

File Number:

61 75 03A

Pursuant to the Resource Management Act 1991, the Regional Council hereby grants consent to:

Ambury Properties Limited
Private Bag 93315
Otahuhu
Auckland 1640
Consent Type:

Land Use Consent

Consent Subtype:

Land - disturbance

Activity authorised:

To undertake earthworks and cleanfilling activities associated with
construction of a planned foam factory development

Location:

88 Lumsden Road, Ohinewai

Map reference:

NZTM 1791234E and 5849601N.

Consent duration:

This consent will commence on the date of decision notification and
expire on 15 February 2026.

Subject to the conditions overleaf:
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General
1.

The soil disturbance and cleanfilling activities authorised by this resource consent shall be
undertaken in general accordance with the application for this resource consent, and supporting
documentation titled New Zealand Comfort Group – Ohinewai Foam Factory – Assessment of
Environmental Effects Report prepared by Bloxam Burnett & Olliver and dated 20 August, 2020
(WRC document number 17084732) and all supporting information except where otherwise required
in the resource consent conditions below. Where there is any discrepancy between the application
documents and the resource consent conditions then the conditions below shall prevail.

2.

The consent holder shall appoint a representative(s) prior to commencement of any works
authorised by this resource consent, who shall be the Waikato Regional Council’s principal contact
person in regard to matters relating to this consent. The consent holder shall inform the Waikato
Regional Council of the representative’s name and how they can be contacted prior to this consent
being exercised. Should that person(s) change during the term of this resource consent, the consent
holder shall immediately inform the Waikato Regional Council and shall also give written notice to
the Waikato Regional Council of the new representatives name and how they can be contacted.

3.

The consent holder shall be responsible for all contracted operations relating to the exercise of this
resource consent, and shall ensure contractors are made aware of the conditions of this consent and
ensure compliance with those conditions.

4.

A copy of this resource consent shall be kept onsite at all times that the works authorised by this
consent are being undertaken, and shall be produced without unreasonable delay upon request
from a servant or agent of the Waikato Regional Council.

Winter Works
5.

The works authorised by this resource consent shall not be carried out during the winter period 1st
May to 30th September inclusive in any year that this consent is current unless authorised by the
Waikato Regional Council as per condition 7.

6.

The consent holder shall ensure that the site is appropriately stabilised by 30 April of each year unless
otherwise approved in writing by the Waikato Regional Council. Stabilisation shall be undertaken
by providing adequate measures (vegetative and/or structural and including, pavement, metalling,
hydroseeding, revegetating and mulching) that will minimise erosion of exposed soil to the extent
practicable.

7.

Requests to undertake works during the period 1st May to 30th September inclusive shall be
submitted in writing to the Waikato Regional Council by 1st April, and shall be in the form of
amendments to the approved Earthworks and Sediment Control Plan.
Note: In considering a request for the continuation of winter works, the Waikato Regional Council will
consider a number of factors; including:
• the nature of the site and the winter soil disturbance works proposed;
• the quality of the existing/proposed erosion and sediment controls;
• the compliance history of the site/operator;
• seasonal/local soil and weather conditions;
• sensitivity of the receiving environment; and
• any other relevant factor.

Pre-works Requirements
8.

The consent holder shall inform the Waikato Regional Council in writing, prior to commencement
of any works, of the start date of the works authorised by this resource consent.
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9.

The consent holder shall arrange and conduct a pre-construction site meeting and invite the
Waikato Regional Council, the site representative nominated under condition 2 of this consent, the
contractor, and any other party representing the consent holder prior to any works authorised by
this consent commencing on the site.
Advice Note: In the case that any of the invited parties, other than the site representative does not
attend this meeting, the consent holder will have complied with this conditions, provided the invitation
requirements is met.

Haul Road
10.

The consent holder may vary the finalised alignment of the haul road from Tahuna Road to the
earthworks site area upon the following information requirements being provided to the Waikato
Regional Council at least 10 days prior to works commencing:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The site entrance location from Tahuna Road shall not change from the location outlined on
the design plans submitted with the consent application;
The design width/carriageway of the haul road and associated earthworks shall not increase
from the design plans submitted with the consent application;
The written approval of any land traversed by the Haul Road not in the ownership of the
Consent Holder shall be submitted to the Waikato Regional Council.
Confirmation from a suitably qualified ecologist that the Fish Management Plan required under
Condition 29 has accounted for the revised haul road location and any vegetation clearance
has been accounted for in the Bat Management Plan and Tree Felling Protocol.
Appropriate erosion and sediment controls for the Haul Road are accounted for in the ESCP to
be submitted as per Conditions 11 and 12.

Erosion and Sediment Control
11.

The consent holder shall provide the Waikato Regional Council with a finalised Erosion and
Sediment Control Plan (E&SCP), at least 10 working days prior to the commencement of activities
authorised by this consent. The objective of the E&SCP shall be to minimise sediment discharge
from the site to the extent practicable over the earthworks period.

12.

The E&SCP shall as a minimum be based upon and incorporate those specific principles and
practices which are appropriate for the activity authorised by this consent and contained within the
Waikato Regional Council document titled “Erosion and Sediment Control – Guidelines for Soil
Disturbing Activities” (Technical Report No. 2009/02 – dated January 2009), and shall include at
least the following;
a)
b)
c)

d)

Details of all principles, procedures and practices that will be implemented to undertake
erosion and sediment control to minimise the potential for sediment discharge from the site;
The design criteria and dimensions of all key erosion and sediment control structures;
A site plan of a suitable scale to identify;
i) The locations of waterways;
ii) The extent of soil disturbance and vegetation removal;
iii) Any “no go” and/or buffer areas to be maintained undisturbed adjacent to watercourses;
iv) Areas of cut and fill;
v) Locations of topsoil stockpiles;
vi) All key erosion and sediment control structures;
vii)Erosion control methods;
viii) The boundaries and area of catchments contributing to all stormwater impoundment
structures;
ix) The locations of all specific points of discharge to the environment; and
x) Any other relevant site information.
Construction timetable for the erosion and sediment control works and the bulk earthworks
proposed;
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e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

A detailed staging plan for the works including details of how the extent of exposed works will
be minimised on site;
Dewatering methodology;
Timetable and nature of progressive site rehabilitation and re-vegetation proposed;
Maintenance, monitoring and reporting procedures;
Provision of all weather access for machinery to all sediment control devices;
Rainfall response and contingency measures including procedures to minimise adverse effects
in the event of extreme rainfall events and/or the failure of any key erosion and sediment
control structures;
Procedures and timing for review and/or amendment to the E&SCP; and
Identification and contact details of personnel responsible for the operation and maintenance
of all key erosion and sediment control structures.

The E&SCP shall be approved in writing by the Waikato Regional Council acting in a technical
certification capacity prior to any works authorised by this consent commencing and the consent
holder shall undertake all earthworks authorised by this consent in accordance with the approved
E&SCP.
13.

Any changes proposed to the E&SCP shall be confirmed in writing by the consent holder and
approved in writing by the Waikato Regional Council acting in a technical certification capacity, prior
to the implementation of any changes proposed.

14.

The consent holder shall ensure that a copy of the approved E&SCP, including any approved
amendments, is kept onsite and this copy is updated within 5 working days of any amendments
being approved.

15.

Prior to bulk earthworks commencing on any area, the consent holder shall submit to the Waikato
Regional Council a certificate signed by an appropriately qualified and experienced erosion and
sediment control practitioner to certify that the erosion and sediment controls have been
constructed in accordance with the approved erosion and sediment control plans and in accordance
with the document titled “Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines for Soil Disturbing Activities
January 2009”. Certified controls shall include any sediment retention ponds, decanting earth
bunds, silt fences and diversion channels/bunds. The certification for these measures shall be
supplied within five working days of completion of construction of those measures.
Information supplied if applicable shall include:
a)

Contributing catchment area; and

b)

Retention volume of structure (dead storage and live storage measured to the top of the
primary spillway); and

c)

Shape and dimensions of structure; and

d)

Position of inlets/outlets; and

e)

Stabilisation of the structure; and

f)

Compliance with the Waikato Regional Council document titled “Erosion and Sediment
Control Guidelines for Soil Disturbing Activities January 2009” (Technical Report No.
2009/02); and

g)

Compliance with any relevant conditions of this consent.

Note: An example template and the information required for the As Built Certification Statements can be found
on the Waikato Regional Council website www.waikatoregion.govt.nz/earthworks.
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16.

The consent holder shall ensure that all sediment laden run-off from the site is treated by sediment
retention structures. These structures are to be fully operational before bulk earthworks
commence and shall be maintained to perform at least at 80% of their full operational capacity.

17.

The consent holder shall ensure that all clean water run-off from stabilised surfaces including
catchment areas above and around the site shall be diverted away from the earthworks area via a
stabilised diversion system.

18.

The consent holder shall ensure that all runoff diversion systems are designed and installed to convey
flows from contributing catchment areas up to the 20% AEP rainfall event without overtopping and
shall also ensure that these systems incorporate adequate protection against erosion.

19.

The consent holder shall ensure that all erosion and sediment controls are inspected and in good
working order prior to, and immediately after rain events. The consent holder shall further ensure
that all erosion and sediment controls are maintained such that optimal sediment capture efficiency
is achieved at all times.

20.

The erosion and sediment controls specified in the approved ESCP, shall not be disestablished
without the prior written approval of the Waikato Regional Council, acting in a technical
certification capacity.

21.

The consent holder shall construct a stabilised construction entrance at the site entrance point and
shall manage all traffic leaving the site to prevent the tracking of sediment onto the public road surface.
In the event that adverse sediment tracking effects are identified, the consent holder shall implement
a suitable wheel wash system to the satisfaction of the Waikato Regional Council to prevent any further
sediment tracking effects onto the public road.

Staging
22.

The earthworks shall be planned, programmed and implemented to occur in a staged manner to
ensure the extent of exposed surfaces at any one time is minimised to the satisfaction of the
Waikato Regional Council over the duration of the earthworks.

Flocculation
23.

Prior to the commencement of bulk earthworks the consent holder shall undertake flocculant bench
testing to determine the reactivity of the sites soils to chemical treatment within those areas of the site
where runoff is proposed to be treated by sediment retention ponds and decanting earth bunds.
Should this flocculant bench testing confirm improved sediment treatment efficiencies, all decanting
earth bunds or sediment retention ponds established on site in accordance with the approved E&SCP
shall incorporate a suitable rain activated flocculant dosing system unless otherwise approved by the
Waikato Regional Council

24.

Prior to the commissioning of any flocculation treatment system, the consent holder shall provide
the Waikato Regional Council with a Flocculation Management Plan (FMP), for the written approval
of the Waikato Regional Council. The FMP shall include as a minimum:
a)

Specific design details for the flocculation system;

b)

Monitoring, maintenance (including post-storm) and including a record system;

c)

Details of optimum dosage (including assumptions);

d)

Results of any initial flocculation trial;

e)

A spill contingency plan; and
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f)

Contact details of the persons responsible for the operation and maintenance of the flocculation
treatment system and the organisational structure to which this person shall report.

25.

The FMP required by condition 24 shall be approved in writing by the Waikato Regional Council
acting in a technical certification capacity prior to any works authorised by this consent
commencing.

26.

Any changes proposed to the FMP required by condition 24 shall be confirmed in writing by the
consent holder and approved in writing by the Waikato Regional Council acting in a technical
certification capacity, prior to the implementation of any changes proposed.

Machinery
27.

All earthmoving machinery, pumps and generators shall be operated in a manner which ensures that
spillages of fuel, oil and similar contaminants are prevented, particularly during refuelling and
machinery servicing and maintenance. Refuelling and lubrication activities shall be carried out away
from any surface water such that any spillage can be contained and does not enter any surface water.

28.

Prior to entering the site all machinery shall be appropriately cleaned and inspected to minimise
any ‘containment and/or ‘eradication’ plant pest species being introduced to the site.
Note: For the purposes of this condition, ‘containment’ and ‘eradication’ plant pest species are those species
that are listed as such in the Waikato Regional Pest Management Strategy 2014 - 2024, or any subsequent
version of that publication that is published after the granting of this resource consent.

Ecological Management
29.

The consent holder shall prepare a Fish Management Plan which outlines proposed methods for
capture and transfer of any fish from any areas of flowing or standing water, prior to and during the
channel disturbance activities.
The Fish Management Plan shall be submitted to the Waikato Regional Council for approval at least
10 working days prior to the commencement of the drain diversion works occurring as part of
earthworks activities authorised by this consent and shall be implemented prior to and during those
activities.

30.

Any vegetation clearance/tree felling works shall be undertaken with an appropriate Bat
Management Plan/Tree Felling Protocol to ensure that any potential effects on Long Tailed Bats are
minimised to the greatest extent possible.

Cleanfill
31.

The consent holder shall ensure that any importation of fill from off-site sources must meet the
definition of Class 4 cleanfill material as defined in the Waste Management Institute New Zealand
document ‘Technical Guidelines for Disposal to Land’ April, 2016. More specifically, cleanfill deposition
authorised by this consent shall comprise placement of quarry sourced aggregate or sand material or
virgin soil material sourced from a location which has been confirmed as free of soil contamination risks
and shall exclude:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

material that has combustible, putrescible or degradable components
materials likely to create leachate by means of biological or chemical breakdown
any products or materials derived from hazardous waste treatment, hazardous waste
stabilisation or hazardous waste disposal practices
materials such as medical and veterinary waste, asbestos, or radioactive substances that may
present a risk to human health; and
soils or other materials contaminated with hazardous substances or pathogens.
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32.

To ensure that all material imported to site meets the cleanfill definition as outlined
within condition 31, the consent holder shall undertake routine monitoring of all fill
material imported to site and shall maintain records of the source, type and volume of
all cleanfill material. These records shall be made available to the Waikato Regional
Council upon request.

Monitoring and Maintenance
33.

The consent holder shall ensure that the erosion and sediment controls at the site are inspected a
minimum of once per week and within 24 hours of each rainstorm event that is likely to impair the
function or performance of the controls.

34.

The consent holder shall carry out monitoring and maintenance of erosion and sediment controls
in accordance with the conditions of this consent and shall maintain records detailing;
a)

The date, time and results of the monitoring undertaken; and

b)

The erosion and sediment controls that required maintenance; and

c)

The time when the maintenance was undertaken; and

d)

The type of maintenance carried out.

These records shall be provided to the Waikato Regional Council on request.
Sampling
35.

If requested in writing by the Waikato Regional Council the consent holder shall take samples of
the discharges from all sediment retention ponds and decanting earth bunds on the site a minimum
of once per month and after all rainfall events greater than 20 millimetres in the preceding 24 hours,
excepting times when there are no discharges. The consent holder shall take the samples within
four hours of becoming aware of a rainfall event greater than 20 millimetres in the preceding 24
hours.
Note: For the purposes of this condition, ‘containment’ and ‘eradication’ plant pest species are those species
that are listed as such in the Environment Waikato Regional Pest Management Plan 2014-2024, or any
subsequent version of that publication that is published after the granting of this resource consent.

36.

Within one working day of taking any samples required, the consent holder shall have those
samples analysed for suspended solids and turbidity and (if flocculants are being used to treat any
sediment retention pond) pH, and soluble aluminium. The results of the analysis shall be forwarded
to the Waikato Regional Council within 7 days of analysis.

37.

The consent holder shall ensure that the soluble aluminium concentration of any discharge from a
sediment retention pond flocculated in accordance with a Flocculation Management Plan approved
in accordance with condition 24, shall not exceed 0.2 grams per cubic metre.

38.

The consent holder shall ensure that the pH of any discharge from a sediment retention pond
flocculated in accordance with a Flocculation Management Plan approved in accordance with
condition 24, shall not be less than 5.5 or greater than 8.5 pH units.

39.

Any sampling required by this resource consent, the frequency of sampling, analyses and reporting
may be altered or reduced with the written agreement of the Waikato Regional Council.

Discharges
40.

The concentration of suspended solids in the Balemi Road drain or any other downstream water
body shall not exceed 150 grams per cubic metre suspended solids concentration as a result of the
exercise of this consent. This standard shall apply, except where the suspended solids concentration
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in the named water body, unaffected by the activity, is greater than the standard specified. When
the concentration of suspended solids in the named water body, unaffected by the activity, exceeds
150 grams per cubic metre then there shall not be any increase in the suspended solids
concentration in the named water body as a result of activities authorised by this consent.
Advice Note: When assessing compliance with this condition a minimum of three water samples
should be collected: (a) upstream and unaffected by the activities authorised by this consent; (b) the
point source discharge from the activities authorised by this consent; and (c) downstream after
reasonable mixing.
Dust
41.

All earthworks activities carried out on site shall be conducted and managed in such a manner as to
ensure that all dust and particulate emissions are kept to a practical minimum to the extent that
there are no dust discharges beyond the boundary of the site that cause an objectionable effect.

42.

The consent holder shall ensure that, at all times, an adequate supply of water for dust control and
an effective means for applying that quantity of water, is available to ensure that the soil moisture
of exposed areas is maintained at sufficient levels, under prevailing wind conditions, to prevent
dust generated by normal earthmoving operations from remaining airborne beyond the boundary
of the work site until such time as the site is fully stabilised.

43.

The consent holder shall ensure that, outside of normal working hours, staff are available on-call at
all times to operate the water application system for dust suppression.

44.

If so required by the Waikato Regional Council, the consent holder carry out immediate sealing of
any problematic dust generating surfaces within the site using hydro-seed/hydro-mulch, polymer
soil stabilisers or a similar dust control product to provide instant remediation of any areas to
prevent any ongoing dust effects.

45.

The consent holder shall provide the Waikato Regional Council with a detailed Dust Management
Plan (DMP), at least 10 working days prior to the commencement of activities authorised by this
consent. The objective of the DMP shall be to outline the site management methods to ensure that
compliance with conditions 41 to 44 is achieved throughout the earthworks and as a minimum shall
address the following items:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Confirmation of the parties responsible for dust management throughout the works;
Detailed monitoring methods for weather/soil conditions to ensure that any periods of
elevated dust risk are appropriately anticipated and managed;
Finalised works staging plan to ensure exposed surfaces at any one time are minimised in
accordance with the requirements of this consent;
Proposed dust control methods to ensure damp ground conditions can be maintained within
the site during high dust risk periods;
Confirmation of a suitable capacity water supply for dust suppression;
Methods for targeting dust control measures within high risk works areas including works in
proximity to any residential neighbours
Methods for managing dust risk outside of standard working hours e.g weekends;
Contingency methods for controlling any identified dust effects e.g cease works/site
stabilisation; and
Protocols for responding to and addressing any dust complaints received.

The DMP shall be approved in writing by the Waikato Regional Council acting in a technical
certification capacity prior to any works authorised by this consent commencing and the consent
holder shall undertake all earthworks authorised by this consent in accordance with the approved
DMP.
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Archaeology
46.

The consent holder shall ensure that the exercise of this resource consent does not disturb any sites
of archaeological value or of cultural significance to Tangata Whenua. In the event of any
archaeological artefacts being discovered the works shall, in the vicinity of the discovery, cease
immediately and the Waikato Regional Council, Heritage New Zealand, the Project Archaeologist
and representatives of local iwi (where artefacts are of maori origin) shall be notified within 24
hours. Works may recommence on the written approval of the Waikato Regional Council after
considering:
a)

Tangata Whenua interests and values;

b)

Protocols agreed upon by Tangata Whenua and the consent holder;

c)

The consent holders interests;

d)

Any Heritage New Zealand requirements; and

e)

Any archaeological or scientific evidence.

Advice Note: The consent holder is reminded of their responsibilities under the Heritage New Zealand
Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 regarding any potential archaeological discoveries and requirement for
archaeological authorities.
Stabilisation/Rehabilitation
47.

The site shall be stabilised against erosion as soon as practicable and in a progressive manner as
earthworks are finished over various areas of the site. The consent holder shall monitor and
maintain the site until vegetation is established to such an extent that it prevents erosion and
prevents sediment from entering any watercourse.

48.

The consent holder shall progressively stabilise all works within 14 days of completion, unless
otherwise agreed with the Waikato Regional Council.

49.

The discharge of untreated surface runoff from any area where soil has been disturbed as a result
of the exercise of this resource consent shall only occur after consultation and the prior written
approval of the Waikato Regional Council acting in a technical certification capacity. In this regard, the
main issues that will be considered by the Waikato Regional Council include:
a)
The quality of the stabilisation and/or covering vegetation;

50.

b)

The quality of the water discharged from the property; and

c)

The quality of the receiving water.

If so required by the Waikato Regional Council to manage any identified adverse erosion,
sedimentation or dust effects, the consent holder shall carry out immediate stabilisation of any
required area of exposed earthworks surfaces on site using straw mulching, pinned geotextile or similar
instant stabilisation techniques to the satisfaction of the Waikato Regional Council.

Administrative
51.

The consent holder shall pay the Waikato Regional Council any administrative charge fixed in
accordance with section 36 of the Resource Management Act (1991), or any charge prescribed in
accordance with regulations made under section 360 of the Resource Management Act (1991).

In terms of s116 of the Resource Management Act 1991, this consent commences on 18 February 2021
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Advice Notes - General
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

This resource consent does not give any right of access over private or public property. Arrangements
for access must be made between the consent holder and the property owner.
Where a resource consent has been issued in relation to any type of construction (e.g. dam, bridge,
jetty) this consent does not constitute authority to build and it may be necessary to apply for a
Building Consent from the relevant territorial authority.
This resource consent is transferable to another owner or occupier of the land concerned, upon
application, on the same conditions and for the same use as originally granted (s.134-137 RMA). The
transfer of water, including changes of location, may occur as provided for in Chapter 3.4 of the
Waikato Regional Plan, subject to the requirements of those rules.
The consent holder may apply to change the conditions of the resource consent under s.127 RMA.
The reasonable costs incurred by Waikato Regional Council arising from supervision and monitoring
of this/these consents will be charged to the consent holder. This may include but not be limited to
routine inspection of the site by Waikato Regional Council officers or agents, liaison with the consent
holder, responding to complaints or enquiries relating to the site, and review and assessment of
compliance with the conditions of consents.
Note that pursuant to s332 of the RMA 1991, enforcement officers may at all reasonable times go
onto the property that is the subject of this consent, for the purpose of carrying out inspections,
surveys, investigations, tests, measurements or taking samples.
If you intend to replace this consent upon its expiry, please note that an application for a new consent
made at least 6 months prior to this consent's expiry gives you the right to continue exercising this
consent after it expires in the event that your application is not processed prior to this consent's
expiry.
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RESOURCE CONSENT
CERTIFICATE
Resource Consent:

AUTH142166.02.01

File Number:

61 75 03A

Pursuant to the Resource Management Act 1991, the Regional Council hereby grants consent to:

Ambury Properties Limited
Private Bag 93315
Otahuhu
Auckland 1640
Consent Type:

Air permit

Consent Subtype:

Air - discharge

Activity authorised:

To discharge contaminants to air in association with operation of a foam
factory

Location:

88 Lumsden Road, Ohinewai

Map reference:

NZTM 1791234E and 5849601N.

Consent duration:

This consent will commence on the date of decision notification and
expire on 15 February, 2041.

Subject to the conditions overleaf:
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General
1.

The air discharge activities authorised by this resource consent shall be undertaken in general
accordance with the application for this resource consent titled New Zealand Comfort Group –
Ohinewai Foam Factory – Assessment of Environmental Effects Report prepared by Bloxam Burnett
& Olliver and dated 20 August, 2020 (WRC document number 17084732) and in particular the Air
Quality Assessment Report prepared by Atmospheric Science Global Ltd dated April 2020 included
as Appendix Q to the consent application document, and all supporting information except where
otherwise required in the resource consent conditions below. Where there is any discrepancy
between the application documents and the resource consent conditions then the conditions below
shall prevail.

2.

The consent holder shall appoint a representative(s) prior to commencement of any works
authorised by this resource consent, who shall be the Waikato Regional Council’s principal
contact person in regard to matters relating to this consent. The consent holder shall inform the
Waikato Regional Council of the representative’s name and how they can be contacted prior to
this consent being exercised. Should that person(s) change during the term of this resource
consent, the consent holder shall immediately inform the Waikato Regional Council and shall also
give written notice to the Waikato Regional Council of the new representatives name and how
they can be contacted.

3.

A copy of this resource consent shall be kept onsite at all times that the works authorised by this
consent are being undertaken, and shall be produced without unreasonable delay upon request
from a servant or agent of the Waikato Regional Council.

Air Discharge Standards - General
4.

The consent holder shall, at all times, operate, maintain, supervise, monitor and control all
processes on site so that emissions authorised by this consent are maintained at the minimum
practicable level.

5.

The discharge shall not result in odour that is objectionable to the extent that it causes an
adverse effect at or beyond the boundary of the subject property

6.

There shall be no discharge of particulate matter that is objectionable to the extent that it causes
an adverse effect at or beyond the boundary of the subject property.

Air Discharge Standards – Foam Plant
7.

The discharge of toluene di-isocyanate (TDI) from the foam plant within the discharge stack shall
not exceed the following emission concentrations:
Pollutant
Toluene di-isocyanate

Concentration Emission Rate
14.2 ug/m3
1067.3 mg/hr

Air Discharge Standard – Underlay Plant
8.

The discharge of TDI from the underlay plant within any discharge stack installed in accordance
with condition 25 shall not exceed the following emission concentrations:
Pollutant

Concentration

Toluene di-isocyanate

9.1 ug/m3

Air Discharge Standard – Site Boundary
9.

The discharge of TDI at the site boundary shall not exceed the following emission concentrations
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or any subsequent/updated best practice standard agreed with the Waikato Regional Council in
writing:
Pollutant
Concentration
Toluene di-isocyanate
0.2ug/m3
Foam Plant Operation
10.

The consent holder shall ensure that the foam plant shall not be operated without the associated
emission control equipment including the Camfill Carbon Filter system being fully operational and
functioning correctly.

11.

All dust collectors, cyclones and bag filters within the foam plant shall be well maintained and kept
free from blockage.

12.

The TDI discharge stack shall be a minimum stack height of 16.0m, diameter of 1.3m and with a
minimum exit velocity of 15.5m/s. The consent holder shall within 2 months of commissioning
provide as built drawings with appropriate level data to determine stack height above
immediately surrounding ground level.

13.

The maximum usage of TDI or methylene dipenyl diisocyanate (MDI) shall be no greater than
6,000 kg/hr for the manufacture of foam.

14.

The manufacture of foam shall occur for no more than three hours per day between the hours of
7 am to 3 pm.

Underlay Plant Operation
15.

The maximum usage of TDI or methylene dipenyl diisocyanate (MDI) shall be no greater than 16.5
kg/hr for the manufacture of carpet underlay.

16.

The manufacture of underlay shall only occur between the hours of 4 am to 4 pm.

Record Keeping
17.

The consent holder shall maintain accurate records for determining compliance with conditions
13, 14, 15 and 16 of TDI and MDI usage, production and operational uptime of the foam and
underlay manufacturing lines on a daily basis which shall be made available to the Waikato
Regional Council upon request.

Combustion Sources
18.

The consent holder shall operate the combustion sources on site in accordance with the
following:

a.

Conditions 4 to 6;

b.

The discharge of products of combustion shall be through a stack, the height of which must
be at least 3m above the highest point of the roof or any other roof within 20m of the stack;

c.

The consent holder shall within 2 months of commissioning provide as built drawings with
appropriate level data to determine stack height above relevant roof levels.

d.

For fuels other than natural gas or LPG the sulphur content must not exceed 1% by weight;

e.

For fuels other than natural gas or LPG particulate matter at point of discharge must not
exceed 250 mg/m3;

f.

The stack shall be designed so that, under normal operating conditions which give rise to
maximum emissions, the discharge velocity from the stack is greater than 15 metres per
second;
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19.

g.

There shall be no visible emissions resulting from the combustion process other than heat
haze and clean steam during normal operations;

h.

Rain excluders shall not impede the upward discharge of combustion gases;

i.

All combustion equipment shall be appropriately maintained to ensure efficient combustion
on at least an annual basis.

If required by the Waikato Regional Council in writing, the consent holder shall provide
maintenance records and or undertake testing of any air discharges from combustion sources
within the site to confirm compliance with the standards specified in Condition 18.

Discharge Monitoring – Foam Plant
20.

The consent holder shall measure the concentration of TDI in the stack discharging from the foam
manufacturing plant in ‘real-time’ and on an ongoing basis. The TDI measuring methods shall be
undertaken utilising methods outlined in the ‘United States Environmental Protection Agency
CTM-036 Methods for Measurement of Isocyanate Compounds in In Stack Emissions’ or equivalent
emission testing methods that have been given prior approval in writing by the Waikato Regional
Council.

21.

A summary of the results of the monitoring required under Condition 20, including a comparison
against the limits in Condition 7 for the TDI discharge stack shall be provided to the Waikato
Regional Council on an annual basis.

22.

In addition to the continuous TDI monitoring required by condition 20, emission testing shall be
carried out on the TDI discharge stack to determine compliance with the TDI standard outlined in
Condition 7 of this consent and shall:

a.

Be conducted on an annual basis for the first three years of plant operation.

b.

Beyond the first three years of plant operation, testing shall be undertaken annually
thereafter for the term of the consent, unless otherwise agreed with the Waikato Regional
Council in writing.

c.

Be conducted during process conditions that will give rise to maximum normal emissions.

d.

Comprise not less than three separate samples with the concentration results corrected to 0
(zero) degrees Celsius, 1 (one) atmosphere pressure and a dry gas basis.

e.

Be carried out by a suitably accredited tester.

f.

Be undertaken to the satisfaction of the Waikato Regional Council. This shall include, but not
be limited to:

i.

The installation or modification of sampling points to comply with standard sampling
requirements.

ii.

Safe access to all sampling points necessary for the purpose of carrying out the sampling
of emissions.

iii.

Notification of emissions testing to the Waikato Regional Council at least ten working
days prior to commencement.

Advice Note – The purpose of this monitoring is to audit the continuous monitoring results
required through condition 20 and to confirm the emissions from the TDI discharge stack are below
the limits set in condition 7.
23.

The results of the monitoring required by Condition 22 shall be provided to the Waikato Regional
Council within 20 working days of the testing being undertaken. If the results of the monitoring
indicate that emissions of TDI have exceeded the TDI standards specified in Condition 7, then a
repeat sampling shall occur within 20 working days and the results shall include a report which
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assesses why the standards have been exceeded and outlines what actions the consent holder
will take to ensure compliance with the standards including any repeat testing to be undertaken
to confirm compliance to the satisfaction of the Waikato Regional Council.
Discharge Monitoring – Underlay Plant
24.

The consent holder shall undertake continuous monitoring of ambient TDI in the underlay plant

25.

If the continuous monitoring undertaken in accordance with condition 24 identifies TDI
concentrations exceeding 0.012 mg/m3 in the underlay foam plant (being a trigger value set at
17% of the NZ WorkSafe 15-minute Short Term Exposure Limits) for 4 consecutive weeks, the
consent holder shall extract the underlay air through an appropriate filtration system to ensure
that TDI concentrations are maintained below this level.
The consent holder shall notify the Waikato Regional Council in writing prior to commencing the
discharge of TDI from the underlay plant and a technical memorandum confirming the ability of
the filtration system to achieve compliance with the TDI standard specified in condition 8 shall be
provided to the Waikato Regional Council prior to commissioning of the filter.
Advice Note – The purpose of these conditions is to determine whether the concentrations of TDI
occurring within the carpet underlay plant are at safe levels and if unsafe levels are identified
which determine the need for TDI discharges to air from the underlay plant, to require the
installation of an appropriate treatment system.

26.

In the event that an extraction and filtration system is installed on the underlay plant to enable
TDI discharges to air in accordance with condition 25, the consent holder shall measure the
concentration of TDI in the stack discharging from the underlay plant in ‘real-time’ and on an
ongoing basis. The TDI measuring methods shall be undertaken utilising methods outlined in the
‘United States Environmental Protection Agency CTM-036 Methods for Measurement of
Isocyanate Compounds in In Stack Emissions’ or equivalent emission testing methods that have
been given prior approval in writing by the Waikato Regional Council.

27.

A summary of the results of the monitoring required under Condition 26, including a comparison
against the limits in Condition 8 for the TDI discharge stack shall be provided to the Waikato
Regional Council on an annual basis.

28.

In the event that an extraction and filtration system is installed on the underlay plant to enable
TDI discharges to air in accordance with condition 25, the consent holder shall in addition to the
continuous TDI monitoring required by condition 26, undertake emission testing on any TDI
discharge stack installed on the underlay plant to determine compliance with the TDI standard
outlined in Condition 8 of this consent and shall:

a. Be conducted on an annual basis for the first three years of any underlay plant discharge stack
operation.

b. Beyond the first three years of plant operation, testing shall be undertaken annually

thereafter for the term of the consent, unless otherwise agreed with the Waikato Regional
Council in writing.

c. Be conducted during process conditions that will give rise to maximum normal emissions.
d. Comprise not less than three separate samples with the concentration results corrected to 0
(zero) degrees Celsius, 1 (one) atmosphere pressure and a dry gas basis.

e. Be carried out by a suitably accredited tester.
f. Be undertaken to the satisfaction of the Waikato Regional Council. This shall include, but not
be limited to:

i.

The installation or modification of sampling points to comply with standard sampling
requirements.

ii.

Safe access to all sampling points necessary for the purpose of carrying out the sampling
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of emissions.

iii.

Notification of emissions testing to the Waikato Regional Council at least ten working
days prior to commencement.

Advice Note – The purpose of this monitoring is to audit the continuous monitoring results
required through condition 26 and to confirm that any emissions from any TDI discharge stack
installed on the underlay plant are below the limits set in condition 8.
29.

The results of the monitoring required by Condition 28 shall be provided to the Waikato Regional
Council within 20 working days of the testing being undertaken. If the results of the monitoring
indicate that emissions of TDI have exceeded the TDI standards specified in Condition 8, then
repeat sampling shall occur within 20 working days and the results shall include a report which
assesses why the standards have been exceeded and outlines what actions the consent holder
will take to ensure compliance with the standards including any repeat testing to be undertaken
to confirm compliance to the satisfaction of the Waikato Regional Council.

Discharge Monitoring – Site Boundary
30.

If required in writing by the Waikato Regional Council, the consent holder shall undertake ambient
monitoring of TDI concentrations at a downwind location on the site boundary in ambient
conditions that give rise to the worst case off-site concentrations and;
a. The monitoring shall occur when the plant is operating at maximum capacity.

b. The monitoring shall consist of a minimum of five 8-hour samples. The monitoring shall be

undertaken to a method and 8- hour standard approved in writing by the Waikato Regional
Council.

c. The results of the monitoring shall be provided to Waikato Regional Council within 20 working
day of the sampling being collected.

d. If the monitoring indicates that emissions are greater than the TDI standard specified in

Condition 9, a report shall be provided to the Waikato Regional Council demonstrating how
concentrations will be reduced to an acceptable level.

Carbon Filter Monitoring
31.

The consent holder shall undertake daily monitoring of the pressure drop across the in-feed dust
filters on any carbon filter system installed in either the foam plant or underlay plant. When the
pressure drop reaches the operational limit specified by the supplier it shall be replaced.

32.

The consent holder shall undertake daily monitoring of the pressure drop across any carbon filter
system installed in either the foam plant or underlay plant. When the pressure drop reaches the
operational limit specified by the supplier it shall be replaced.

33.

The consent holder shall undertake monthly monitoring to check the capacity of any carbon filter
system installed in either the foam plant or underlay plant. Testing shall be undertaken in
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. The consent holder shall replace the carbon
when it meets the minimum absorptive capacity specified by the manufacturer.

Provision of Information/Notification
34.

That all records, monitoring and test results that are necessary to demonstrate compliance with
the conditions of this consent shall be made available on request, during operating hours, and
provided annually by 1 March for the previous calendar year to the Waikato Regional Council and
shall be kept for the duration of the consent.

35.

The consent holder shall notify the Waikato Regional Council as soon as practicable in the event of
any significant increase in the discharge of contaminants into air, which may result in a breach of
these consent conditions.
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Complaints
36.

The consent holder shall log all air quality complaints received. The complaint details shall include:

a. The date, time, location and nature of the complaint.
b. The name, phone number and address of the complainant unless the complainant refuses to
supply these details.

c. Weather conditions, including approximate wind speed and direction, at time of complaint.
d. Any remedial actions taken.
e. Details of any complaints received shall be provided to the Manager within 24 hours of receipt
of the complaint(s).

Air Quality Management and Monitoring Plan
37.

The consent holder shall provide the Waikato Regional Council with a finalised Air Quality
Management and Monitoring Plan no less than 20 working days prior to the commencement of
activities authorised by this consent. The objective of this plan shall be to outline the finalised
details of the proposed air quality management system design and to outline the management,
monitoring and reporting processes to be implemented to ensure compliance with the conditions
of this consent. The Air Quality Management and Monitoring Plan shall include but not be limited
to:

a. Finalised design details for the air discharge management system;
b. TDI/MDI usage recording and reporting procedures;
c. Foam and underlay manufacturing hours of operation recording and reporting procedures;
d. Methods to ensure that the receipt and storage of all raw materials is undertaken in such a
manner so as to minimise any emissions into air. This shall include the opening of drums,
filling of tanks, and use of materials only within designated areas;

e. Air quality monitoring and reporting procedures including internal factory and discharge stack
monitoring;

f. Carbon filter monitoring, maintenance and replacement procedures;
g. External/boundary monitoring and reporting procedures;
h. Combustion sources air discharge monitoring and reporting procedures; and
i.

Complaints response and reporting procedures.

The finalised and any subsequently updated Air Quality Management and Monitoring Plan shall be
certified by the Waikato Regional Council prior to the commencement of the foam factory air
discharge activities commencing on site. The plan shall be kept up to date and reviewed at least
every 2 years from the date of commencement of the activities and the subsequently updated
plan provided to the Waikato Regional Council. The management and monitoring of the air
discharge activities shall be undertaken in accordance with the methods outlined in the approved
plan for the duration of this consent.
Review
38.

The Waikato Regional Council may at any time two months either side of July 2025, and every five
years thereafter for the duration of this consent, serve notice on the consent holder under section
128(1) of the Resource Management Amendment Act (1991), of its intention to review the
conditions of this resource consent for the following purposes:
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a. Require the consent holder to adopt the best practical option to remove or reduce any
adverse effect on the environment, or

b. To deal with any other adverse effect on the environment that the exercise of this consent
may have an influence on, or

c. To review monitoring requirements to determine any actual or potential adverse effect on the
environment.

Note: Costs associated with any review of the conditions of this resource consent will be recovered
from the consent holder in accordance with the provisions of section 36 of the Resource
Management Act 1991.

In terms of s116 of the Resource Management Act 1991, this consent commences on 18 February 2021
Advice Notes - General
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

In accordance with section 125 RMA, this consent shall lapse five (5) years after the date on which it
was granted unless it has been given effect to before the end of that period.
This resource consent does not give any right of access over private or public property. Arrangements
for access must be made between the consent holder and the property owner.
Where a resource consent has been issued in relation to any type of construction (e.g. dam, bridge,
jetty) this consent does not constitute authority to build and it may be necessary to apply for a
Building Consent from the relevant territorial authority.
This resource consent is transferable to another owner or occupier of the land concerned, upon
application, on the same conditions and for the same use as originally granted (s.134-137 RMA). The
transfer of water, including changes of location, may occur as provided for in Chapter 3.4 of the
Waikato Regional Plan, subject to the requirements of those rules.
The consent holder may apply to change the conditions of the resource consent under s.127 RMA.
The reasonable costs incurred by Waikato Regional Council arising from supervision and monitoring
of this/these consents will be charged to the consent holder. This may include but not be limited to
routine inspection of the site by Waikato Regional Council officers or agents, liaison with the consent
holder, responding to complaints or enquiries relating to the site, and review and assessment of
compliance with the conditions of consents.
Note that pursuant to s332 of the RMA 1991, enforcement officers may at all reasonable times go
onto the property that is the subject of this consent, for the purpose of carrying out inspections,
surveys, investigations, tests, measurements or taking samples.
If you intend to replace this consent upon its expiry, please note that an application for a new consent
made at least 6 months prior to this consent's expiry gives you the right to continue exercising this
consent after it expires in the event that your application is not processed prior to this consent's
expiry.
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RESOURCE CONSENT
CERTIFICATE
Resource Consent:

AUTH142166.03.01

File Number:

61 75 03A

Pursuant to the Resource Management Act 1991, the Regional Council hereby grants consent to:

Ambury Properties Limited
Private Bag 93315
Otahuhu
Auckland 1640
Consent Type:

Water permit

Consent Subtype:

Water - discharge

Activity authorised:

To discharge stormwater in association with a foam factory development

Location:

88 Lumsden Road, Ohinewai

Map reference:

NZTM 1791234E and 5849601N.

Consent duration:

This consent will commence on the date of decision notification and
expire on 15 February, 2056

Subject to the conditions overleaf:
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General
1.

The stormwater discharge activities authorised by this resource consent shall be undertaken in
general accordance with the application for this resource consent, and supporting documentation
titled New Zealand Comfort Group – Ohinewai Foam Factory – Assessment of Environmental
Effects Report prepared by Bloxam Burnett & Olliver and dated 20 August, 2020 (WRC document
number 17084732) and all supporting information except where otherwise required in the
resource consent conditions below. Where there is any discrepancy between the application
documents and the resource consent conditions then the conditions below shall prevail.

2.

The consent holder shall appoint a representative prior to commencement of any works
authorised by this resource consent, who shall be the Waikato Regional Council’s principal contact
person in regard to matters relating to this resource consent. The consent holder shall inform the
Waikato Regional Council of the representative’s name and how they can be contacted prior to
this resource consent being exercised and any time after when this representative changes.

3.

The consent holder shall be responsible for all contracted operations related to the exercise of
this resource consent and must ensure contractors are made aware of the conditions of this
resource consent and ensure compliance with those conditions.

4.

The consent holder shall be responsible for the design, structural integrity and maintenance of
the stormwater system including piped reticulation network, proprietary filter devices,
stormwater wetland device, attenuation basin and inlet and outlet structures and shall operate
and maintain the stormwater system to avoid and/or mitigate any adverse effects of stormwater
discharges to the downstream receiving environment.

5.

The consent holder shall not undertake any changes to the stormwater system which would
fundamentally alter the stormwater quality or quantity characteristics of the stormwater
discharge activities authorised by this resource consent.

Detailed Engineering Design
6.

The consent holder shall retain an appropriately qualified and experienced person to complete
the finalised/detailed stormwater design for the site. More specifically, the consent holder shall
submit a detailed stormwater design report and plans for the development which confirms
provision of the following stormwater management functions for the various components of the
stormwater management system in accordance with the Waikato Regional Councils Waikato
Stormwater Management Guideline (WRC, 2020) and Waikato Stormwater Runoff Modelling
Guideline (WRC, 2018) along with any changes made from the preliminary/consent level design
plans:
a. Stormwater reticulation network including all catchpits, pipelines and overland flowpaths;
b. Hazardous substances unloading and storage area including canopy cover,
isolation/containment bunding, secured/contained storage area, controlled drainage system
including automated shut off valves;
c. Stage 1 treatment system comprising in-line proprietary filtration devices for runoff from
ground level/trafficable yard surfaces;
d. Access road treatment swale;
e. Stage 2 treatment wetland and associated attenuation basin; and
f.

Discharge outfall structures.
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As-builts
7.

The consent holder shall submit final "as built" details and drawings of the stormwater
management system for each development stage including the stormwater reticulation system
and the stormwater treatment and attenuation systems associated with the stormwater
discharge activities authorised by this resource consent. The “as built” details and drawings shall
be submitted to the Waikato Regional Council within 1 month of final completion of construction
works associated with the stormwater management devices for each development stage. The as
built plans shall be certified by an appropriately qualified engineer as a true record of the
completed stormwater management system and that the completed stormwater management
system is in accordance with the detailed design plans approved in accordance with condition 6
above.

Erosion Protection
8.

All stormwater discharge outlet structures shall include provision of appropriate outlet erosion
protection to prevent any adverse erosion or scouring effects at these discharge points. Design
details of these provisions shall be in accordance with the Waikato Stormwater Management
Guidelines, 2018.

9.

The consent holder shall be held responsible for maintaining the discharge outlet structures from
the stormwater network and the site outlet clear of debris and other obstructions.

10.

The discharge outlet structures from any part of the stormwater system shall not cause any
conspicuous scouring or erosion effects at the point of discharge. In the event that effects do
occur they shall be remedied without undue delay.

11.

The consent holder shall be responsible for monitoring the discharge outlet structures and any
future protection and/or erosion control works or associated maintenance that becomes
necessary as a result of the exercise of this consent shall be the responsibility of the consent
holder and shall be carried out to the satisfaction of the Waikato Regional Council.
Advice Note: A separate resource consent may be required as a result of the need to undertake
installation of or erosion control works for any outlet structure that may be required to satisfy
condition 11. Any such consent shall be obtained by the consent holder at their sole expense
prior to any works being undertaken.

Stormwater Quality
12.

The consent holder shall manage the stormwater network to avoid the discharge of any substance
that is likely to cause the production of conspicuous oil, or grease films, scums or foams, or
floatable suspended materials in stormwater receiving water bodies after reasonable mixing.

13.

The consent holder shall manage the stormwater network to avoid the discharge of suspended
solids and any other substances that are likely to cause the following effects in stormwater
receiving water bodies after reasonable mixing:
a. Conspicuous changes in colour or visual clarity;
b. Increases in suspended solids concentrations by more than 10 percent;
c. 100 grams per cubic metre suspended solids concentrations or greater.
Advice Note: For the purposes of this condition, the suspended solids discharge parameters
referenced above shall only apply to the post development stormwater discharges authorised by
this resource consent and do not apply to the earthworks activities which are authorised under a
separate land disturbance resource consent.
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14.

The consent holder shall manage the stormwater network to avoid the discharge of hazardous
substances in concentrations that are likely to adversely affect aquatic life, or the suitability of
water for human consumption after treatment. Where a question arises as to whether the
concentration of any particular hazardous substance is causing these effects, it shall be
determined through the application of the United States Environmental Protection Agency
National Recommended Water Quality Criteria (USEPA, 2009) – Criteria Maximum Concentration,
or any other technical publication approved in advance by the Waikato Regional Council in a
technical certification capacity.

15.

All stormwater treatment devices which form part of the stormwater network and are designed
to treat contaminated stormwater shall be operated and maintained by the consent holder to
provide best practicable stormwater treatment efficiency at all times.

Stormwater Quantity
16.

The consent holder shall manage the stormwater network to avoid the following stormwater
quantity effects:
a. Adverse scour, erosion and sediment deposition on land, property and within the beds of
stormwater receiving water bodies;
b. Adverse flooding of land and property;
c. Adverse effects on aquatic ecosystems.
Advice Note: Stormwater diversion and discharge activities in conjunction with urban land-use,
can adversely affect flood potential by either limiting the rate at which stormwater drains from a
catchment, or by increasing the rate and volume of discharge to downstream catchments. Whilst
such effects are the subject of this consent, it is also recognised that ‘levels of service’ for flood
alleviation in urban catchments are established by territorial authorities through separate
statutory procedures and community consultation. The ‘levels of service’ that are established
between the territorial authority and the community are not the subject of this resource consent.

17.

As soon as practicable after becoming aware of any of the adverse effects of the nature specified
in Condition 16 that are more than minor, the consent holder shall submit a report to the Waikato
Regional Council in relation to the adverse effects. As a minimum, the report shall include:
a. A description of the adverse effects;
b. A description of the cause of the adverse effects;
c. An explanation of any measures taken to remedy or mitigate the adverse effects, the outcome
of those measures, and whether further measures are necessary and reasonably practicable;
d. If no measures have been taken in accordance with (c), a description of any reasonably
practicable measures that could be taken to remedy or mitigate the adverse effects and a
recommendation as to whether those measures are necessary.
The consent holder shall liaise with the Waikato Regional Council with a view to determining any
reasonably practicable measures which should be taken to remedy or mitigate the adverse
effects.
Advice Note: Separate resource consents may be required to undertake remedial or mitigation
works. The consent holder is advised to obtain all such consents at its sole expense, prior to any
works being undertaken.

Stormwater Device Planting Management
18.

A detailed Stormwater Device Planting Management Plan shall be prepared for the design and
implementation of the plantings within the stormwater wetland device which forms part of the
stormwater management system. This plan shall include but not be limited to:
a. Device planting details including species to be planted, size/number of plants, density of
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planting, sourcing of plants and fertilising;
b. Ongoing weed and pest control requirements;
c. Supplementary/replacement planting plans specifications; and
d. Timing of monitoring maintenance inspections;
The Stormwater Device Planting Management Plan shall be to a standard acceptable to the
Waikato Regional Council and shall be submitted to the Waikato Regional Council for written
approval in a technical certification capacity in accordance with the Detailed Engineering Design
timeframes specified in condition 6. The approved Stormwater Device Planting Management Plans
shall be implemented on site to ensure the successful establishment of the required plantings.
Advice Note: It is accepted that generic planting plans can be submitted which will be applicable to
all of the raingarden devices, however individual planting plans are required for each of the
basin/wetland devices. It is recommended that the planting plans can be submitted in conjunction
with the detailed engineering design plans required by condition 6.
Hazardous Substances Management
19.

The consent holder shall provide the Waikato Regional Council with a finalised Stormwater
Emergency Management Plan (SEMP) which shall be based upon the preliminary emergency
management design details and risk management procedures outlined within the following
preliminary documents included within the consent application:
•

Ohinewai Development Hazardous Substances Qualitative Risk Assessment, Jacobs, 11 June,
2020;

•

Hazardous Substances Technical Assessment, Tonkin & Taylor, July, 2020;

•

Emergency Plan, The Comfort Group, June, 2020.

The objective of the SEMP shall be to outline the specific design and management procedures to be
implemented at the site to minimise the potential for any hazardous substances including all
process chemicals and other industrial process contaminants from entering the site stormwater
system. The SEMP shall include but not be limited to:
a. Identification of all hazardous substances to be held and used on site;
b. Identification of all industrial site processes which present a risk for these substances to enter
the stormwater system;
c. Drainage design details (containment measures and shut off valves) and hazardous substance
management procedures to be implemented at the site to minimise the potential for any
hazardous substances to enter the stormwater system;
d. System monitoring and maintenance to ensure optimum and effective performance in the
event of any unforeseen spillage of any hazardous substance;
e. Spill management/response procedures including reporting of any spill events to the Waikato
Regional Council;
The SEMP shall be submitted to the Waikato Regional Council for approval prior to the
commencement of the stormwater discharge activities within the site and shall be implemented on
site for the duration of the stormwater diversion and discharge activities authorised through this
consent.
Operation and Maintenance
20.

The Consent Holder shall provide the Waikato Regional Council with a Stormwater Operation and
Maintenance Plan (SOMP) for the stormwater management systems to be implemented within
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the site. The objective of the SOMP shall be to outline specific operation and maintenance
procedures to be implemented to ensure the long term effectiveness of the stormwater system in
achieving the design stormwater management functions as outlined within the application for this
consent and in accordance with the Waikato Stormwater Management Guidelines 2018. The
SOMP shall provide for all operational, maintenance, planting management and monitoring
measures associated with the stormwater management system authorised by this resource
consent and may include but not be limited to:
a. A programme for regular monitoring and inspection of the stormwater management system
including details of monitoring and inspection frequency;
b. A programme for the regular collection and disposal of debris and sediment collected by the
stormwater management devices to ensure that storage/soakage are not compromised and
that appropriate contaminant removal procedures are established;
c. A programme for the monitoring, maintenance and replacement of all proprietary stormwater
treatment device filtration units;
d. Inspection checklists for all aspects of the stormwater management system including
monitoring and maintenance of water quality and vegetation and all inlet/outlet structures;
e. Details of who will be responsible for the operation and maintenance works;
f.
21.

Details of recording and reporting of operation and maintenance activities to the WRC.

Any changes to the approved SOMP shall be confirmed in writing by the consent holder and
approved in writing by the Waikato Regional Council prior to the implementation of any changes
proposed.
The SOMP shall be submitted to the Waikato Regional Council for approval prior to the
commencement of the stormwater discharge activities within the site and shall be implemented on
site for the duration of the stormwater diversion and discharge activities.

Review
22. The Waikato Regional Council may at any time two months either side of February 2026, and every
five years thereafter for the duration of this consent, serve notice on the consent holder under
section 128(1) of the Resource Management Amendment Act (1991), of its intention to review
the conditions of this resource consent for the following purposes:

a. Require the consent holder to adopt the best practical option to remove or reduce any
adverse effect on the environment, or

b. To deal with any other adverse effect on the environment that the exercise of this consent
may have an influence on, or

c. To review monitoring requirements to determine any actual or potential adverse effect on the
environment.

Note: Costs associated with any review of the conditions of this resource consent will be recovered
from the consent holder in accordance with the provisions of section 36 of the Resource
Management Act 1991.
Administrative
23. The consent holder shall pay to the Waikato Regional Council any administrative charge fixed in
accordance with section 36 of the Resource Management Act 1991, or any charge prescribed in
accordance with regulations made under section 360 of the Resource Management Act.
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In terms of s116 of the Resource Management Act 1991, this consent commences on 18 February
2021

Advice Notes - General
• In accordance with section 125 RMA, this consent shall lapse five (5) years after the date on
which it was granted unless it has been given effect to before the end of that period.
• This resource consent does not give any right of access over private or public property.
Arrangements for access must be made between the consent holder and the property owner.
• Where a resource consent has been issued in relation to any type of construction (e.g. dam,
bridge, jetty) this consent does not constitute authority to build and it may be necessary to
apply for a Building Consent from the relevant territorial authority.
• This resource consent is transferable to another owner or occupier of the land concerned, upon
application, on the same conditions and for the same use as originally granted (s.134-137 RMA).
The transfer of water, including changes of location, may occur as provided for in Chapter 3.4 of
the Waikato Regional Plan, subject to the requirements of those rules.
• The consent holder may apply to change the conditions of the resource consent under s.127
RMA.
• The reasonable costs incurred by Waikato Regional Council arising from supervision and
monitoring of this/these consents will be charged to the consent holder. This may include but
not be limited to routine inspection of the site by Waikato Regional Council officers or agents,
liaison with the consent holder, responding to complaints or enquiries relating to the site, and
review and assessment of compliance with the conditions of consents.
• Note that pursuant to s332 of the RMA 1991, enforcement officers may at all reasonable times
go onto the property that is the subject of this consent, for the purpose of carrying out
inspections, surveys, investigations, tests, measurements or taking samples.
• If you intend to replace this consent upon its expiry, please note that an application for a new
consent made at least 6 months prior to this consent's expiry gives you the right to continue
exercising this consent after it expires in the event that your application is not processed prior
to this consent's expiry.
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RESOURCE CONSENT
CERTIFICATE
Resource Consent:

AUTH142166.04.01

File Number:

61 75 03A

Pursuant to the Resource Management Act 1991, the Regional Council hereby grants consent to:

Ambury Properties Limited
Private Bag 93315
Otahuhu
Auckland 1640
Consent Type:

Water permit

Consent Subtype:

Water - diversion

Activity authorised:

To divert surface water in association with a foam factory development

Location:

88 Lumsden Road, Ohinewai

Map reference:

NZTM 1791234E and 5849601N.

Consent duration:

This consent will commence on the date of decision notification and
expire on 15 February, 2026

Subject to the conditions overleaf:
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General
1.

The floodplain filling/diversion activities authorised by this resource consent shall be undertaken in
general accordance with the application for this resource consent, and supporting documentation
titled New Zealand Comfort Group – Ohinewai Foam Factory – Assessment of Environmental Effects
Report prepared by Bloxam Burnett & Olliver and dated 20 August, 2020 (WRC document number
17084732) and all supporting information except where otherwise required in the resource consent
conditions below. Where there is any discrepancy between the application documents and the
resource consent conditions then the conditions below shall prevail.

2.

The consent holder shall be responsible for all contracted operations related to the exercise of this
resource consent and must ensure contractors are made aware of the conditions of this resource
consent and ensure compliance with those conditions.

3.

The consent holder shall not undertake any changes to the stormwater system which would
fundamentally alter the stormwater quality or quantity characteristics of the stormwater discharge
activities authorised by this resource consent.

Administrative
4.

The consent holder shall pay to the Waikato Regional Council any administrative charge fixed in
accordance with section 36 of the Resource Management Act 1991, or any charge prescribed in
accordance with regulations made under section 360 of the Resource Management Act.

In terms of s116 of the Resource Management Act 1991, this consent commences on 18 February 2021
Advice Notes - General
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

This resource consent does not give any right of access over private or public property. Arrangements
for access must be made between the consent holder and the property owner.
Where a resource consent has been issued in relation to any type of construction (e.g. dam, bridge,
jetty) this consent does not constitute authority to build and it may be necessary to apply for a
Building Consent from the relevant territorial authority.
This resource consent is transferable to another owner or occupier of the land concerned, upon
application, on the same conditions and for the same use as originally granted (s.134-137 RMA). The
transfer of water, including changes of location, may occur as provided for in Chapter 3.4 of the
Waikato Regional Plan, subject to the requirements of those rules.
The consent holder may apply to change the conditions of the resource consent under s.127 RMA.
The reasonable costs incurred by Waikato Regional Council arising from supervision and monitoring
of this/these consents will be charged to the consent holder. This may include but not be limited to
routine inspection of the site by Waikato Regional Council officers or agents, liaison with the consent
holder, responding to complaints or enquiries relating to the site, and review and assessment of
compliance with the conditions of consents.
Note that pursuant to s332 of the RMA 1991, enforcement officers may at all reasonable times go
onto the property that is the subject of this consent, for the purpose of carrying out inspections,
surveys, investigations, tests, measurements or taking samples.
If you intend to replace this consent upon its expiry, please note that an application for a new consent
made at least 6 months prior to this consent's expiry gives you the right to continue exercising this
consent after it expires in the event that your application is not processed prior to this consent's
expiry.
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RESOURCE CONSENT
CERTIFICATE
Resource Consent:

AUTH142166.05.01

File Number:

61 75 03A

Pursuant to the Resource Management Act 1991, the Regional Council hereby grants consent to:

Ambury Properties Limited
Private Bag 93315
Otahuhu
Auckland 1640
Consent Type:

Water permit

Consent Subtype:

Water - take

Activity authorised:

To take surface water associated with construction of a foam factory
development

Location:

88 Lumsden Road, Ohinewai

Map reference:

NZTM 1791234E and 5849601N.

Consent duration:

This consent will commence on the date of decision notification and
expire on 15 February, 2026.

Subject to the conditions overleaf:
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CONDITIONS
General
1.

The watertake activities authorised by this resource consent shall be undertaken in general
accordance with the application for this resource consent, and supporting documentation titled
New Zealand Comfort Group – Ohinewai Foam Factory – Assessment of Environmental Effects
Report prepared by Bloxam Burnett & Olliver and dated 20 August, 2020 (WRC document number
17084732) and all supporting information except where otherwise required in the resource consent
conditions below. Where there is any discrepancy between the application documents and the
resource consent conditions then the conditions below shall prevail.

2.

The consent holder shall appoint a representative(s) prior to commencement of any works
authorised by this resource consent, who shall be the Waikato Regional Council’s principal contact
person in regard to matters relating to this consent. The consent holder shall inform the Waikato
Regional Council of the representative’s name and how they can be contacted prior to this consent
being exercised. Should that person(s) change during the term of this resource consent, the consent
holder shall immediately inform the Waikato Regional Council and shall also give written notice to
the Waikato Regional Council of the new representatives name and how they can be contacted.

3.

The consent holder shall be responsible for all contracted operations relating to the exercise of this
resource consent, and shall ensure contractors are made aware of the conditions of this consent
and ensure compliance with those conditions.

4.

A copy of this resource consent shall be kept onsite at all times that the works authorised by this
consent are being undertaken, and shall be produced without unreasonable delay upon request
from a servant or agent of the Waikato Regional Council.

Take Volume
5.

The daily take volume authorised by this consent must not exceed 900 cubic metres.

Water Management
6.

Any water taken in accordance with this consent shall not be subject to any usage for construction
purposes or any other activities within the site and shall be discharged immediately to the receiving
environment directly below the point of take following appropriate treatment (if required).

7.

A water measuring system must quantify the volume of water taken on a continuous basis. The
system must have a reliable calibration to flow and must be maintained to an accuracy of +/- 5%.
Prior to first commencing to take groundwater under this consent, evidence of the water measuring
system’s calibration to an accuracy of +/- 5% must be provided to the Waikato Regional Council.

8.

Additional calibration of the water measuring system to ensure that the water measuring system
has an accuracy of +/- 5% must be undertaken by the consent holder at the written request of the
Waikato Regional Council. Evidence documenting each respective additional calibration must be
forwarded to the Waikato Regional Council within one month of the calibration being completed.

9.

The consent holder must maintain a continuous record of water taken through this consent. The
record must:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Specify the date on which the record was taken;
Include total daily volume of water abstracted (m3);
Include cumulative total of water abstracted (m3);
Specify zero values when no water is being taken;
Include pumping hours per day;
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f)

Be reported to Waikato Regional Council via email within the first 10 working days of each
month for the preceding month.

Groundwater Drawdown/Settlement
10.

The consent holder shall not undertake any excavations below the groundwater table and
associated dewatering watertake activities within 20m of the western site boundary to Lumsden
Road except as allowed for in accordance with condition 11.

11.

In the event that any excavations below the groundwater table and associated dewatering
watertake activities are identified as being required within 20m of the western site boundary to
Lumsden Road, the consent holder shall provide the Waikato Regional Council with a Ground
Settlement Monitoring Plan (GSMP) for any watertake activities to be occur within this area. The
objective of the GSMP shall be to outline specific groundwater drawdown and ground settlement
monitoring procedures to identify and manage any potential ground settlement effects upon the
residential dwelling structures located to the west of the site across Lumsden Road. The GSMP
shall be prepared by a suitably qualified geotechnical engineer or geo-hydrologist and shall
include but not be limited to:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

12.

A monitoring location plan showing the location and type of all groundwater and
settlement monitoring pins;
The specific monitoring programme, including the timing and frequency of settlement
surveys and a sample report template for the required monitoring;
Alarm and alert settlement trigger levels that include cumulative effects of the works and
any seasonal effects. These trigger levels are required to avoid damage to surrounding
buildings and property;
Contingency and mitigation measures to be implemented should trigger levels be
exceeded to ensure that any potential settlement effects upon any dwellings are avoided;
and;
Recording and reporting procedures.

The GSMP shall be submitted to the Waikato Regional Council for approval prior to the
commencement of any excavations below the groundwater table and associated dewatering
watertake activities occurring within 20m of the western site boundary to Lumsden Road and shall
be implemented on site throughout any dewatering/watertake activities within this area.

Administrative
13.

The consent holder shall pay to the Waikato Regional Council any administrative charge fixed in
accordance with section 36 of the Resource Management Act 1991, or any charge prescribed in
accordance with regulations made under section 360 of the Resource Management Act.

In terms of s116 of the Resource Management Act 1991, this consent commences on 18 February 2021
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Advice Notes - General
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

This resource consent does not give any right of access over private or public property. Arrangements
for access must be made between the consent holder and the property owner.
Where a resource consent has been issued in relation to any type of construction (e.g. dam, bridge,
jetty) this consent does not constitute authority to build and it may be necessary to apply for a
Building Consent from the relevant territorial authority.
This resource consent is transferable to another owner or occupier of the land concerned, upon
application, on the same conditions and for the same use as originally granted (s.134-137 RMA). The
transfer of water, including changes of location, may occur as provided for in Chapter 3.4 of the
Waikato Regional Plan, subject to the requirements of those rules.
The consent holder may apply to change the conditions of the resource consent under s.127 RMA.
The reasonable costs incurred by Waikato Regional Council arising from supervision and monitoring
of this/these consents will be charged to the consent holder. This may include but not be limited to
routine inspection of the site by Waikato Regional Council officers or agents, liaison with the consent
holder, responding to complaints or enquiries relating to the site, and review and assessment of
compliance with the conditions of consents.
Note that pursuant to s332 of the RMA 1991, enforcement officers may at all reasonable times go
onto the property that is the subject of this consent, for the purpose of carrying out inspections,
surveys, investigations, tests, measurements or taking samples.
If you intend to replace this consent upon its expiry, please note that an application for a new consent
made at least 6 months prior to this consent's expiry gives you the right to continue exercising this
consent after it expires in the event that your application is not processed prior to this consent's
expiry.
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Appendix B - CAS Data

TV4

3/31/2021

Crash Analysis System (CAS) | NZTA

Untitled query
Saved sites
Ohinewai Interchange - western ramp intersection
Crash year
2016 — 2021
Crash severity
Fatal Crash, Serious Crash, Minor Crash, Non-Injury Crash

Plain English report
0 results from your query.

Run a query with results to view this report.

https://cas.nzta.govt.nz/query-builder

1/1

3/31/2021

Crash Analysis System (CAS) | NZTA

Untitled query
Saved sites
Ohinewai Interchange - eastern ramp intersection
Crash year
2016 — 2021
Crash severity
Fatal Crash, Serious Crash, Minor Crash, Non-Injury Crash

Plain English report
5 results from your query.
1-5 of 5
Site Centre: Midpoint

 Crash road

Side
road

Feature

Distance
from side
road/feature

Direction

Reference
station

Route
position

Easting

Northing

Longitude

Latitude

ID

Date

Day of
week

Time

Description of events

Crash factors

Surface
condition

Natural
light

Weather

Junction

Control

Casualty
count
fatal

Casualty
count
serious

Casualty
count
minor

Social
cost
$(m)

1791067-5848622

TAHUNA OFF SBD

TAHUNA
ROAD

I

1791068

5848621

175.161209

-37.489578

201615583

02/09/2016

Fri

14:50

Van1 SDB on Ohinewai Oﬀ Ramp
hit Van2 crossing at right angle
from right

VAN1, alcohol suspected, did not
stop at stop sign

Dry

Overcast

Fine

Crossroads

Stop

0

2

0

0.66

1791067-5848622

TAHUNA OFF SBD

TAHUNA
ROAD

I

1791068

5848621

175.161209

-37.489578

201616081

17/09/2016

Sat

11:46

Car/Wagon1 SDB on SH1 missed
intersection or end of road,
Car/Wagon1 hit non specific
bridge

CAR/WAGON1, speed
approaching a traﬀic control

Wet

Overcast

Heavy
rain

Crossroads

Stop

0

0

1

0.11

1791067-5848622

TAHUNA OFF SBD

TAHUNA
ROAD

I

1791068

5848621

175.161209

-37.489578

201635806

07/03/2016

Mon

07:05

Car/Wagon1 SDB on TAHUNA OFF
SBD lost control turning le

CAR/WAGON1, other
inappropriate speed, other lost
control, wrong pedal/foot
slipped

Dry

Bright
sun

Fine

Crossroads

Stop

0

0

0

0.02

1791067-5848622

TAHUNA ROAD

TAHUNA
ROAD
OFF
RAMP

I

1791069

5848620

175.161240

-37.489582

201954155

24/04/2019

Wed

15:23

Car/Wagon1 WDB on TAHUNA
ROAD hit SUV2 crossing at right
angle from right, Car/Wagon1 hit
new jersey barrier

CAR/WAGON1, alcohol test below
limit SUV2, alcohol test below
limit, attention diverted by
passengers, failed to give way at
priority traﬀic control, failed to
notice control

Dry

Bright
sun

Fine

Crossroads

Stop

0

0

1

0.11

1791067-5848622

TAHUNA ROAD OFF RAMP

TAHUNA
ROAD

I

1791065

5848630

175.161185

-37.489489

201970293

11/10/2019

Fri

07:05

Car/Wagon1 SDB on TAHUNA
ROAD OFF RAMP lost control
turning le ; went oﬀ road to
right, Car/Wagon1 hit concrete

CAR/WAGON1, alcohol test above
limit or test refused, did not stop
at stop sign, lost control - road
conditions, speed entering
corner/curve, ENV: slippery road
due to rain

Wet

Overcast

Light
rain

Crossroads

Stop

0

0

1

0.11

1-5 of 5

https://cas.nzta.govt.nz/query-builder

1/1

3/31/2021

Crash Analysis System (CAS) | NZTA

Untitled query
Saved sites
Tahuna Road/ Lumsden Road
Crash year
2016 — 2021
Crash severity
Fatal Crash, Serious Crash, Minor Crash, Non-Injury Crash

Plain English report
0 results from your query.

Run a query with results to view this report.

https://cas.nzta.govt.nz/query-builder

1/1

3/31/2021

Crash Analysis System (CAS) | NZTA

Untitled query
Saved sites
Lumsden Road/ Balemi Road
Crash year
2016 — 2021
Crash severity
Fatal Crash, Serious Crash, Minor Crash, Non-Injury Crash

Plain English report
0 results from your query.

Run a query with results to view this report.

https://cas.nzta.govt.nz/query-builder

1/1

3/31/2021

Crash Analysis System (CAS) | NZTA

Untitled query
Saved sites
Tahuna Road (Ohinewai I/C to Lumsden Road)
Crash year
2016 — 2021
Crash severity
Fatal Crash, Serious Crash, Minor Crash, Non-Injury Crash

Plain English report
6 results from your query.
1-6 of 6
Site Centre: Midpoint

 Crash road

Side road

Feature

Distance
from side
road/feature

Direction

Reference
station

Route
position

Easting

Northing

Longitude

Latitude

ID

Date

Day of
week

Time

Description of events

Crash factors

Surface
condition

Natural
light

Weather

Junction

Control

Casualty
count
fatal

Casualty
count
serious

Casualty
count
minor

Social
cost
$(m)

1791067-5848622

TAHUNA OFF SBD

TAHUNA
ROAD

I

1791068

5848621

175.161209

-37.489578

201615583

02/09/2016

Fri

14:50

Van1 SDB on Ohinewai Oﬀ Ramp
hit Van2 crossing at right angle
from right

VAN1, alcohol suspected, did not
stop at stop sign

Dry

Overcast

Fine

Crossroads

Stop

0

2

0

0.66

1791067-5848622

TAHUNA OFF SBD

TAHUNA
ROAD

I

1791068

5848621

175.161209

-37.489578

201616081

17/09/2016

Sat

11:46

Car/Wagon1 SDB on SH1 missed
intersection or end of road,
Car/Wagon1 hit non specific
bridge

CAR/WAGON1, speed
approaching a traﬀic control

Wet

Overcast

Heavy
rain

Crossroads

Stop

0

0

1

0.11

1791067-5848622

TAHUNA OFF SBD

TAHUNA
ROAD

I

1791068

5848621

175.161209

-37.489578

201635806

07/03/2016

Mon

07:05

Car/Wagon1 SDB on TAHUNA OFF
SBD lost control turning le

CAR/WAGON1, other
inappropriate speed, other lost
control, wrong pedal/foot
slipped

Dry

Bright
sun

Fine

Crossroads

Stop

0

0

0

0.02

1791067-5848622

TAHUNA ROAD

TAHUNA
ROAD
OFF
RAMP

I

1791069

5848620

175.161240

-37.489582

201954155

24/04/2019

Wed

15:23

Car/Wagon1 WDB on TAHUNA
ROAD hit SUV2 crossing at right
angle from right, Car/Wagon1 hit
new jersey barrier

CAR/WAGON1, alcohol test below
limit SUV2, alcohol test below
limit, attention diverted by
passengers, failed to give way at
priority traﬀic control, failed to
notice control

Dry

Bright
sun

Fine

Crossroads

Stop

0

0

1

0.11

1791067-5848622

TAHUNA ROAD OFF RAMP

TAHUNA
ROAD

I

1791065

5848630

175.161185

-37.489489

201970293

11/10/2019

Fri

07:05

Car/Wagon1 SDB on TAHUNA
ROAD OFF RAMP lost control
turning le ; went oﬀ road to
right, Car/Wagon1 hit concrete

CAR/WAGON1, alcohol test above
limit or test refused, did not stop
at stop sign, lost control - road
conditions, speed entering
corner/curve, ENV: slippery road
due to rain

Wet

Overcast

Light
rain

Crossroads

Stop

0

0

1

0.11

1791242-5848611

TAHUNA ROAD

LUMSDEN
ROAD

N

1791183

5848610

175.162506

-37.489655

201830288

01/01/2018

Mon

14:57

Car/Wagon1 WDB on Tahuna
Road lost control; went oﬀ road
to le , Car/Wagon1 hit non
specific cliﬀ, non specific traﬀic
sign

CAR/WAGON1, alcohol test below
limit

Wet

Overcast

Fine

Nil
(Default)

Unknown

0

0

0

0.04

60m

1-6 of 6

https://cas.nzta.govt.nz/query-builder

1/1

3/31/2021

Crash Analysis System (CAS) | NZTA

Untitled query
Saved sites
Lumsden Road (Tahuna Rd to Balemi Rd)
Crash year
2016 — 2021
Crash severity
Fatal Crash, Serious Crash, Minor Crash, Non-Injury Crash

Plain English report
1 results from your query.
1-1 of 1
Site Centre: Midpoint

1791035-5849685

 Crash road

LUMSDEN ROAD

Side
road

BALEMI
ROAD

Feature

Distance
from side
road/feature

Direction

200m

S

Reference
station

Route
position

Easting

Northing

Longitude

Latitude

ID

Date

Day of
week

Time

Description of events

Crash factors

1791057

5849486

175.160858

-37.481789

201816237

22/06/2018

Fri

15:40

Car/Wagon1 SDB on Lumsden
Road lost control turning le ,
Car/Wagon1 hit non specific
fence, non specific ditch

CAR/WAGON1, alcohol
suspected, swung wide on bend

Surface
condition

Natural
light

Dry

Bright
sun

Weather

Junction

Control

Casualty
count
fatal

Casualty
count
serious

Casualty
count
minor

Social
cost
$(m)

Fine

Nil
(Default)

Unknown

0

0

1

0.11

1-1 of 1

https://cas.nzta.govt.nz/query-builder

1/1

3/31/2021

Crash Analysis System (CAS) | NZTA

Untitled query
Saved sites
Balemi Road (Lumsden Rd to property boundary)
Crash year
2016 — 2021
Crash severity
Fatal Crash, Serious Crash, Minor Crash, Non-Injury Crash

Plain English report
0 results from your query.

Run a query with results to view this report.

https://cas.nzta.govt.nz/query-builder

1/1

Appendix C – NZCG Foam Factory Concept Layout Plan
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Appendix D – Vehicle Swept Path Assessment (NZCG Factory)
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Appendix E – Conceptual Design Plan of the Lumsden Road
Realignment
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Appendix F – Concept Design Stage Road Safety Audit Report by
Traffessionals Ltd (dated 5 May 2020)

TV4
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1.

Background

1.1.

Safety Audit Procedure

A road safety audit is a term used internationally to describe an independent review of a future
road project to identify any safety concerns that may affect the safety performance. The audit
team considers the safety of all road users and qualitatively reports on road safety issues or
opportunities for safety improvement.
A road safety audit is therefore a formal examination of a road project, or any type of project which
affects road users (including cyclists, pedestrians, mobility impaired etc), carried out by an
independent competent team who identify and document road safety concerns.
A road safety audit is intended to help deliver a safe road system and is not a review of compliance
with standards.
The primary objective of a road safety audit is to deliver a project that achieves an outcome
consistent with Safer Journeys and the Safe System approach, that is, minimisation of death and
serious injury. The road safety audit is a safety review used to identify all areas of a project that
are inconsistent with a safe system and bring those concerns to the attention of the client in order
that the client can make a value judgement as to appropriate action(s) based on the risk guidance
provided by the safety audit team.
The key objective of a road safety audit is summarised as:
To deliver completed projects that contribute towards a safe road system that is increasingly
free of death and serious injury by identifying and ranking potential safety concerns for all
road users and others affected by a road project.
A road safety audit should desirably be undertaken at project milestones such as:


Concept Stage (part of Business Case);



Scheme or Preliminary Design Stage (part of Pre-Implementation);



Detailed Design Stage (Pre-implementation / Implementation); and



Pre-Opening / Post-Construction Stage (Implementation / Post-Implementation).

A road safety audit is not intended as a technical or financial audit and does not substitute for a
design check on standards or guidelines. Any recommended treatment of an identified safety
concern is intended to be indicative only, and to focus the designer on the type of improvements
that might be appropriate. It is not intended to be prescriptive and other ways of improving the road
safety or operational problems identified should also be considered.
In accordance with the procedures set down in the “NZTA Road Safety Audit Procedures for
Projects Guidelines - Interim release May 2013” the audit report should be submitted to the client
who will instruct the designer to respond. The designer should consider the report and comment
to the client on each of any concerns identified, including their cost implications where appropriate,
and make a recommendation to either accept or reject the audit report recommendation.
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For each audit team recommendation that is accepted, the client shall make the final decision and
brief the designer to make the necessary changes and/or additions. As a result of this instruction
the designer shall action the approved amendments. The client may involve a safety engineer to
provide commentary to aid with the decision.
Decision tracking is an important part of the road safety audit process. A decision tracking table is
embedded into the report format at the end of each set of recommendations to be completed by
the designer, safety engineer and client for each issue documenting the designer response, client
decision (and asset manager’s comments in the case where the client and asset manager are not
one and the same) and action taken.
A copy of the report including the designer’s response to the client and the client’s decision on
each recommendation shall be given to the road safety audit team leader as part of the important
feedback loop. The road safety audit team leader will disseminate this to team members.

1.2.

The Safety Audit Team

The road safety audit was carried out in accordance with the “NZTA Road Safety Audit Procedure
for Projects Guidelines - Interim release May 2013”, by:


Duncan Campbell, Principal Traffic Engineer, Traffessionals Ltd



Ian Constable, Traffic Engineer, Traffic Solutions Ltd

Following a copy of the concept plans being forwarded from Bloxam Burnett & Olliver Ltd dated 1
April 2020, the safety team met for the on-site inspection on Wednesday 29 April 2020.

1.3.

Report Format

The potential road safety problems identified have been ranked as follows:The expected crash frequency is qualitatively assessed on the basis of expected exposure (how
many road users will be exposed to a safety issue) and the likelihood of a crash resulting from the
presence of the issue. The severity of a crash outcome is qualitatively assessed on the basis of
factors such as expected speeds, type of collision, and type of vehicle involved.
Reference to historic crash rates or other research for similar elements of projects, or projects as
a whole, have been drawn on where appropriate to assist in understanding the likely crash types,
frequency and likely severity that may result from a particular concern.
The frequency and severity ratings are used together to develop a combined qualitative risk
ranking for each safety issue using the Concern Assessment Rating Matrix in Table 1 below. The
qualitative assessment requires professional judgement and a wide range of experience in projects
of all sizes and locations.
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Frequency (probability of a crash)
Severity
(likelihood of death or serious injury)

Frequent

Common

Occasional

Infrequent

Very likely

Serious

Serious

Significant

Moderate

Likely

Serious

Significant

Moderate

Moderate

Unlikely

Significant

Moderate

Minor

Minor

Very unlikely

Moderate

Minor

Minor

Minor

Table 1: Concern Assessment Rating Matrix

While all safety concerns should be considered for action, the client or nominated project manager
will make the decision as to what course of action will be adopted based on the guidance given in
this ranking process with consideration to factors other than safety alone. As a guide a suggested
action for each concern category is given in Table 2 below.

RISK

Suggested Action

Serious

A major safety concern that must be addressed and requires changes to avoid serious safety
consequences.

Significant

Significant concern that should be addressed and requires changes to avoid serious safety
consequences.

Moderate

Moderate concern that should be addressed to improve safety

Minor

Minor concern that should be addressed where practical to improve safety.

Table 2: Concern Categories

In addition to the ranked safety issues it is appropriate for the safety audit team to provide additional
comments with respect to items that may have a safety implication but lie outside the scope of the
safety audit. A comment may include items where the safety implications are not yet clear due to
insufficient detail for the stage of project, items outside the scope of the audit such as existing
issues not impacted by the project or an opportunity for improved safety but not necessarily linked
to the project itself. While typically comments do not require a specific recommendation, in some
instances suggestions may be given by the auditors.

1.4.

Scope of Audit

This audit is a concept design audit of a proposed rail crossing and road realignment for Lumsden
Road. The design plans were prepared by Bloxam Burnett & Olliver Ltd.
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1.5.

Documents Provided

The SAT has been provided with the following documents for this audit:


1.6.

Drawings 145860/06/1200-1203 Rev A dated 1 April 2020 from Bloxam Burnett & Olliver
Ltd

Disclaimer

The findings and recommendations in this report are based on an examination of available relevant
plans, the specified road and its environs, and the opinions of the SAT. However, it must be
recognised that eliminating safety concerns cannot be guaranteed since no road can be regarded
as absolutely safe and no warranty is implied that all safety issues have been identified in this
report. Safety audits do not constitute a design review nor an assessment of standards with respect
to engineering or planning documents.
Readers are urged to seek specific technical advice on matters raised and not rely solely on the
report.
While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the report, it is made available on the
basis that anyone relying on it does so at their own risk without any liability to the safety audit team
or their organisations.
Please note that this audit report only assesses traffic safety from the perspective of road users,
that is, relating to the proposed road and intersection design. It does not include a risk assessment
of the proposed level crossing from the perspective of the rail operator.

1.7.

Project Description

Currently Lumsden Road is a 100 km/hr speed environment with a mostly straight and level
alignment adjacent to the proposed development, and is a quiet rural environment. In order to
facilitate a new rail level crossing with a near perpendicular road crossing, a realignment of
Lumsden Road is required which includes a new ‘T’ intersection with Balemi Road.

__________________________________________________________________________________
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2.

Safety Audit Findings

2.1. Sight Distances at the Balemi Road Intersection – MODERATE CONCERN
Sightlines for drivers exiting from Balemi Road into Lumsden Road at the new intersection could
be obstructed by roadside features, boundary fences or topography. If drivers are not provided
with unrestricted sightlines in the vicinity of the intersection, collisions could occur between through
traffic on Lumsden Road and stopped or turning traffic.
Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) should be available in both directions for drivers entering
and exiting Balemi Road. SISD is the minimum sight distance that should be available for a driver
to discern an obstruction or hazard ahead, react and come to a stop before reaching the obstruction
or hazard. This should be at least 151m northwards for a 70 km/h operating speed, and 73m
southwards for a 40 km/h operating speed (according to Austroads Guide to Road Design Part 4A).
These sight distances are based on a 2 second driver reaction time.
Approach Sight Distance (ASD) should also be available for drivers approaching the intersection
on all approaches including Balemi Road. ASD is the minimum required for a driver to discern the
presence and layout of an intersection on the approach. This should be at least 92m for a 70 km/h
operating speed, which will not be readily available on the Balemi Road approach due to the
proposed road curve. Please refer to Figure 1 below.
Recommendations:
Ensure that the minimum safe intersection sight distances are available at the Balemi Road
intersection. These will require setting back the adjacent property boundaries as indicated on
Figure 1, to ensure that the required sight lines do not become obstructed over time by vegetation
or fences.

Frequency Rating:

Severity Rating:

Crashes are likely to be Occassional

Death or serious injury is Likely

Designer Response:
Agree with audit recommendation that the minimum safe intersection
sight distance and approach sight distance should not be obstructed by any buildings, vegetation
or fencing. The site distance “envelopes” to the south of Balemi Road (for northbound drivers on
Lumsden Road and westbound drivers on Balemi Road) are expected to fall within the future road
reserve boundaries, while the sight distance envelope to the north of Balemi Road (for southbound
drivers on Lumsden Road) will likely fall within the existing private property boundary to the east
of Lumsden Road. Two solutions are proposed for implementation:
1. The area within the sight envelopes should be expropriated and included as part of the future
road reserve boundary, and
2. “No-build” zones be established restricting buildings, fencing and limiting vegetation grown to
be no higher than 0.5m. This could possibly be enforced in the district plan provisions.
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Safety Engineer:

Click here to enter text.

Client Decision:

Click here to enter text.

Action Taken:

Click here to enter text.

Figure 1: Recommended areas shown in green to be kept clear of obstructions for driver sightlines

2.2. Proximity of Rail Junction to Level Crossing – MODERATE CONCERN
It appears that the proposed level crossing will be located just a short distance of around 120m
from the future rail junction where trains will need to switch to the new siding from the main
southbound line, although this is not clear on the concept level plans provided. According to the
Traffic Control Devices Manual Part 9 Level Crossings (TCD 2002), the level crossing could
potentially be activated by southbound trains either manually by the rail operator, or by an
automated distance/predictor mechanism. If an automated system is used, all southbound trains
could trigger the active control warnings (i.e. lights and barrier arms), whether or not these trains
will be traversing the level crossing, if the turnout from the main line is not far enough north. Thus
there is potential for pedestrians and drivers to use the level crossing regardless, believing that
southbound trains will stay on the main line.

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Recommendations:
Active control warnings at the level crossing (i.e. lights and barrier arms) should only be triggered
by trains that are going to and from the new rail siding, whether by an automated system or
manually by the rail operator.
Trains will be slowed for the rail curve in any case, but it is also recommended that their speeds
be limited to 25 km/hr or less to ensure that the train can stop if necessary, in accordance with
TCD 2002 recommendations for manually operated crossings:
The automatic alarms at a manually controlled crossing are started by the rail operator before the
train crosses the road. In such cases, the rail speed will normally be no greater than 25km/h so the
train can, if necessary, be stopped before crossing the road. There will be no fixed time between the
start of the alarms and the train entering the crossing but the rail operator would normally wait until
any approaching road traffic has stopped before proceeding.

Frequency Rating:

Severity Rating:

Crashes are likely to be Occassional

Death or serious injury is Likely

Designer Response:
Agree with the audit recommendation, however, this falls outside the
scope of the road design. Although not shown in detail in the concept design drawings, the rail
siding design will provide for a 600m long loop prior to the turnout to/from the rail siding (i.e.
trains to/from the rail siding will exit the NIMT approximately 600m north of the turnout) – refer
to figure below. Vitruvius Ltd, the rail siding designers, have been consulted in relation to this audit
finding. Vitruvius Ltd have proposed two possible processes to activate the level crossing alarms (
LCA’s ) at the proposed Lumsden Road railway crossing.
1. All trains must have a rail operator on the ground to pilot trains into the site and sidings. Train
speed would be limited to 20 km/hr and under the direction of the pilot. The pilot could activate
the LCA’s prior to the train approaching the crossing.
2. Turnout 2 allows trains to move from the loop onto the sidings and hence over the new level
crossing. If Turnout 2 is signalled and hence operated through National Train Control, it could be
linked to the LCA’s activation. There would be a signal just north of turnout 2 which would
normally be at red. When the signal is green and turnout 2 in the reverse position ( set to allow
trains into the siding ) the LCA’s would then be activated.
Vitruvius Ltd confirms that these matters will be considered by the signalling designers and
included in the signals design during detailed design stage.
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Safety Engineer:

Click here to enter text.

Client Decision:

Click here to enter text.

Action Taken:

Click here to enter text.

2.3. Street Lighting– MODERATE CONCERN
There is currently no street lighting in the area and none are shown on the concept plans provided.
Given this is to be a significant realignment of the carriageway in a formerly high speed area, street
lighting is desirable in order to delineate the new road layout and intersection. Street lighting is
also desirable if the level crossing is to be utilised by pedestrians or cyclists.
Recommendations:
Install street lighting appropriate to the new road alignment, intersection and level crossing.

Frequency Rating:

Severity Rating:

Crashes are likely to be Occassional

Death or serious injury is Likely

Designer Response:
Agree with audit recommendation. The concept design drawings have
been updated and now propose street lighting on the eastern side of Lumsden Road up to the
speed threshold area, and on both sides of the road at the level crossing, the Balemi Road
intersection and the speed threshold area.
Safety Engineer:

Click here to enter text.

Client Decision:

Click here to enter text.

Action Taken:

Click here to enter text.
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2.4. Metal Surface Balemi Road – MINOR CONCERN
The road surface of Balemi Road is unsealed and therefore vehicles turning at the intersection will
likely spray loose metal onto the carriageway of Lumsden Road, potentially causing loss of control
accidents. A sealed surface will also be required for road marking of the proposed Give Way
control.
Recommendations:
Seal the Balemi Road intersection, including the bend on Balemi Road prior to the intersection.

Frequency Rating:

Severity Rating:

Crashes are likely to be Occassional

Death or serious injury is Unlikely

Designer Response:
Agree with audit recommendations. The concept design drawings have
been updated to reflect this recommendation. Sealing along the entire length of Balemi Road has
been proposed as part of the infrastructure upgrades for the wider rezoning project.
Safety Engineer:

Click here to enter text.

Client Decision:

Click here to enter text.

Action Taken:

Click here to enter text.

2.5. Utility Poles– MINOR CONCERN
Currently there are utility poles on the east side of Lumsden Road at regular intervals, and the
plans do not show any of these to be relocated even though the road realignment appears to run
through at least one or more of them.
Recommendations:
Relocate any utility poles if they conflict with the new road alignment.

Frequency Rating:

Severity Rating:

Crashes are likely to be Occassional

Death or serious injury is Unlikely

Designer Response:
Agree with audit recommendation that all existing utility poles that are in
conflict with the new road alignment need to be relocated. The concept design drawings have
been updated to reflect the recommendation.
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Safety Engineer:

Click here to enter text.

Client Decision:

Click here to enter text.

Action Taken:

Click here to enter text.

2.6. PW-57 Sign Placement – MINOR CONCERN
The proposed PW-57 Level Crossing advance warning signs are shown only on one side of the
carriageway in both directions. Given the formerly high speed environment and the proposed new
curved alignment with reduced forward visibility, drivers may not notice them.
Recommendation:
Install additional PW57 signs on the right-hand side in both directions.

Frequency Rating:

Severity Rating:

Crashes are likely to be Occassional

Death or serious injury is Unlikely

Designer Response:
Agree with audit recommendation. The concept design drawings have
been updated and now include the additional PW-57 signs on the right-hand side of the
carriageway in both directions. We consider that the road safety risks associated with this finding
will be further lessened with the implementation of the safe and appropriate speeds along this
section of Lumsden Road.
Safety Engineer:

Click here to enter text.

Client Decision:

Click here to enter text.

Action Taken:

Click here to enter text.

2.7. Vehicle Safety Barriers – MINOR CONCERN
The plans show vehicle safety barriers on two outside curves to the north of the level crossing, but
the topography does not indicate any substantial obstacles which an errant vehicle could strike.
Compared to running off the road into relatively flat grassed terrain, the barriers could potentially
increase the chance of injury to vehicle occupants.
Recommendation:

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Reconsider the appropriateness of vehicle safety barriers, and whether they will present more of
a hazard to errant drivers than if they were not installed.

Frequency Rating:

Severity Rating:

Crashes are likely to be Occassional

Death or serious injury is Unlikely

Designer Response:
Agree with the recommendation that the proposed vehicle safety barrier
on the eastern side of Lumsden Road may not be appropriate as there are no substantial obstacles
that an errant driver could strike. However, the safety barriers along the northernmost curve are
considered appropriate at this location given the proximity of the new rail and siding; the safety
barriers will prevent an errant driver from veering off the road and rolling onto the new railway
tracks. We therefore recommend that these be retained.
Safety Engineer:

Click here to enter text.

Client Decision:

Click here to enter text.

Action Taken:

Click here to enter text.

2.8. Proposed Speed Limits – COMMENT
The proposed speed limit of 60 km /hr is considered appropriate for the proposed road environment
which includes a new rail level crossing with some curvilinear geometry. The proposed 80 km/hr
limit for the rest of Lumsden Road (currently 100 km/hr) is also in line with the NZTA Speed
Management Guide. Without the speed reduction the proposed realignment of Lumsden Road
could become hazardous, particularly the 40 km/h design curve and the level crossing. Therefore
the SAT considers it is important that the new 60 km/hr limit be implemented by completion of
construction works. Otherwise some additional speed reduction or warning devices could be
warranted.

2.9. Rumble Strips and Noise – COMMENT
The SAT accepts that the proposed rumble strips to the north will provide an additional safety
benefit to southbound drivers, particularly due to the speed environment (currently 100 km/hr) from
the north. However, consideration should be given to the noise these create, even though the
nearest residential property is currently over 300m away.
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3.

Audit Statement

We certify that we have used the available plans, and have examined the specified roads and their
environment, to identify features of the project we have been asked to look at that could be
changed, removed or modified in order to improve safety. The problems identified have been
noted in this report.

Signed: ………………………………………………………………..
Duncan Campbell, ME (Hns) CPEng MIPENZ
Principal Traffic Engineer, Traffessionals Ltd

Date: 5 May 2020

Signed: ………………………………………………………………
Ian Constable, ME, CPEng, MIPENZ
Traffic Engineer, Traffic Solutions Ltd

Date: 5 May 2020

Designer:

Safety Engineer:

Project Manager:

Action Completed:

Name……………………………………

Position………………………..

Signature………………………………..

Date…………………………….

Name……………………………………

Position………………………..

Signature………………………………..

Date…………………………….

Name……………………………………

Position………………………..

Signature………………………………..

Date…………………………….

Name……………………………………

Position………………………..

Signature………………………………..

Date…………………………….

Project Manager to distribute audit report incorporating decision to designer, Safety Audit Team Leader,
Safety Engineer and project file.
Date: ……………………..
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Project Number: 1-C2170.00
Lumsden Road, Ohinewai New Level Crossing #4695
Level Crossing Safety Impact Assessment

Disclaimers and Limitations
This report (‘Report’) has been prepared by WSP exclusively for Gaze Holdings Ltd (‘Client’) in
relation to Sleepyhead new rail siding ALCAM Survey and LCSIA report (‘Purpose’) and in
accordance with the Short form Agreement with the Client dated 29/01/21. The findings in this
Report are based on and are subject to the assumptions specified in the Report and the Offer of
Service. WSP accepts no liability whatsoever for any reliance on or use of this Report, in whole or in
part, for any use or purpose other than the Purpose or any use or reliance on the Report by any
third party.
In preparing the Report, WSP has relied upon data, surveys, analyses, designs, plans and other
information (‘Client Data’) provided by or on behalf of the Client. Except as otherwise stated in the
Report, WSP has not verified the accuracy or completeness of the Client Data. To the extent that
the statements, opinions, facts, information, conclusions and/or recommendations in this Report
are based in whole or part on the Client Data, those conclusions are contingent upon the accuracy
and completeness of the Client Data. WSP will not be liable in relation to incorrect conclusions or
findings in the Report should any Client Data be incorrect or have been concealed, withheld,
misrepresented or otherwise not fully disclosed to WSP.
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Level Crossing Safety Impact Assessment

Executive Summary
A new rail siding is proposed into the proposed Sleepyhead estate at Ohinewai just north of
583KM on the North Island Main Trunk Line (NIMT). The local road access to the site, Lumsden
Road will be realigned and incorporate a new road level crossing #4695 approximately 214m from
the spur. KiwiRail have therefore requested a Level Crossing Safety Impact Assessment (LCSIA) to
assess the safety of the proposed new crossing.
Grade separation of Lumsden Road has not been considered for this project. Lumsden Road is a
low volume rural road and the cost and impact on the road corridor would be excessive in
comparison to the risk of the proposed crossing. The rail line is a low volume siding and Lumsden
Road currently carries 511 vehicles per day with 19% Heavy Commercial Vehicles. There is currently
no prospect of extensive development in the area that would increase the Lumsden Road volume
and the risk at the crossing in the foreseeable future. The road is being realigned which would
require an overbridge to be built at a skew which would restrict sight distance along the road and
from the Balemi Road intersection to the North. The road corridor will be lit and the 100km/h
speed limit reduced to 60km/h with a 35km/h speed bend immediately north of this crossing.
The crossing will be in a rural environment but will be well signposted and the streetlighting will
provide good visibility of the crossing and corridor at night.
Closure of any adjacent crossings has not been considered as part of this development. The
project is to support the development of a factory and industrial site and as such a review of
crossings on the Waikato District Council network has not been undertaken. The nearest public
crossings are #2446 at KM578.93 approximately 4.09km south of this proposed new crossing and
#2447 Te Onetea Road Te Kauwhata at KM588.3, 5.28km north of this site, so are too far from this
site to be considered as possible closures in relation to this project.

LCSS and ALCAM Evaluation
The Level Crossing Safety Score procedure assesses and scores the risk of a fatality at the crossings
for the applicant design and future traffic volume scenarios.
The tables below detail the progression of the LCSS for the level crossing through the stages of the
LCSS while aiming to achieve the KiwiRail LCSIA criteria.
The proposed design and future score both achieve Criterion 1 and a Low Risk Band.
Table No. 1:

LCSS Risk Changes
Applicant Design

Future Score

LCSS

7/50

7/50

LCSS Risk Band

Low

Low

1

1

Criterion Met

A summary of the changes to the ALCAM risk bands are below and reflect the risk changes
between the opening day and a future scenario.
Table No. 2:

ALCAM Risk Changes

ALCAM Risk Band
ALCAM Risk Score Change (%)

Applicant Design

Future Score

Low

Low

-

+17%

©WSP New Zealand Limited 2021
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Fatal Return Period

Applicant Design

Future Score

18,128 Years

14,462 years

Recommended Improvements
The following improvements are proposed to the applicant design.
The applicant design is at a preliminary design stage and indicates flashing lights, bells, half arm
barriers, street lighting, limit lines, yellow no overtaking markings, advance dual PW57 signs on
both Lumsden Road Approaches and Rail X markings will be installed. For future design stages it
is recommended the design incorporate all Traffic Control Devices Part 9 requirements and
KiwiRail recommendations identified during the site evaluation including:
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

Crossing set out to meet KiwiRail infrastructure standards.
Crossbucks on the FLB assemblies
A yellow cross hatched clear zone between the limit lines at the crossing
Correctly oriented advance PW57 steam engine signs are to show the train facing
towards the road on both sides of the road. The drawings show the signs duplicated
but the train facing the same way on both signs. PW57 (left) should be on the LHS and
PW57 (right) should be on the RHS.
A warning sign Balemi Road of the level crossing on the side road ahead.
Fencing of the siding.
Vegetation management plan.

Future User Volume Surveys
The applicant is required to conduct additional user volume and proportion of user types surveys
two years after the opening of the facility and review whether a change in control is required.
Subsequent surveys and reviews must be completed in three yearly cycles thereafter.

Recommended Updates in ALCAM
Once any improvements are made to the crossing infrastructure an as built survey is
recommended to ensure the actual crossing layout and controls are entered in the LXM record for
the new crossing #4695.

©WSP New Zealand Limited 2021
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1

Background

A new rail siding is proposed for construction from the North Island Main Trunk Line (NIMT) into
the proposed Sleepyhead estate at Ohinewai just north of 583KM. This will incorporate a new
road level crossing across a realigned Lumsden Road. KiwiRail have designated the proposed
crossing #4695 Lumsden Road. The rail spur is to come off NIMT at KM583.02 and the crossing is
to be 214m from the spur
Lumsden Road is managed by Waikato District Council. The rail siding geometric design has been
undertaken by Terry Hodder from Vitruvius and the road geometric design by BBO. The
preliminary design is appended and identifies the new road alignment, proposed siding and level
crossing location.

Figure 1: Proposed Crossing Location
The process for a new crossing is to:
•
•
•
•

complete an ALCAM survey →
undertake an LCSS Risk assessment of the Proposed Design →
Complete an LCSS Risk Assessment of the Future Score →
Identify Recommended Treatment Solutions.

The ALCAM survey of the site was completed on the 26th of February 2021 and a new crossing
#4695 created in the LXM database.
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For a new crossing, KiwiRail Risk Criterion 1 must be achieved or grade separation is required
(subject to SFAIRP evaluation). The crossing is not replacing an existing crossing so Risk Criterion 2
does not apply.
Criterion 1 is that the Proposed Design and Future Score (10-years post opening) achieve a Low or
Medium-Low Risk as determined by the LCSS

2

LCSIA Risk Assessment – New Public Level Crossing

2.1

LCSIA/ALCAM Safety Review Team

The ALCAM survey was undertaken by:
•

Sam Pasley, Team Leader Traffic Engineering and Safety, ALCAM Surveyor on the 26 th of
February 2021

Due to the reintroduction of Covid Level 3 travel restrictions, the LCSIA assessor was unable to
attend the site visit arranged with KiwiRail and the RCA on the 16th of February 2021. KiwiRail staff
had arranged 4 site visits for the day so proceeded with the site visit and the LCSIA assessor was
replaced for the site visit component by an experienced Road Safety Auditor, Keith Moyes,
CMEngNZ. The RCA Engineer was provided two site visit attendance dates but was unable to
attend either. Senior RCA staff were briefed by the LCSIA assessor and discussed the design and
site evaluation to provide their evaluation scores and comments.
The LCSIA site visit was undertaken by:
•
•
•

KiwiRail: Mark Davis, Deb Brown, Terry Herbert, Ken Ashman
WSP: Keith Moyes, Senior Safety Engineer
BBO: Cameron Inder

An RCA did not attend the site visit but was fully briefed. Comments and scoring were provided
by Janette Underwood, Traffic and Road Safety Consultant and Ross Bayer, Roading Team Leader.
The LCSIA Assessment has been undertaken by:
•
•

Bridget Feary, Principal Traffic Engineer, LCSIA Accredited
Tim Burt, Senior Safety Engineer, LCSIA Accredited – Peer Reviewer

The assessors have had no involvement with the proposed crossing prior to the LCSIA.
The site is a new public crossing, as such the site is required by KiwiRail to meet LCSIA Criteria 1.
Criteria 1: the proposed design/upgrade of a crossing to achieve a “Low” or “Medium-Low” level of
risk, as determined by the LCSS.
KiwiRail provides the following guidance regarding the meaning of the Level Crossing Safety Score
Risk Bands (see figure 1).
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Figure 1:

2.2

Level Crossing Safety Score Risk Bands

General Safety Review

The proposed level crossing is a low speed level crossing in a low speed road environment and the
design is a standard KiwiRail layout. The siding is expected to have very low train volumes (2/day
at opening) and development in the area is not expected to grow traffic volumes in the
intermediate or long term beyond 750 vpd. Vandalism is not an issue in this area.

2.3

Crossing Usage Data

Current and future traffic volumes and the proposed speed limit change on Lumsden Road are:
•
•
•

Lumsden Road Current ADT – 511 vpd 19% Estimate at 23/01/20
Lumsden Road speed limit - currently posted at 100 km/h
Opening: Lumsden Road ADT at opening - up to 575 vpd with 19% HCV – only a very small
portion of the trips from the Sleepyhead Factory will require access to the rail siding from
Balemi Road (no more than 20 HCV per day), the rest will access the site from Lumsden
Road (i.e. from south of the level crossing). The realigned road design is based on a 60 km/h
speed limit through the level crossing.

Proposed and future train volumes and speed on the rail siding:
•

•

Eventually it is possible there will be a maximum of two trains per day (max one in, and one
out per day) – based on a 5-day work week. However for short to medium term it is likely
there would be 2 movements per 3 days. For the purpose of this assessment 2 trains/day
have been used as the opening day volume
There will be a 20km/h speed limit on the rail siding.
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Pedestrian and cycling movements across the level crossing will be negligible due to the northern
side of Balemi Road remaining as a rural zone. It is not intended that there will be buildings
fronting Balemi Road.

2.4 Applicants Design
The preliminary design incorporates:
•
•
•
•

Flashing Lights, Bells and Half Arm Barriers
Street lighting
Limit lines and yellow no overtaking markings
Advance dual PW57 signs on both Lumsden Road Approaches and Rail X markings

2.5 Future
Waikato District Council have advised Lumsden Road is in rural zone with no proposal to change
zoning, so no significant development is expected which would increase traffic volumes. The WDC
10-year volume estimate is <750 vpd but dependant on usage of the accesses on Balemi Road.
We have used a 10-year volume of 750vpd.
For the future train volume we have doubled the forecast use to 4 trains per day.

3 Level Crossing Safety Score
3.1

ALCAM Level Crossing Risk Score

The following table illustrates the change in the ALCAM score for the above scenarios. ALCAM LXM
report extracts are included in the appendices.
Table No. 1:

ALCAM Level Crossing Safety Score – Applicants Design

LCSS

Score

Fatality Return

Proposal

3/30

18128 Years

Risk Change %
-

Comments
For the opening day volume of 575
vehicles per day and 2 trains.
The ALCAM Risk score is 0.6. The Risk
Band Jurisdiction is Low and the
Likelihood Band Jurisdiction is Low.
The LCSS score is 3 and the Risk band is
Low.

Top Rated Characteristics

Safety Risk Flags

•
•
•

•

SSD Advance visibility of crossing from road
Longest train length (typical)
Slowest train speed at crossing (typical)
Table No. 2:

Sighting S1

ALCAM Level Crossing Safety Score – Future

LCSS

Score

Fatality Return

Future

3/30

14461 Years

Risk Change %
+17%

Comments
For the 10-year volume of 750 vpd 4
trains.

©WSP New Zealand Limited 2021
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LCSS

Score

Fatality Return

Risk Change %

Comments
The ALCAM Risk Score is 0.7. The Risk
Band Jurisdiction is Low and the
Likelihood Band Jurisdiction is Low
The LCSS score is 3 and the Risk band is
Low.

Top Rated Characteristics

Safety Risk Flags

•
•
•

•

3.2

SSD Advance visibility of crossing from road
Longest train length (typical)
Slowest train speed at crossing (typical)

Sighting S1

Crash and Incident History Score

This is a new level crossing on a new road alignment and new siding track so there is no incident
or crash history at the location. As such scoring of a crash and incident history has been omitted
form the assessment.

4 Site Specific Safety Score
The posted speed limit will be 60km/h so the Urban/Peri Urban checklist has been used.
Site Specific Safety Score

Comments
No Red Flag Scenarios.

Proposal and Future Score 2:
Proposed Design – half arm barriers
with flashing lights and bells

Proposal and Future Score 0:
No bisecting intersection either side
of the crossing

©WSP New Zealand Limited 2021
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Site Specific Safety Score

Comments
Proposal and Future Score 0:
Short Stacking not possible

Proposal and Future Score 1:
Balemi Road to the north of the
crossing on the departure (RHS) of
the road. Low chance of queuing
forming back to the level crossing.

Proposal and Future: Score 1
Rare non-compliance issues
expected due to slow train speeds
and low vehicle volumes

Proposal and Future

4/30, 2/10 to take forward

©WSP New Zealand Limited 2021
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4.1

Site Evaluation

The site evaluation team was as described in section 2.1 of this report.
The site visit notes and scoring are tabulated below. The KiwiRail attendees were satisfied the
level crossing design proposed was a standard KiwiRail layout. They noted the siding should be
fenced.

4.2

Engineers Risk Scores

The weighted risk scores are based on the site assessment scores in the sections below. Both
parties scored the proposed and future scenarios as 1/5, one of the best crossings in their
jurisdiction.
Table No. 3:
LE Score

Weighted Engineers Risk score
RCA Score

2/10

4.3

1/5

Calculation

Future

Applicants
Design

2+1 = 3/1.5 = 2/10

2/10

2/10

KiwiRail LE/Signalling Engineer - Level Crossing Risk Score

This risk score reflects the level of crash risk that KiwiRail Locomotive Engineers and/or signalling
staff would give to the level crossing compared with other crossings they encounter regularly
within their jurisdiction.
Crossing Score Lumsden Road
Ohinewai
Proposed Design

KiwiRail

Worst

Best

compared with other crossings you encounter
regularly within your jurisdiction

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

FLB + HAB. 2 trains/3
days 1 in and out per
day
Future Crossing
2 trains/day in & out
What changes would make the crossing worse and how would your score alter?

Comments:

•
•

Other public crossing facilities, e.g. pedestrians
Smaller radius curve from NIMT

What changes would make the crossing better and how would your score alter?
•
•

Approach Track Circuits
Advance Warning Signs (static)

4.4 Questions for KiwiRail Engineer
Questions regarding crossing history
1

Current train speed at crossing for
both directions.

Lumsden Road Ohinewai
15km/h indicated on site, but 20km/h confirmed by
designer

©WSP New Zealand Limited 2021
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Questions regarding crossing history

Lumsden Road Ohinewai

2

Number of likely train movements
per day.

4 (KiwiRail Estimate). Design team has advised
2/day at opening. 4 used for future analysis.

3

Does shunting occur at this
crossing, if so, how many
movements per day?

Not at the crossing but within the run around track
within the factory site – 6 shunts per day but none
through the crossing.

4

Are there whistle boards present?

They are proposed

5

Any near miss episodes not
reported in IRIS?
Any vandalism of signs or controls?

N/A

7

Any vehicle incidents which have
hit KiwiRail infrastructure?

N/A. There have been some incidents on NIMT next
to the Waikato Expressway.

8

Does reverse tracking occur?

Yes, but ok if approach circuits are active.

9

General view on the level of safety
of the crossing.

Low speed crossing. The design is a standard
KiwiRail layout.

10

Future Rail Line changes – are any
changes to the rail line,
infrastructure and train volumes
proposed?

Siding needs fencing.

6

Not an issue in this area

NIMT electrification passenger platform at Ohinewi.

4.5 Road Controlling Authority – Crossing Risk Score
This risk score reflects the level of crash risk that RCA staff would give to the level crossing
compared with other crossings they encounter regularly within their jurisdiction.
Crossing Score – Lumsden Road
Ohinewai
Proposed Design

KiwiRail

Worst

compared with other crossings you encounter
regularly within your jurisdiction

Best

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

FLB + HAB. 2 trains/3
days 1 in and out per
day
Future Crossing
2 trains/day in & out
What changes would make the crossing worse and how would your score alter?
•

Comments:

•

Vegetation growth obscuring the southbound approach sightline - No
change to score.
Removal of barrier arms – Score would drop to 3

What changes would make the crossing better and how would your score alter?
•

N/A

©WSP New Zealand Limited 2021
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4.6 Questions for RCA Engineer
Questions regarding crossing history
1

2

Lumsden Road Ohinewai

Are there any other changes
nearby that may influence this
level crossing, i.e. a new subdivision
consent, a new walking or cycling
facility that will change traffic
patterns or volumes?

Proposed APL development will have multiple
accesses off Balemi Road to the factory and rail
siding which will increase movements across the
railway line and at the intersection with Lumsden
Road. Actual flows unknown at this stage.

General view on the level of safety
of the proposed crossing.

Level crossing layout is considered appropriate with
barrier arms providing additional safety measure.

Area further north is zoned rural so unlikely to
generate significant traffic or pedestrian flows.

Roading environment to the north is congested with
a side road and 35km/hr curve immediately prior to
the crossing.
3

What are the current traffic
volumes on Lumsden Road?

Mobile Road has 511 vpd and 19% HCV (23/1/2020)
estimated on Lumsden Road south of Balemi Road

4

What are the future (+10 years)
estimated traffic volumes through
the crossing on Lumsden Road?

Estimated to be <750 vpd but dependant on usage
of the accesses on Balemi Road.

Table No. 4:

Site Evaluation – Lumsden Road Ohinewai

Features Reviewed at the Road Crossing

Comments

Is there suitable lighting at the crossing point
and is it of good quality?

Yes – street lighting is proposed at the crossing
and along the corridor

Does vegetation restrict sight lines at the
crossing point? This is a safety concern for
vehicles at passive crossings e.g. STOP, GIVE
WAY

No – no vegetation sightline restrictions

Are pedestrians or cyclists crossing the road
diagonally at the railway corridor, rather than
using the adjacent dedicated pedestrian
crossings?

No – no pedestrians or cycle facilities proposed
along Lumsden Road

Is there any rail infrastructure in the rail
corridor that restricts visibility for all users?

No – none proposed

Does the signage meet TCD Pt. 9 standards?
Do any signs need to be replaced due to age
or damage?

Signage proposed with minor modifications
will meet TCD 9 requirements.

The quality of the road surfacing in the near
vicinity of the level crossing

New pavement to be constructed

©WSP New Zealand Limited 2021
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The quality of the panel between the tracks
(and on the outside) at the level crossing, is it
badly deformed?

New panel to be constructed

Line marking condition? Is ‘Rail X' marked on
the approaches (if it should be)?

Rail X will be marked on approaches. All line
marking will be new

Are LX1 (steam train) signs present for all
approaches, including nearby side roads?

LX1 proposed for Lumsden road, not for Balemi
Road. Recommended this be considered

Is the LX1 sign pointing in the right direction
(to the road centre line)?

Not in the design – identified in the
recommendations.

Is the LX1 sign gated on approaches when the
volume is greater than 2,000 AADT?

LX1 signs are proposed to be gated even
though ADT is <1000vpd

Are other advanced warning signs present?

Curve Warning signs proposed

Does vegetation restrict sight lines on the
approach to the crossing? Particularly for
passive crossings.

No vegetation issues

Are there side roads or accessways nearby and
how do they interact with the level crossing?

Balemi Road is north of the crossing. Unlikely
to interact with the crossing in any way

Should flashing lights and bells be facing the
side roads, if they are not already present?

N/A

Is there a short stacking or grounding out risk?
Is there anything in place to mitigate that e.g.
signage for heavy vehicles or escape areas?

N/A

4.7

LCSS Results

The combined risk scores are tabulated below:
Assessed Item

Applicants
Design

Future

Comments

ALCAM Score

3/30

3/30

Active controls FLB + HAB are proposed for this new
crossing

Site Specific
Safety Score

2/10

2/10

Site constraints do not change

Locomotive
Engineer and
RCA Engineer
Risk Score

2/10

2/10

Both parties agree this crossing would be one of the
best in the district

LCSS Score

7/50

7/50

Low

Low

Active controls proposal FLB + HAB meets Risk Criteria 1
for opening and Future volumes.
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Appendix A – Applicant’s Design

Figure 1:

145860-06-1200-B Lumsden Road Realignment Overall Plan

Figure 2:

145860-06-1201-B Lumsden Road Realignment General Arrangement Plan

Figure 3:

145860-06-1202-B Lumsden Road Realignment General Arrangement Plan

Figure 4:

145860-06-1203-B Lumsden Road Realignment General Arrangement Plan
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Appendix B – Site Photographs

Figure 5:

ALCAM Quadrant Diagram

Figure 6:

Centreline of rail and road Down Track

Figure 7:

Centreline of road and rail Up Track

Figure 8:

LHS available Stopping Sight Distance approach 1

Figure 9:

LHS Advance Warning Signage approach 1

Figure 10: Quadrant 1 RHS Approach S1, T2 Up

Figure 11: Quadrant 1 RHS Restart Limit Line T4 Up

Figure 12: Quadrant 2 RHS Approach S1, T1 Down

Figure 13: Quadrant 2 RHS Restart Limit Line T3 Down

Figure 14: Quadrant 3 LHS Approach S1, T1 Down

Figure 15: Quadrant 3 LHS Restart Limit Line T3 Down

Figure 16: Quadrant 4 LHS Approach S1, T2 Up

Figure 17: Quadrant 4 LHS Restart Limit Line T4 Up

Figure 18: RHS Available Stopping Sight Distance

Figure 19: Road LHS 10m approach 1

Figure 20: Road LHS S1 Centreline of rail road approach 1

Figure 21: Road LHS 10m approach 1

Figure 22: Road RHS S1 Centreline of rail road approach 1
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Appendix C ALCAM Road Rating Reports

Figure 23: ALCAM Risk Rating – Applicant’s Design

Figure 24: ALCAM Risk Rating - Future
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Appendix D Sighting and Flag Report
ALCAM Number
Jurisdiction
Street
Suburb
Line Section
Rail Km
Primary Control
Location
Primary Rail Manager
Secondary Rail Manager(s)
Primary Road Manager
Secondary Road Manager(s)
Rail Status
Road Access
Legal Status
Crossing Class
Daily Train Numbers
Road Vehicle Numbers (AADT)
Raw Infrastructure Factor
Exposure Factor
Infrastructure Factor
Likelihood Factor
Consequence Factor
Risk Factor
Risk Score Status
Years Between Collisions
Years Between Fatalities
Last Calculated Date
Org Asset ID
Street Directory Ref
Route ID
Rail Traffic Type
Pass RD
Number Of Tracks
Road Status
Left Extended Approach Surface Material
Left Immediate Approach Surface Material
Panel Surface Material
Right Immediate Approach Surface Material
Right Extended Approach Surface Material
Council Region
Main Roads Region
Road Angle (R)
Road Angle (L)

4695
NZ
Lumsden Road
Ohinewai
North Island Main Trunk - non-metro
583.02
Half Boom Flashing Lights
Non Metro
KiwiRail
Waikato District Council
Non Active
Public
Public
Public road / path - Public access
2
575
78.915208
0.003660911
0.981781291
0.003594214
0.015583406
5.60E-05
Current
278.2249373
17853.92301
9/03/2021 13:22

NZ-NIMT_2
FREIGHT
1
Proposed
CHIP-SEAL
ASPHALT
ASPHALT
ASPHALT
CHIP-SEAL
Waikato District Council
Waikato
88
91

Max Train Speed Up
Max Train Speed Down
Road Width
Road Clearance Width
Number Of Attached Peds
Last ALCAM Survey Date
Last Sighting Date
Sighting Description
High Speed Train
Multiple Tracks
Non-Compliance to Standard
Queueing
Short Stacking
Sighting S1
Sighting S2
Sighting S3
Road Condition
Hump, Dip or Rough Surface
Sun Glare Sighting Crossing on Road
Sun Glare Sighting Train
Extreme S3 Required Sighting
Sighting Model
Number Of Left Approaches
Number Of Right Approaches
Left S1 - Available
Left S1 - Required
Right S1 - Available
Right S1 - Required
Left S2 Up - Measured
Left S2 Up - Required
Left S2 Down - Measured
Left S2 Down - Required
Left S2 Up - Distance
Left S2 Down - Distance
Right S2 Up - Measured
Right S2 Up - Required
Right S2 Down - Measured
Right S2 Down - Required
Right S2 Up - Distance
Right S2 Down - Distance
Left S3 - Up Required
Left S3 - Down Required
Left S3 - Up Measured
Left S3 - Down Measured
Right S3 - Up Required
Right S3 - Down Required

20
20
9
10
0
5/03/2021 0:00
24/02/2021 0:00
Concept Plan
Rating (3)
AS1742_7_2016
1
1
280
142.45
75
89.26
650
50.29
450
50.29

60
49.13
450
49.13

73.95
73.95
303
400
73.95
73.95

Right S3 - Up Measured
Right S3 - Down Measured
Highest Road Speed Limit
Left - 85th Percentile Vehicle Speed
Right - 85th Percentile Vehicle Speed
Track Width
Left Control Point Distance
Right Control Point Distance
True Bearing Up
Left Exit True Bearing
Right Exit True Bearing
Left - True Bearing Road
Right - True Bearing Road
Left - Stop Line Clearance
Right - Stop Line Clearance
Left - Average Grade On Approach (S1)
Right - Average Grade On Approach (S1)
Left - Average Grade (S3)
Right - Average Grade (S3)
Left Vehicle Length
Right Vehicle Length
Top Rated Characteristics

Comments (sighting)
Left Road Vehicle Type
Right Road Vehicle Type
% Commercial Vehicles
Control Class
Jurisdiction Likelihood Band (Control Class)
Jurisdiction Likelihood Band
Global Likelihood Band (Control Class)
Global Likelihood Band
Jurisdiction Risk Band (Control Class)
Jurisdiction Risk Band
Global Risk Band (Control Class)
Global Risk Band

160
400
60
70
50
1.07
1000
4900
293.26
202.26
21.26
202.26
21.26
4
4
-2
-2
-2
-2
25
25
SSD - advance visibility of crossing from road,
Longest train length (typical),Visibility of traffic
control at crossing, Slowest train speed at crossing
(typical)
Level 1 - Semi Trailer
Level 1 - Semi Trailer
19
Boom Barrier
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
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Figure 25: Signalling and Interlocking
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Introduction

This DRAFT Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) has been prepared on behalf of Ambury Properties
Limited (APL) for the bulk earthworks and ground remediation work phase to prepare the site located at 88
Lumsden Road and 231 Tahuna Road, Ohinewai for development of the New Zealand Comfort Group Limited
(NZCG) foam factory. The CTMP identifies and outlines specific management methods to be employed during
the bulk earthworks and ground remediation works. The methods are designed to minimise the potential
construction traffic impacts on the surrounding public road network and ensure the safety of other road
users and the surrounding community.
It is intended that this CTMP is an initial draft framework to be updated, finalised and submitted by the
earthworks Contractor as a condition of consent to Waikato District Council (WDC) for approval prior to
commencing works on site. It should also be updated throughout the course of the earthworks by the
Contractor if there are any key changes to the construction methodology, traffic control or management
methodology, or regulatory environment. The contents of this CTMP provides an overview of the likely
management methods, controls and reporting standards that will be implemented during the preliminary
enabling works.
It is noted that a Traffic Management Plan (TMP) has been approved by Waikato District Council for the Stage
1A earthworks phase (Council reference: CAR E79540) that is currently underway on site (the approved TMP
is attached as Appendix A). That TMP reflects the methodology contained within this document. This CTMP
relates specifically to the Stage 1B earthworks consent.
The internal haul road, Tahuna Road site entrance works, and Lumsden Road and Balemi road site accesses
discussed in this CTMP were all completed in March/ April 2021 as part of the consented Stage 1A earthworks
phase.

1.2

Scope of this Construction Traffic Management Plan

This CTMP relates to the proposed management of traffic expected with the bulk earthworks and ground
remediation works for Stage 1B. The Stage 1B earthwork area is shown hatched green in Figure No. 1 .
Figure No. 1: Stage 1A and 1B Context
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1

Construction traffic associated with earthworks for Stage 1B includes 50 Max truck and trailer units hauling
imported clean fill material to site via the haul road and access to Tahuna Road, machinery transporters and
day to day servicing of machinery, visitors, project team and contractor staff trips (operational trips) to/from
the site.

1.3

Objectives of the Construction Traffic Management Plan

The key objectives of this CTMP are:

TV3

•

Define the location, nature and duration of traffic associated with the importing of clean fill material
for the bulk earthworks and ground remediation works for Stage 1B.

•

To outline the key traffic management methods for inclusion in the contractors Temporary Traffic
Management Plans (TMP), to ensure all potential safety effects of the construction traffic on other
road users is appropriately identified and mitigated.

•

To outline the planned methods to ensure construction traffic effects on the physical condition of
public roads are minimised and mitigated in accordance with WDC, community and rate-payer
expectations.

•

To outline methods to ensure that any potential nuisance effects (i.e. traffic delays, dust, noise, etc.)
of construction traffic are mitigated over the course of the works period.

•

To outline methods to ensure that construction staff are aware of their potential traffic effects and
that industry standard traffic management techniques must be successfully implemented for the
duration of the work covered by this CTMP.

•

To outline recording and monitoring procedures to comply with resource consent conditions, and to
ensure that any potential additional construction traffic effects are identified and responded to
accordingly.

2

2.

Proposed Bulk Earthworks Operations

2.1

Site Location

The Stage 1A and 1B earthworks site is located at 88 Lumsden Road and 231 Tahuna Road, Ohinewai and is
bordered by Lumsden Road to the west and Balemi Road to the north (as illustrated by Figure No. 2).
Adjacent to Lumsden Road to the west of the site lies the North Island Main Trunk railway line (NIMT) and
State Highway 1 (SH1). Ohinewai Village is located further west of the site between SH1 and the Waikato
River. The site is located approximately one-kilometre northeast of the SH1 Ohinewai Interchange.
Figure No. 2: Locality Map

2.2

Summary of the Works

APL proposes to undertake bulk earthworks and ground remediation works to prepare the site for
construction of the foam factory rail siding and associated infrastructure.
Enabling works were completed as part of the consented Stage 1A bulk earthworks and ground remediation
works, and included:
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•

Construction of a temporary heavy vehicle access from Tahuna Road, approximately 190 m east of
Lumsden Road. Includes localised shoulder widening on Tahuna Road.

•

Installation of a temporary haul road from the Tahuna Road access, through the APL farm (231
Tahuna Road) to the earthworks site. The haul road is approximately 1 km long.

•

Construction of a temporary access from Balemi Road for site entry only and an internal road within
the site linking back to the existing vehicle entrance on Lumsden Road, for exit movements only.
3

The bulk earthworks and ground remediation works for Stage 1B involves:

2.3

•

Approximately 17.3 hectares of earthworks undertaken in a staged manner.

•

Clearing of trees and shrubs on existing farmland, and the removal of existing farm structures and
fences.

•

Installing dust control, wheel wash, tree/root protection measures, and security fencing on the
construction site boundary.

•

Topsoil stripping to stockpile and earth bunds.

•

Cut to fill and import fill operations.

•

Importing of up to 210,000m3 of fill material for structural fill and preloading.

•

Approximately 35,000 heavy commercial vehicle movements (total in and out) over the course of the
earthwork activities.

•

Geotechnical remediation, through various methods including impact rolling, dynamic compaction,
and preloading. Preloading will be staged in approximately 3.5 ha areas across the site. This
methodology minimises the amount of fill imported to the site on public roads and avoids stockpiling
and double handing of the material between stages.

•

Construction of erosion and sediment control measures including where required, sediment
retention ponds, decant earth bunds, silt fences, clean water diversion drains, and dirty water drains.

•

Diversion of existing farm drains.

Indicative Programme

APL expects that the entire earthworks (Stage 1A and 1B) will be carried out over three or four six-month
construction seasons starting in Q1 of 2021 and ending in Q4 of 2022. It is proposed that imported material
is delivered to site in 3 or 4 phases each consisting of 20 weeks. The first two phases will complete the
structural fill and preload works for the Foam factory area (i.e. Stage 1A), then the third (and an additional
fourth phase if required) will complete the structural fill and preload works for the rail siding and wetland
areas (i.e. Stage 1B).
All construction activities will be undertaken between the hours of 7:00am and 7:00pm, from Monday to
Saturday. Sundays and Public holidays are excluded from working hours.

3.

Roles and Responsibilities

Specific roles and responsibilities relating to the implementation of this CTMP are detailed in Table No. 1.
Table No. 1

Roles and Responsibilities
Role

Earthworks Contractor

Road Controlling Authority (Waikato District
Council)
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Responsibility
•

Update and finalise the CTMP.

•

Submit the CTMP to Council for review and certification.

•

Prepare and submit Traffic Management Plans to Council for
approval.

•

Review of the CTMP.

•

Monitoring and auditing to assess compliance with the CTMP.

•

Approving Traffic Management Plans.

4

Roles and Responsibilities
Role

Responsibility
•

Overall responsibility for all activities related to the works
including Health and Safety, temporary traffic management,
effects management.

•

Report to the WDC any incidents and/or effects monitoring
data as required.

•

Responsible for Site Safety Plan and ensuring all persons on
site are aware of hazards and appropriate responses.

•

Ensuring TMPs and installation on the ground are appropriate
and monitored to ensure the safety of the other road users.

•

Ensures that the approved CTMP is implemented.

•

Ensures that staff are trained to the required level.

•

Ensures that Temporary Traffic Management (TTM) records/
monitoring results are kept and TTM audits are undertaken.

•

Prepare the site access designs in accordance with Council
standards. Provide input and review of proposed TMPs.

•

Audit TTM on site.

•

Carry out any traffic monitoring, assessment and reporting if
required by consent condition.

Temporary Traffic Management Planner

•

Prepare and submit Traffic Management plans (TMPs) for
approval by Road Controlling Authority (RCA).

Site Traffic Management Supervisor (STMS)

•

Implement TTM in accordance with approved Traffic
Management Plans and ensure TTM operations are safe and
appropriate for workers and the public.

•

Maintain TMP records and communication with RCA.

Site Manager

Safety Manager

Construction Manager

Traffic Engineer

Although the STMS is responsible for the TTM, implementation of TTM operations that are safe and cause
minimal adverse environmental, health and social effects are the responsibility of all construction related
staff and transport providers associated with the work.
In this respect, the site induction process for all people shall include education concerning the potential traffic
hazards and effects associated with this construction activity, and the expected protocols and responsibilities
for all people involved at the site to mitigate these effects.

4.

Traffic Management

4.1

Site Access

Access to the site for Stage 1B earthworks is the same as that planned and implemented for Stage 1A. The
accesses are identified in Figure No. 3 and described as follows:
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•

Day to day operations vehicles (staff, fuel delivery/servicing and visitors) enter the site via a new
temporary entrance off Balemi Road and exit the site via the existing vehicle access on Lumsden
Road.

•

Heavy vehicles importing clean fill and transporter trucks delivering machinery enter and exit via a
temporary internal haul road and access from Tahuna Road. The access is located approximately 190
m east of the Tahuna Road & Lumsden Road roundabout. The haul road is approximately 1 km long.
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The following road network improvements will behave been undertaken to support the access proposals:
•

Localised shoulder widening of the eastbound traffic lane on Tahuna Road has recently been
completed to enable eastbound traffic to safely pass heavy vehicles turning into the access. Shoulder
widening on Tahuna Road is in accordance with Austroads Guide to Road Design Manual Part 4A
(Figure 8.2). The shoulder widening would need to be approximately 2.0 m over 25 m based on the
existing road width of 8.0 m.

Site specific traffic management plans shall be:
•

Designed in accordance with Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency’s (Waka Kotahi) Code of Practice for
Temporary Traffic Management (CoPTTM) requirements by the Contractor’s certified TTM Planner,

•

Submitted for review and approval by WDC (and NZTA where necessary) No works shall commence
on site or public roads in relation to Stage 1B without an approved TMP.

•

Implemented by the Contractor’s STMS and appropriate QA records kept as required by CoPTTM.

The following additional traffic management controls shall be implemented at the site access points to
mitigate effects:
•

Site access points shall be sealed from edge of road seal to 15 m within the site boundary, and kept
free of loose debris for safety and to prevent the generation and tracking of sediment from these
high use areas.

•

A haul road shall be constructed internally from the earthworks site to the Tahuna Road access. The
haul road shall be sealed for a minimum of 150 m from the Tahuna Road seal edge.

•

An automated wheel wash facility shall be installed immediately before the sealed surface of the
Tahuna Road access and all trucks departing the facility shall be required to wash their tyres to
prevent the tracking of mud and debris on to Council Roads.

•

Site access plans will be developed and distributed at induction to all site related personnel, clearly
identifying the permitted access movements, times and any use procedures..

•

All site access points will be clearly signed to guide incoming drivers to the sign-in and induction
office/station. Accesses shall be locked at night or when the site is closed.

•

The Contractor will keep a record of all vehicles travelling in and out of the site during the works,
including the date and time and the vehicle type (i.e. light vehicle or truck). This record will be
submitted to WDC and the Engineer to the Contract, monthly.

•

Ground-mounted Advance Warning signs of “Trucks Crossing” will be provided on Tahuna Road and
Lumsden Road, in accordance with the NZTA Manual of Traffic Signs and Markings.

•

Site Access # ‘X’ signs shall be installed to identify each access location.

Figure No. 3: Consented Temporary Construction Accesses and Haul Road Layout
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4.2

Site Traffic Generation

The Stage 1Aand 1B earthworks activities are expected to generate the following light and heavy vehicle trips
over the three-four earthworks periods(it was not practical to separate out traffic movements for Stages 1A
and 1B as they are expected to cross over one another):
•

The importing of the fill material- (up to 490,0000m3solid volume in total for Stages 1A and 1B) to
the site is expected to generate just under 41,000 inbound truck loads, resulting 82,000 heavy
commercial vehicle movements (total in and out) over the course of Stages 1A and 1B earthworks.
On average, approximately 170 heavy vehicle movements (two-way movements) will be generated
per day based on the total proposed construction period of 24 months. This figure is based on a sixday working week to allow for programming and weather delays.

•

Occasionally the total heavy vehicle movements on the haul road will peak at 300 movements per
day and some days be as low as 100 movements per day due to variables around construction
scheduling, weather windows (dry and wet) and unforeseen matters. However, 300 movements per
day is the proposed maximum daily total movements on the haul road, while a daily average cap of
200 movements per day (two way) over a rolling 12 working day period (i.e. 2 working weeks) is also
proposed as a condition of consent.

•

The day-to-day operation on site are expected to generate approximately 40 vehicle trips per day.
These trips include staff trips, fuel and machinery deliveries, and visitors to the site.

On this basis, the site works can be expected to add an average of 240 vehicle trips per day to the existing
road network with 200 being heavy commercial movements per day, ( 85% ). Approximately 35 vehicle trips
are estimated to be generated during the peak period, of which 20 are expected to be by heavy vehicles.
The required clean fill material will be sourced from a number of quarries within the Waikato Region. HCVs
transporting the clean fill material from these quarries will use State Highway 1 and Tahuna Road to access
the temporary haul road. Operational (contractor and delivery) vehicles (private and goods vehicles) will be
coming locally from within the Waikato Region (e.g. Huntly, Te Kauwhata, etc.); these trips will also use State
Highway 1 and Tahuna Road to access the Lumsden Road site access.
The ADT on Tahuna Road and Lumsden Road is estimated to increase by at most 10% over the course of the
works on the site. The ADT on the State Highway 1 Interchange ramps is estimated to increase by between
10% and 25% over the course of the works.
Given the significant number of HCV movements that will be generated during the bulk earthworks and
ground remediation works, proactive measures to reduce construction traffic will be rolled out across the
project. These will include practises such as:
•

Limiting site access movement/ plant deliveries to off-peak periods.

•

Transporting the fill material using truck and trailer units instead of truck only units to reduce the
number of trips.

•

Ensuring, where possible, trucks arrive full and leave site full (if removing waste from site).

•

Development and distribution of site access plans specifying permitted access movements, times and
procedures.

•

Avoiding peak traffic flow periods where possible.

•

Encouraging car-pooling for local site staff coming from/ living within the same area(s).

The following additional minor safety measures are recommended to support the site works within the local
road network:
•
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Ohinewai Interchange:
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❖ Installation of an electronic warning sign on the southbound off-ramp which is activated by an
approaching vehicle travelling above a specific speed. The sign will light up to alert an
approaching driver to the presence of the intersection, with text similar to STOP AHEAD, REDUCE
SPEED. The minimum speed at which the sign lights up would be based on the distance and
reduced time available to safely decelerate to a stop at the stop line.
❖ Installation of rumble strips perpendicular to the traffic flow prior to the existing advanced
warning signs provided approximately 200 m north of the stop line.
❖ Trimming vegetation on both sides of the southbound off-ramp.
❖ Relocating the stop line from current position (1.5 m from the edge line) to 1.0 m – 1.2 m from
the edge line.
•

Installing temporary speed limits of 50 km/h on Tahuna Road and Lumsden Road from the
interchange to the site accesses.

The improvement works shall be designed and constructed in accordance with the relevant District Plan and
Waka Kotahi design requirements, including the RITS standards. No works shall commence without Waka
Kotahi and WDC engineering design approval.

4.3

Clean Roads

Specific management measures are proposed as part of the management protocols to ensure that all public
roads are maintained in a clean state to minimise any potential dirt tracking onto the road surfaces and
subsequent effects such as sediment runoff, dust and loss of traction. The proposed management measures
include:
•

Providing a sealed surface on the haul road for a distance of 150 m from Tahuna Road seal edge.

•

Establishing an automated wheel wash facility immediately before the sealed surface of the Tahuna
Road access, for exiting vehicles. The wash facility shall recycle the water used.

•

Maintaining a contingency contact for implementing portable truck washes at the site access in the
event the main facility fails for any reason.

•

Daily formal monitoring and reporting process included at the induction and tool-box meetings of all
construction staff/drivers to report any material which may have accidently spilt onto Tahuna Road
from site traffic so it can be promptly cleaned up.

•

Maintaining a contingency of water carts and mechanical brooms on call at all times to clean up any
material which may be accidently spilt on Tahuna Road or Lumsden Road from construction traffic.

The requirement to maintain clean public road surfaces throughout the construction period is a matter of
public safety and environmental management, so will be enforced as a contractual obligation. Education of
this shall be included in the site induction processes to ensure that all site personnel are aware of the issue,
their own obligations and the Contractors protocol for reporting to enact a prompt clean-up.

4.4

Pedestrians and Cyclists

Given the rural nature of the site, cyclists and pedestrians are expected to be in low numbers. Even with the
low numbers, all workers accessing the site will be made aware of the potential presence of pedestrians and
cyclists on the road. This will be reflected in the site induction of all construction and sub-contractor staff.
The following guidance shall apply in relation to the above:
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•

All construction related traffic should be aware of and give way to pedestrians/cyclist wherever the
potential for conflict is observed.

•

All site related traffic shall provide at least a 1.5 m buffer between vehicle and pedestrian/cyclist
where possible. Due to the restricted road space and potential for severe outcomes, it shall be a site
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protocol that all heavy vehicles associated with the site shall not proceed on to the Tahuna Road
expressway overbridge or the Rail Overbridge if a cyclist is travelling in the same direction at the
same time. HCV drivers must slow or stop and wait for the cyclist/s to clear both bridges, and shall
not attempt to pass a cyclist on either bridge at any time.
In addition to the above, the following safety improvements works should be implemented to mitigate
effects:
•

Installation of static cyclists warning signs on the approaches to the Expressway and rail overbridges,
as well as on the off-ramps of the Ohinewai Interchange.

•

Installation of an electronic (solar powered) flashing cycle warning sign at the southbound off-ramp
intersection with Tahuna Road, with activation by the appropriate detector systems when cyclists
are present at the top of the off-ramp or cycling over either of the overbridges.

The improvement works shall be designed and constructed in accordance with the relevant District Plan and
Waka Kotahi design requirements, including the RITS standards. No works shall commence without Waka
Kotahi and WDC engineering design approval.

4.5

Road Signage

All traffic control and warning signs will be in accordance with CoPTTM. Road signage and traffic control
devices are temporary in nature and will be managed by the Contractor. The site manager will undertake
daily inspections and random audits of the signage to ensure that they comply with the approved CTMP.
The following temporary traffic management measures are recommended on Tahuna Road and Lumsden
Road between the Interchange and site accesses, as a minimum in the earthworks phase TMP (refer to the
traffic control diagram is Appendix B):
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•

“Road workers” signs and supplementary “50 km/h speed limit ahead” signs.

•

50 km/h Temporary Speed Limit signs on Tahuna Road and Lumsden Road.

•

Advanced warning of site access.

•

Site Access identification signs.

•

Works End Thank You signs.

Dust

The proposed works have potential risk for adverse dust effects on adjacent residences during the works
period. Specific site management requirements to mitigate these potential effects are outlined within the
Construction Management Plan. Adherence to this plan will be enforced as a contractual obligation and will
be included within site induction processes to ensure that all site staff are made aware of this potential issue
and required management protocols.

4.7

Site Security

A security gate/security hut will be established within the site to restrict any access outside of working hours
or any unauthorised personnel from entering the site. At the end of each day, the gates will be closed and
locked to prevent any unauthorised access. Security will be limited to the working hours.

4.8

Parking and Loading/Unloading

Adequate space will be provided to provide safe parking separate from the construction works area, for staff
and visitors. This parking area shall be formed as an all-weather parking area free of dust or mud. No soil
materials shall be able to track from the car park to the public roads.
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All waiting and loading/unloading areas for heavy vehicles shall be provided separate from the staff and
visitor parking areas; no heavy commercial vehicles are permitted to park on any of the adjacent public roads,
including Balemi Road.

4.9

Driver Education

Driver education is identified as a key component to ensure that the CTMP is implemented successfully, and
no adverse transport safety effects are caused by the works. Site induction procedures will incorporate
specific reference and education of the transport safety risks associated with travelling to and from the site
on the public road and within the site. The following items will be addressed within the site induction process
to ensure that all site related personnel are made aware of potential traffic effects:
•

Road use within the site including:
❖ The maximum speed within the site will be 30km/h.
❖ Mandatory use of wheel wash facilities for heavy vehicles before exiting the haul road.
❖ Sign in/out and induction procedures.
❖ Heavy vehicle parking, waiting and loading/unloading areas.

•

Site accesses: Permitted movements at Tahuna Road, Lumsden Road, and Balemi Road accesses.

•

Road use on Tahuna Road and Lumsden Road including:
❖ Compliance with Temporary Speed Limit.
❖ Passing/overtaking requirements.
❖ Indicating whenever turning into an Access.
❖ Protocols around sharing the road with other users including pedestrians and cyclists (refer to
Section 4.4.
❖ Reporting of any potential dust/dirt tracking effects.
❖ Reporting Protocols for any near-misses or incidents.

All Contractor staff, including all sub-contractors/suppliers and all site related personnel will be required to
undertake this induction prior to being permitted to enter the site. These steps will be incorporated into the
Contractor’s own induction procedures.
Furthermore, a ‘Driver Awareness Sheet’ will be prepared and issued at induction to all site related personnel
(including delivery/servicing drivers) which will include a list of key hazards and a map with specific reference
to potential traffic management issues and requirements along travelled routes. The sheet can be kept in
their vehicles for reference purposes throughout the works.

4.10

Emergency Services

Emergency services will always be given priority when traffic controls are in place to avoid or minimise any
delays. While not currently expected, if the need arises for works that have potential to impede the
movement of emergency services (such as a temporary road closure), the works will be discussed with
emergency services at least 48 hours in advance to develop an emergency action plan.
Emergency services will also be provided with the site access map to enable rapid response to any
emergencies on site.
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5.

Temporary Traffic Management Plans

Site specific temporary traffic management plans (TTMP) will be required for:
•

Protecting public safety during the fill import phases, due to the large volume of inbound and
outbound heavy vehicle movements from the Tahuna Road access to the haul road.

•

The day-to-day operational traffic using Lumsden Road and Balemi Road accesses(i.e. 50 km/h
temporary speed limit, trucks crossing, site access signs and works end signs on Lumsden Road and
Tahuna Road).

The Contractor will be responsible for the development of the above-mentioned site specific TTMPs which
should take account of (amongst other things):
•

WDC, NZTA and CoPTTM requirements.

•

Specific requirements of this plan.

•

Site specific details.

•

Residents entranceways.

•

Other road users.

•

Accessibility.

•

Pedestrians, cyclists and farm animals.

•

Contingency plans.
Weather related risks (wind, rain, snow etc).

6.

Monitoring and Reporting

Monitoring of construction traffic and traffic management measures will occur over the course of the
earthworks activities to ensure compliance with the CTMP requirements and conditions of resource consent,
and to provide data to help inform reviews and any refinements of the CTMP or procedures on the ground
over the course of the works.
Table No. 2 provides an overview of the monitoring that will be undertaken during the bulk earthworks and
ground remediation works.
Table No. 2

Construction Traffic Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
Monitoring Item

Construction traffic movements
(numbers/timing)

Traffic delays at the Tahuna Road
access
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Monitoring
Method

Sign-in / Sign-out
sheet at security
stations located at
site access points

Audits by project
engineer
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Monitoring Frequency

Recording/ Reporting
Requirements

At all times

A summary of daily
traffic movements
(including weekend
movements) will be
compiled at the end of
each week and
maintained within the
site log at the site office.

Monthly

A check to ensure that
queues are not created
to such an extent where
road safety is
compromised.

Construction Traffic Monitoring and Reporting Requirements
Monitoring Item

Traffic incidents/ complaints

Monitoring
Method
Inspections/
observations/
consultations

Monitoring Frequency

Recording/ Reporting
Requirements

At all times by construction
staff.

A record of any issues
identified, and remedial
actions taken will be
maintained within the
site log.

Daily inspections by
construction staff, and
Tahuna Road condition

Road inspections

Weekly formal inspection of
surface of Tahuna Road and
Lumsden Road between
Interchange and site accesses,
and Balemi Road surfaces by
project engineer.
Continual observations by all
site related personnel, and

Clean roads

Temporary road signage
condition

Road inspections

Formal inspections of public
road surfaces by project
engineer twice per day.
At all times by construction
staff, and

Sign inspections

Daily formal inspections of all
temporary road signage by
project engineer

Any damage to the road
will be recorded and
reported directly to the
relevant WDC staff.

Required remedial/
maintenance plans will
be developed and
implemented in
consultation with WDC
staff.
A record of any issues
identified, and remedial
actions undertaken will
be maintained within the
site log.

Records of all monitoring undertaken, and any subsequent remedial actions, will be maintained within the
site log and can be made available for review to WDC staff on request.

7.

Maintenance

Road maintenance standards will be maintained with the same triggers, remedies and response times as
exists for WDC’s road maintenance contract.
The earthworks Contractor will actively monitor Tahuna Road to ensure that any defects that require repair
are communicated to the WDC in a timely manner. The Contractor will co-operate with the WDC and WDC’s
road maintenance contractor to repair damage attributed to site traffic.
At all times, the Contractor will provide access to resident’s properties and gateways using temporary metal
surfaces, or steel plates across excavations where necessary. In the event that issues arise after hours, the
Contractor will respond to all callouts, the urgency of which will be assigned based on whether a person’s
safety is at risk (highest priority, immediate attention) to complaints / inconveniences (negligible safety risk,
attention next working day).

8.

Complaints Response Procedure

Any legitimate traffic complaints received will be taken seriously, and matters raised will be investigated and
responded to as quickly as possible. The standard procedure for responding to any complaints received will
be as follows:
1. Traffic complaint received;
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2. Details of complaint and complainant will be immediately forwarded to the Project Environmental
Advisor;
3. The Project Environmental Advisor or Project Stakeholder Manager will liaise directly with the
complainant and will visit the complainant’s property/problematic works area to confirm/assess the
issue and effects and discuss with the relevant site staff member;
4. The Project Environmental Advisor or Project Stakeholder Manager will liaise directly with the Project
Engineer and Site Forman to immediately implement additional traffic control measures on site to
prevent any on-going effects (e.g. additional signage);
5. Any additional traffic management measures required to prevent any on-going effects from the
works will be maintained until the risk of further effects is removed;
6. The Project Environmental Advisor or Project Stakeholder Manager will liaise with the complainant
to confirm remedial measures undertaken;
7. The Project Environmental Advisor will complete an incident report and record the
complaint/incident within the site log;
8. The complaint/incident will be communicated to site staff through toolbox meetings and within site
management reporting to ensure awareness of the potential issues and that similar incidents to not
occur throughout the site;
9. Close-out complaint/incident.
The relevant road authority will also be informed of any complaints received and actions taken as part of
their routine site monitoring procedures. In the event that traffic related complaints are not adequately dealt,
with the complainant may elevate the issue to the APL Project Manager.

9.

Consultation and Communication

9.1

Waikato District Council (WDC)

This CTMP will be submitted to WDC for approval/certification as part of the resource consent application.
Site specific Traffic Management Plans will be submitted to WDC by the Earthworks Contractor for approval
before any enabling works or earthworks commence on site.
Consultation with the relevant WDC staff will be maintained throughout the earthworks activities, including
notifying WDC of any changes to the traffic management procedures or any traffic incidents which may occur.

9.2

Community/ Local Residents

Regular consultation by APL and the Contractor with immediate residents/neighbours to the site on Lumsden
Road, Tahuna Road and Balemi Road will be on-going throughout the earthworks activities. This will include
advanced notice of any potential major traffic disruptions and updates on expected works over the coming
weeks.
Contact phone numbers for the Client representative and Contractor’s representative will be provided to
those immediate neighbours so that any concerns can be identified and dealt with promptly.
Wider community consultation will include advance notification within local media (i.e. radio, newspapers,
etc.) as well as direct liaison with community groups and any specific road user groups.

10.

Training

All personnel involved in Traffic Management activities will undergo NZTA’s Traffic Controller (TC) training,
as a minimum. Any personnel in control of traffic management operations on site will have undergone the
NZTA training and be qualified as a Level 2/ 3 Site Traffic Management Supervisor (STMS). Any personnel
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involved in planning or monitoring traffic management operations on site will have undergone the NZTA
training and be qualified as a Level 2/ 3 Site Traffic Management Supervisor (STMS) – Non Practicing (NP).
All site personnel will be briefed on their requirements to comply with the CoPTTM relating to site personnel,
in particular:
•

Wearing of orange high visibility garments;

•

The requirements of SSTMPs for each works site; and
The authority of the appointed STMS.

11.

Update to CTMP and TMPs

During the works, the CTMP and site specific TTMPs will be reviewed by the Project Manager and STMS. As
a minimum, a one-off review one month after construction commences should occur and then as and when
required over the duration of the works, to ensure that the documents remain relevant and applicable for
reference. Any changes should be tracked, and version controls strictly adhered to so there is only one
version in circulation at any one time.
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Appendix A – Approved Temporary Traffic Management Plan for
the Stage 1A Earthworks
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Works Access Permit
Registration Number:

E749540

Utility Reference:

N/A

1. Details of Proposed Work
Activity: Other (Specify Detail)
Address: 88 Lumsden Road, Ohinewai, Ohinewai, 88, Lumsden Road, Ohinewai, Ohinewai,
3771, 3771
Location in road: Berm, Nature Strip
WAP valid period: 16 March 2021 to 10 January 2022
2. The Parties
Waikato District Council being a body corporate in accordance with the Local Government
Act 2002 ('the Corridor Manager;')
Gaze Commercial Ltd being an approved Utility Operator in accordance with Local
Government Act 2002 submitting a request for access in accordance with that act;
DEMPSEY WOOD CIVIL LIMITED being the agent of the Utility Operator submitting this
request on behalf of the Utility Operator and in accordance with the Utility Operator's
statutory rights ('the Applicant').
3. Attachments
Attachment 1 being the Schedule of Reasonable Conditions.
Attachment 2 being plan TMP showing the agreed service location.
4. Background
(a) The Utility Operator wishes to carry out the works stated on CAR Number E749540 and
thereafter maintain the utility services established in the corridor;
(b) The Corridor Manager is required to provide a written consent in accordance with its
governing legislation and to provide a schedule of reasonable conditions, if required, by the
utility legislation under which the request for access has been made; and
(c) In accordance with the Code: Utilities' Access to the Transport Corridors and on behalf
of the Corridor Manager, I give my written consent for access to the corridor at the agreed
location and attach my schedule of reasonable conditions:
(d) In the case of State highways this Works Access Permit serves as the approvals
required under sections 51 and 78 of the Government Roading Powers Act.

Date

Signed

09/03/2021

Graeme Mahy acting pursuant to delegated authority.

FOR Corridor Manager APPROVAL USE ONLY
Time Spent Processing:
Approved
Contractor

Route Plan
Submitted

√

TMP Submitted

Stockpiling
Arrangements

CONDITIONS
General Conditions
1.

The Utility Operator must:
(a) carry out all Work in Transport Corridors in accordance with the Code and KiwiRail’s
Specifications for Working in Railway Corridors;
(b) undertake all Works in compliance with the Acts of Parliament and mandated codes of
practice that relate to their industry and the type of Work described within the plans and
methodology submitted;
(c) install assets more or less in the location shown on the attached plans, and agree the
exact location and position with the Road Corridor Manager before Work commences;
(d) locate any Utility Structures in the Road Corridor in the agreed position shown on the
drawings and clear of the Carriageway, Road Corridor furniture and kerbs, drains, manholes,
etc. Utility Structures agreed to be within the trafficable part of the Road are to be flush with
the surface and designed to withstand full heavy Traffic loading (NZTA’s HN-HO-72 Traffic
Loading);
(e) provide a full description of the construction methodology, reinstatement, resurfacing
and compaction and agree this with the Road Corridor Manager prior to Work commencing;
(f) make the Works available at all times for inspection by any person representing the Road
Corridor Manager;
(g) if requested, pay the reasonable costs of the Road Corridor Manager in connection with
the processing of this notice and for the monitoring and auditing of the Works; (See NZ
Transport Agency Cost Structure under Clause 23)
(h) keep a full copy of the Works Access Permit/ Permit to Enter and Reasonable Conditions
on the Work Site at all times during the Works;
(i) undertake remedial action on non-conforming Work within the timeframe set by the Road
Corridor Manager, where reasonable and practicable;
(j) gain all the necessary consents, approvals and permits from the relevant statutory and
regulatory authorities at its own cost;
(k) keep plans of the installed Work and make them available to the Railway Corridor
Manager (in all cases) and Road Corridor Manager (on request);
(l) compensate the Road Corridor Manager for any damage or costs incurred to the Road
Corridor due to the Work or for costs resulting from the removal of abandoned installations,
Utility Structures, components and equipment that belong to the Utility Operator;
(m) repair all Road Corridor assets damaged as a result of the Works, should the Road
Corridor Manager determine these are necessary prior to the end of the Warranty period;
(n) restore to their original condition any surface or Utility Structure that was damaged or
removed as a result of the Works;
(o) control the surface water channels so as to cause minimal interference to existing flows;
(p) fully restore the surface water channels at the completion of the Works;
(q) notify the Road Corridor Manager
of any maintenance Work it proposes to undertake
APPROVED
within the two-year Warranty period;
CAR E749540

CAR Number: E749540

Graeme Mahy
STMS Number 4503
Waikato District Council
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(r) have in place an approved TMP for Roads and Motorways at least two days prior to Work
commencing on the Work Site;
(s) provide the Road Corridor Manager with two Working Days’ notice before commencement
of Work on the Work Site;
(t) ensure that the Work is carried out under the control of a warranted supervisor as
required by the Code of Practice for Temporary Traffic Management and ensure that there
are sufficient people on site specifically to control the flow of Traffic through the site in
accordance with the TMP;
(u) comply with instructions from an officer of the NZ Police Traffic Safety Branch or a duly
authorised agent of the Road Corridor Manager in respect of Traffic management and safety;
(v) complete Works in the Road Corridor in one continuous operation (suspension of Works
over five continuous days requires the prior written permission of the Road Corridor
Manager);
(w) protect and maintain all Road Corridor signs, markers, signals, barriers and associated
marking and replace them to the appropriate industry standard where they have been
damaged by the Works;
(x) complete and submit a Works Completion Notice form when the Works are complete; and
(y) stop Work as necessary to meet the requirements of section 42 of the Heritage New
Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014.
2.

Work must not take place on or near a State highway during and one day either side of a
public holiday or public holiday weekend.

3.

Where otherwise required due to Traffic volumes or specific residential or Central Business
District requirements, the hours of Work must be as specified in the Local Conditions and
Special Conditions.

4.

The Warranty period starts from the date the Road Corridor Manager has given signed
acceptance that the Work is complete or otherwise as provided in Section 4.7.1.7 of the
Code.

5.

Unless the Works stated in the WAP have started on the Work Site, the agreement relating
to the Works will only remain valid for six months from the date of approval on the Works
Access Permit.

6.

The Road Corridor Manager must manage all applications relating to Road Corridor access in
accordance with the timeframes and processes in the Code.

7.

The Corridor Manager may:
(a) assess the suitability of any action proposed by the Utility Operator during the Warranty
period and impose Reasonable Conditions that will maintain the integrity of the Road assets;
(b) arrange for remedial Work to be done and recover the costs incurred from the Utility
Operator, if the Utility Operator fails to take action within the agreed timeframe; and
(c) instruct the Utility Operator to stop Work and leave the Work Site (having made the site
safe) if the Works are not complying with the relevant Reasonable Conditions including any
plans, relevant conditions or specifications contained in the Code, or permission
requirements.
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8.

In granting this WAP, no vested right is created.

9.

This WAP is not transferable without the written permission of the Road Corridor Manager.

Local Conditions
10.

No trenching of services is permitted across existing concrete carriageways, entrances or
footpaths.

11.

Detection warning tape to be laid over pipe/duct

12.

Pipe/duct and pole to be laid as close to the boundary as possible and at a depth as per the
Hamilton City Council Regional Infrastructure Technical Specifications (RITS) – Waikato
District Council Addendum.

13.

Asbuilts are to be submitted upon completion.

14.

A minimum horizontal separation of 400mm shall be maintained between pipe/duct and
other services, refer to drawing WDC14 Shared Trench detail, Hamilton City Council Regional
Infrastructure Technical Specifications (RITS) – Waikato District Council Addendum.

15.

The pipe/duct laid in the berm may be there at Councils pleasure and if required to be
removed or relocated it will be at the Asset Owners cost.

16.

Work shall not be carried out if visibility is poor

17.

If there is an accident on the SH network and the road is a designated detour route all work
shall cease.

18.

Any work undertaken near schools - work shall not be carried out before 9.00am unless
school holidays.

19.

No stockpiling of excavated material on any paved surface.

20.

Layplan to be provided showing offsets to boundaries.

21.

Transformer/cabinet or Ring main unit to be placed as close to boundary as possible.

22.

Any services crossing drains or waterways within the road reserve shall do so without
utilising Council road bridges or culvert crossings unless specifically authorised by the
General Manager Service Delivery. Any such approval will be given at Councils pleasure and
the services shall be relocated at the service owners cost, at Councils request at any time.

23.

Should an above ground cabinet or chamber be required, this shall comply with the relevant
provisions of the District Plan. At least 20 working days notice shall be given to Council of
the Telecommunication operators intention to install a cabinet or chamber on Council owned
or controlled land.

24.

The applicant consents to the work and/or temporary traffic management, including any
operations or staff, being subject to video or photographic footage for the purposes of
auditing or compliance with the Works Access Permit (WAP). Any video or photographs will
not be published or passed on to third parties without the approval of the Applicant.

25.

Reinstatement of trenches as per the Hamilton City Council Regional Infrastructure Technical
Specifications (RITS) – Waikato District Council Addendum
WDC01 Carriageway Trench Reinstatement Requirements
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WDC02 Surface Reinstatement for Berm and Unsealed Shoulder areas.
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Mandatory Conditions of Approval

•

All works shall conform to the latest edition of CoPTTM, as can be found on the NZTA website.

•

A copy of the approved Traffic management Plan (TMP), Work Access Permit (WAP) and
General/Special Conditions must be available on site at all times.

•

Note that start time indicates when first sign may be placed on the road and for closure to
commence.
Finish time indicates when the road must be fully clear of all works and temporary traffic
management.

•

Please update the Traffic Management Coordinator (TMC) of your scheduled work/operations for
the following week by 3pm each Friday via email to tmc@waikatoalliance.co.nz

•

If your weekly programme changes during the week, please advise the Traffic Management
Coordinator as soon as possible, but no later than 8:00am on the day the operation is to commence
via email to tmc@waikatoalliance.co.nz

•

You are not permitted to carry out operations on the days/nights before, during and after a long
weekend and/or Public Holidays, or on Friday and/or Saturday nights without approval from the
Road Controlling Authority (RCA).

•

You are not permitted to use or deploy VMS warning and informational signage without prior
approval of the TMC or other RCA delegated authority.

•

Without specific approval from the RCA, where delays to traffic exceeding five minutes occur at any
time during your operation, the site shall be made safe, all work must be stopped to allow traffic to
flow through the site as normal. Your operation shall not start again until traffic flows return to a
manageable flow.

•

Twenty four hours prior to commencing works the TMC must be notified with the CAR number
being used, the location, date and time of the works to be undertaken, the type of closure in place,
the STMS name, STMS card number and contact number. Notification shall be via email to
tmc@waikatoalliance.co.nz
The CAR in Submittica must also be confirmed as ‘Work in Progress’
If you have not provided us with sufficient information/notification of the works, your authority to
be on the WDC Road Network might be invalid even though you may have an approved WAP/TMP.
Note that non-notification of the works could incur a penalty of $854.00 in accordance with the
Waikato District Council Bylaws.
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ACTIONS ON SITE
•

The STMS is responsible for informing the TMC by calling 0275484812 if an unexpected or
unforeseen event delays or disrupts traffic flows for longer than 10 minutes, or if removal of a
closure is significantly later or earlier than the scheduled time.

•

Planned or expected delays addressed in a TMP do not require notification to the above number.
STMS documentation will record this information.

•

Prior to implementation of any TTM complete the CoPTTM provided Generic Check sheet (CoPTTM
Section E 1.8 or equivalent) to document all TTM installations via GTMP. Complete the On Site
Record (CoPTTM Sect. E 1.6 or equivalent) documentation directly after implementation of the
closure and ensure compliant checks are continued throughout the day.
COMPLETION OF WORK

•

Within 10 working days of completion of the works, the CAR in Submittica must be confirmed as
‘Work Completion Notified’
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Traffic Management Plan
Location: Lumsden Road, Ohinewai
Works: Bulk Earthworks for Future Subdivisional
Developments
TMP Ref: 6C0026/1E0026
Start Date: 16/03/2021
End Date: 10/01/2022
First Sign Down: 0700
Last Sign Up: 1900
Please refer to the TMDs
Special Conditions: Please refer to the Work Access
Permit of the Approved TMP
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RCA consent (eg CAR/WAP) and/or
RCA contract reference

E749540

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLAN (TMP) – FULL FORM
Use this form for complex activities. Refer to the NZ Transport Agency’s Traffic control devices manual, part 8 Code of practice for temporary traffic management
(CoPTTM), section E, appendix A for a guide on how to complete each field.

Organisations /
TMP reference

TMP reference:

Contractor (Working space):
Dempsey Wood

Principal (Client):
Gaze Holdings Limited

6C0026/1E0026

Contractor (TTM):
Dempsey Wood (Traffic)

RCA:
Waikato District Council

House no./RPs
(from and to)

Road
level

PSL

Lumsden Road, Ohinewai

LV1

100 km/h

Balemi Road, Ohinewai

LVLR

100 km/h

Tahuna Road, Ohinewai

LV1

100 km/h

Road names and suburb

Location details
and road
characteristics

Traffic details

AADT data from Mobile Roads.
Lumsden Road, Ohinewai: 511
Balemi Road, Ohinewai: 130
Tahuna Road, Ohinewai: 1836

Peak flows: Varies

Description of work activity
Dempsey Wood to carry out the following Construction works within Site Boundary: bulk earthworks, drainage works, road
reserve works including concreting, pavement and sealing works.

Planned work programme
Start date

16/03/2021

Time

00:00

End date

10/01/2022

Time

00:00

Consider
significant stages,
for example:
• road closures
• detours
• no activity
periods.

Site Access Closure: (Implemented 24/7 until completion of Works)
Attended Monday to Saturday Working Periods ONLY (when required): 0700 – 1900
Unattended Monday to Sunday Non Working Periods: 00:00 – 00:00

Alternative dates if
activity delayed

Time contingency has been factored into the planned work programme dates in case of an unforeseen
delay.

Site Staff can operate Work from 0700 – 1900

Road aspects affected (delete either Yes or No to show which aspects are affected)
Pedestrians
affected?

No

Property access
affected?

No

Traffic lanes
affected?

No

Cyclists affected?

No

Restricted parking
affected?

No

Delays or queuing
likely?

No
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Proposed traffic management methods
Implementation of the closure to be completed as per F4.7
Implementation of 6C0026 – 01, 6C0026 – 02 and 6C0026 – 03
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Installation
(includes parking
of plant and
materials storage)

6.
7.
8.
9.

Morning of: Pre-Start Commence
Address any potential hazards around the site and how site staff can minimise and isolate from
issues becoming dangerous to the public.
Ensure everyone in attendance is dressed in appropriate PPE Gear and are aware of the
expectations of working on or around vehicles.
Refer to site safety measures for PPE requirements and expectations of working on vehicles.
Toolbox Finished
After completing toolbox Site Staff to ensure themselves clear from the vicinity of roadway and
potential areas where interference of the install could occur.
Commence Install of Traffic Management Site, Advanced Warning Signs installed First
Following Left hand side of the road Install Truck is to move Clockwise around the site Shadown is
to follow behind ensuring Personel is safe at all times whilst installing all other signs until the
adjacent Works End sign to the initial Advanced Warning Sign is place.
Install Truck Driver to turn east/right onto Balemi Road and follow the road East Installing
Remaining signs then turn left southbound on Lumsden Road.
Site has been installed.
Complete Drive Through to check the site.
Complete the on-site record.
Once worksite installed, contact the Representative from Dempsey Wood that she/he may enter
the Worksite when ready.

Implementation of 6C0026 – 04
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Morning of: Pre-Start Commence
Address any potential hazards around the site and how site staff can minimise and isolate from
issues becoming dangerous to the public.
Ensure everyone in attendance is dressed in appropriate PPE Gear and are aware of the
expectations of working on or around vehicles.
Refer to site safety measures for PPE requirements and expectations of working on vehicles.
Toolbox Finished
After completing toolbox Site Staff to ensure themselves clear from the vicinity of roadway and
potential areas where interference of the install could occur.
Commence Install of Traffic Management Site, Advanced Warning Signs installed First
Following Left hand side of the road Install Truck is to move Clockwise around the site Shadown is
to follow behind ensuring Personel is always safe whilst installing all other signs until the adjacent
Works End sign to the initial Advanced Warning Sign is place.
Install Truck Driver to drive east on Tahuna Road and loop at embankment turning station (RP:
0.961) and continue installing signs westbound on Tahuna Road, Install Truck can loop at the
Roundabout as he completes final signage.
Site has been installed.
Complete Drive Through to check the site.
Complete the on-site record.
Once worksite installed, contact the Representative from Dempsey Wood that she/he may enter
the Worksite when ready.

Installation of the appropriate closures (location dependant) periods (TMD#6C0026 – 1, 6C0026 – 2, 6C0026
– 3, 6C0026 – 4) Working Week: 07:00 – 19:00 (Monday-Saturday).
Attended
(day)

From Install date onwards T217 Supp will be covered prior to personnel leaving site at the end of each day
therefore T217 Supp must be APPROVED
uncovered before any works on-site may begin.
CAR E749540
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Proposed traffic management methods
Site Staff:
All site staff to be guided into the site and inspected for compliance of safety measures. All staff must be
inducted on site. Public and site safety hazards to be identified and a mitigation plan must be determined.
Vehicle Access:
When the road closure will be implemented, there will a site points-man to direct work vehicles/crewman
into the closure. All vehicles are to be properly equipped with flashing beacons. All worker man to meet at
an agreed designated area. STMS / TC/Site Points-man to assist all vehicles accessing and exiting site
Visitors on Site:
Should there be any visitors attending the site, they must be inducted by the STMS and the contractor
controlling the site working space. Visitors should only be available should it be pre-planned or organized
prior to the install. No surprise visitors or unexpected guests should arrive on site.
Attended
(night)

Night works not required.

Unattended
(day)

The site will be left in a safe manner for the unattended periods
• For long durations, the site will be checked once every 24 hours.
• Additional checks will be made where severe climate changes occur.
• From Install date onwards T217 Supp will be covered prior to personnel leaving site at the end of each
day therefore T217 Supp must be uncovered before any works on-site may begin.
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The site will be left in a safe manner for the unattended periods…
• For long durations, the site will be checked once every 24 hours.
• Additional checks will be made where severe climate changes occur.
• From Install date onwards T217 Supp will be covered prior to personnel leaving site at the end of each
day therefore T217 Supp must be uncovered before any works on-site may begin.
No requirement

Detour route

Does detour route go into another RCA’s roading network?
If Yes, has confirmation of acceptance been requested from that RCA?
Note: Confirmation of acceptance from affected RCA must be submitted prior to occupying the site.
Removal of the site to begin when the contractor has deemed, they have completed their works or in the
case that the closure.
Uplift of the closure to be completed as per TMD# F4.7
Uplift of TM Gear of 6C0026 – 01, 6C0026 – 02 and 6C0026 – 03
Order of Operations as follows,
1.

Removal

Pre-Uplift meeting
Plan of action – address any hazards identified throughout the closure operating hours (e.g blind
spots or areas of concerns that may pose risk during uplift of TM)
2. Secure Site
Ensure any excavation or other infringements that modify the normal roading surface has been
backfilled and comply with appropriate driving conditions. Remove all equipment and staff from the
Work Area.
3. Begin removing signs along Northbound along Lumsden Road, Ohinewai
Advanced Warning Signs must remain in place
4. Turn Right/Eastbound into Balemi Road and begin uplifting signs.
Advanced Warning Signs must remain in place
5. Loop safely
6. Begin removing signs along Westbound on Balemi Road
7. Turn Left heading Southbound begin uplifting signs.
8. Loop Safely
9. Finally following the same route above remove Advanced Warning Signs.
10. Complete drive through to check the site and that no TM redundant gear/minimal Aftercare TM
has been left.
Redundant gear is a potential hazard to eliminate this STMS to ensure all unnecessary gear is
removed before leaving site. (Aftercare may be left, but this is in accordance of TM)
11. Complete the on-site record
12. Vacate Site
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Proposed TSLs (see TSL decision matrix for guidance)
TSL details as required
Approval of Temporary Speed Limits (TSL) are in
terms of Section 6 of Land Transport Rule: Setting
of Speed Limits 2017, Rule 54001/2017
(List speed, length and location)

Times
(From and to)

Dates
(Start and
finish)

Attended
day / night

TSL's not required

Un-attended
day / night

TSL's not required

TSL duration

Will the TSL be required for longer than 12 months?
If yes, attach the completed checklist from section I-18: Guidance on TMP Monitoring
Processes for TSLs to this TMP.

Diagram ref. no’s
(Layout drawings or
traffic management
diagrams)

\

No

Positive Traffic Management
Signage will always remain visible.
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Contingency Plans

Generic
contingencies for:
major incidents
pre-planned
detours.
(Remove any
options which do
not apply to your
job)

Major Incident
A major incident is described as:
• Fatality or notifiable injury - real or potential
• Significant property damage, or
• Emergency services (police, fire, etc) require
access or control of the site.

Actions
The STMS must immediately conduct the following:
• stop all activity and traffic movement
• secure the site to prevent (further) injury or damage
• contact the appropriate emergency authorities
• render first aid if competent and able to do so
• notify the RCA representative and the engineer
• under the guidance of the officer in charge of the
site, reduce effects of TTM on the road or remove
the activity if safe to do so
• re-establish TTM and traffic movements when
advised by emergency authorities that it is safe to do
so
• Comply with any obligation to notify WorkSafe.

Incident
An incident is described as:
• excessive delays - real or potential
• the minor or non-inquiry accident that has
the potential to affect traffic flow
• structural failure of the road.

Actions
The STMS must immediately conduct the following:
• stop all activity and traffic movement if required
• secure the site to prevent the prospect of injury or
further damage
• notify the RCA representative and the engineer
• STMS to implement a plan to safely remove TTM
and to establish normal traffic flow if safe to do so
• re-establish TTM and traffic movements when it is
safe to do so and when traffic volumes have
reduced.

Detour
If because of the on-site activity it will not be
possible to remove or reduce the effects of TTM
once it is established a detour route must be
designed. This is likely for:
• excessive delays when using an alternating
flow design for TTM
• redirecting one direction of flow and / or
• total road closure and redirection of traffic
until such time that traffic volumes reduce,
and tailbacks have been cleared.
The risks in the type of work being undertaken,
the risks inherent in the detour, the probable
duration of closure and availability and suitability
of detour routes need to be considered.
The detour and route must be designed including:
• pre- approval from the RCA’s whose roads
will be used or affected by the detour route
• ensure that TTM equipment for the detour signs etc are on site and pre-installed.

Actions
When it is necessary to implement the pre-planned
detour the STMS must immediately undertake the
following:
• Notify the RCA and / or the engineer when the
detour is to be established
• Drive through the detour in both directions to check
that it is stable and safe
• Remove the detour as soon as it practicable and safe
to do so and the traffic volumes have reduced, and
tailbacks have cleared
• Notify the RCA and / or the engineer when the
detour has been disestablished and normal traffic
flows have resumed
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Note also the requirements for no interference at an accident scene:
In the event of an accident involving serious harm, the STMS must ensure that nothing, including TTM
equipment, is removed or disturbed and any wreckage article or thing must not be disturbed or interfered
with, except to:
• save a life of, prevent harm to or relieve the suffering of any person, or
• make the site safe or to minimise the risk of a further accident; or
• maintain the access of the public to an essential service or utility, or
• prevent serious damage to or serious loss of property, or
• follow the direction of a constable acting in his or her duties or act with the permission of an inspector.
Weather
Sustained bad weather resulting in reduced visibility (less than clear sight distance) will result in firstly in
bolstering of delineation if possible, to provide better worksite visibility.
While this occurs, every effort will be made to remove the closure however if it is hazardous to open to road
(i.e. immobile work vehicles/excavation etc. remain) work may cease and as much cleared from the worksite
as possible to reduce risk. TC/STMS staff equipped with glow wands may also be employed from safe positions
to caution approaching drivers if visibility is a concern.
If bad weather that reduces visibility or creates a hazardous environment is present at the time the closure is
due to be installed, the closure may be delayed or cancelled if the weather does not improve.

Other
contingencies to
be identified by
the applicant
(i.e. steel plates to
quickly cover
excavations)

Work running late
Hold points, milestones and ‘last safe moments’ will be utilised throughout the operation to ensure closure
removal times are not breached. In the event of a breakdown or unforeseen circumstance, the contingency
of ‘excess traffic delays’ above will apply along with informing the RCA immediately. The priority will be given
to the opening of lane width as soon as safe to do so, followed by vehicle recovery, followed by TTM
equipment removal.
Spills:
Spills will be isolated and cleaned – this is the on-site contractor’s responsibility.
Emergency Vehicle Access / Movements or On-Site Emergency
Emergency vehicles will be given the right of way always and will be assisted through emergency stop/go
activity or the use of the onsite TTM vehicle if appropriate and required. Emergencies onsite or nearby will
first be made safe, then if appropriate moved from any live lanes, then attended to in detail with an
emergency modified TTM setup by the STMS if required.
Unable to complete the works
If for any reason that the works cannot be complete on the night, or we have reached the point where we
know that we will not be able to do the works within the allocated time frame, we will remove all plant and
make sure that the carriageway is left in a safe and trafficable condition until we return and continue,
complete the works or we will revise how the works are to be done.
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Authorisations
Parking
restriction(s)
alteration
authority

Will controlled street parking be
affected?

Authorisation to
work at
permanent traffic
signal sites

Will portable traffic signals be used, or
permanent traffic signals be changed?

No

Has approval been granted?

N/A

No controlled parking within the constraints of this TMP
No

Has approval been granted?

N/A

No

Has approval been granted?

N/A

No

Has approval been granted?

N/A

Portable Traffic Lights not required
Will full carriageway closure continue for
more than 5 minutes (or other RCA
stipulated time)?

Road closure
authorisation(s)

No full carriageway closures required
Will bus stop(s) be obstructed by the
activity?

Bus stop
relocation(s) –
closure(s)

No bus stop (s) will be affected within this TMP

Authorisation to
use portable traffic
signals

Make, model and description/number
Portable Traffic Lights not required
NZTA compliant?

EED
Is an EED applicable?

No

EED attached?

No

Delay calculations/trial plan to determine potential extent of delays

Public notification plan
Regular updates are communicated to all residents, stakeholder and local businesses within the area in accordance with the
projects communications plan which is issued separately to the TMP.
Public notification plan attached?

No

On-site monitoring plan

Attended
(day and/or
night)

The first inspection must take place as soon as the equipment has been installed as per the approved TMP.
This verifies that all devices are correctly in place, no item has been omitted, all equipment meets its
condition requirements and no conflicting messages exist between permanent signs, temporary signs or
other devices.
The STMS must ensure that constant monitoring of the worksite and a minimum of 2-hourly site checks
must be carried out to ensure the site is:
• fit for purpose
• suitable for the nature and duration of the work
• installed, set up and used correctly
• wearing of safety jackets
• when layout changes are made
• all traffic management devices function properly for the full duration of their installation
• the visibility and effectiveness of all devices and signs is maintained
• damaged equipment is repaired or replaced, as appropriate, and suitable equipment is available at short
notice in case of un-programmed removal, alteration or installation of a closure is necessary.
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On-site monitoring plan
Unattended
(day and/or
night)

Not required, site will be removed at the end of each attended period

Method for recording daily site TTM activity (e.g. CoPTTM on-site record)
A Daily On-Site Record Form must be completed daily by the nominated STMS and forward to the Project Traffic Manager at the
end of each shift. A site audit must be provided by the allocated site STMS upon the initial installation of the TTM.
Any amendments to TMP to be recorded by STMS noted and signed. All audits and site record sheets must be retained for a
minimum of twelve months.

Site safety measures
All site personnel MUST wear the mandatory PPE as required and have undertaken a project site induction before commencing
work on site.
Mandatory PPE requirement:
• Hard Hat (White Only) (AS/NZS 1801:1997)
• Safety Glasses (AS/NZS 1337.1:2010)
• Hi-Viz Vest Long sleeved (TTMC-W17)
• Long Taped Trousers
• Gloves (task-specific)
• Safety Boots (AS/NZS 2210.3.2009 - Classification I)
Site management system:
• Before work commences, on-site staff will be given a site safety briefing by the STMS.
• Briefings are to be competed at the start of each shift or new traffic management setup.
• Points people on-site to assist pedestrians and motorists entering and exiting properties.
• Where manual traffic control is used, the traffic controllers will be in RT contact at all times.
• Where manual traffic control is used at night, the traffic controllers must be in an area illuminated by artificial lighting and
may use an illuminated red wand in conjunction with the stop/go paddle.
• If queuing or unforeseen disruption occurs, additional advanced warning signs may be used to provide awareness to public
of the upcoming disruption outside of the normal site boundary.
• All permanent signage that no longer applies during the work phase must be covered, removed or temporarily modified to
avoid confusion.
• Work vehicles are to carry an adequate supply of first aid equipment.
• A first aid responder is to be nominated for any medical emergency that may arise onsite.

Temporary safety
barrier system

Will a temporary safety barrier
system be used at this worksite?

N/A

If yes, has the temporary safety barrier system
been designed by an installation designer and
independently reviewed as being fit for purpose?

Statement from temporary safety barrier installation designer attached

N/A

Not Attached

Other information
All TMP changes are to be recorded and the TMC informed at once of any significant modifications to TTM measures not included
in the approved TMP. All other changes are to be noted on the TMP and TMC to be advised as soon as possible or no later than
the following working day.
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RCA consent (eg CAR/WAP) and/or
RCA contract reference

E749540

Site-specific layout diagrams
Number

Title

6C0026 – 01

Site Access Closure Overview

6C0026 – 02

Site Access (Balemi Road, Ohinewai)

6C0026 – 03

Site Access (Balemi Road, Ohinewai)

6C0026 – 04

Site Access (Tahuna Road, Ohinewai)

Generic TMD’s inc Mobile’s
CoPTTM Ref: F4.7

Level 1 High Speed Mobile Closure (Implementation and Uplift of TM Equipment)
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RCA consent (eg CAR/WAP) and/or
RCA contract reference

E749540

Contact details
24/7 contact
number

Name

CoPTTM
ID

Qualification

Expiry
date

Principal

Gaze Holdings
Dave Gaze

021-908-888

Main Contractor

Dempsey Wood Civil
Poini Palu

021-946-647

TMC

Waikato District Council Representative
Kevin Briggs

0275484812

61798

L2/3NP,
TTMP, Mentor

17/04/22

0800-750-111

5619

L2/3 NP

25/10/2021

Engineers’
representative
Traffic Manager

Lyndsay Davis

TTM Contractor

STMS's

Dempsey Wood Traffic
John Oates

021-774-451

40913

L2/3 P

25/10/2021

Taputoa Kiikoro

021 786 993

44683

L2/3 P

18/05/2021

Teresa Tawhai

021-773-129

96253

L2/3 P

12/09/2022

John Castle

021-195-5578

89822

L2/3 P

29/10/2023

Anil Emmanuel

021-783-040

97610

L2/3 P

19/10/2022

Manu Langi

021-590-035

94193

L2/3 NP

15/05/2022

Daniel Bosse

021-873-744

126691

L2/3 NP

22/11/2022

Sunil Prasad

021-194-7930

103686

L2/3 NP

19/10/2021

Akshesh Chaudhari

022-409-8626

127645

L2/3 NP

19/09/2022

Marcus Rapata

021-955-912

101000

L2/3 NP

14/07/2023

Maulik Rathad

021 197 4037

117188

L2/3 NP

22/11/2022

Narinder Singh (Nick)

021-869-687

118682

L2/3 NP

29/01/2023

Cherish Fenton

021-621-765

92088

L2/3 NP

19/09/2022

Peter Tipene

021 586 155

31335

L2/3 NP

22/11/2022

Genesis Pua

021-786-491

106606

L2/3 NP

19/10/ 2021

Leon Korewha

021-246-530

91027

L2/3 NP

14/03/2022

Jorbin John

021-671-257

97323

L2/3 NP

20/03/2022

Cheng Zhang

021-026-79392

119393

L2/3 NP

31/10/2021

Augustine Kopa

021-193-9726

130949

L2/3 NP

06/09/2023

Roseanne Andrews

021 198 1505

95053

L1

14/05/2021
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RCA consent (eg CAR/WAP) and/or
RCA contract reference

E749540

TMP preparation
Chadeney McManus

24/02/2021

129598

L2/3 NP

22/11/2022

ID no.

Qualification

Expiry date

Preparation
Name (STMS qualified)

Date

Signature

This TMP meets CoPTTM requirements
TMP returned for
correction
(if required)

Name

Number of diagrams attached

Signature

Date

ID no.

5

Qualification

Expiry date

Engineer/TMC to complete following section when approval or acceptance required
Temporary safety
barrier system

Temporary safety barrier system

Not Required
14/07/2020

TMP Approved

Acceptance by
TMC (only
required if TMP
approved by
engineer)

Name

Date

Signature

ID no.

Qualification

Expiry date

Name

Date

Signature

ID no.

Qualification

Expiry date

Qualifier for Engineer or TMC approval
Approval of this TMP authorises the use of any regulatory signs included in the TMP or attached traffic management diagrams.
This TMP is approved on the following basis:
1. To the best of the approving engineer’s/TMC’s judgment this TMP conforms to the requirements of CoPTTM.
2. This plan is approved on the basis that the activity, the location, and the road environment have been correctly
represented by the applicant. Any inaccuracy in the portrayal of this information is the responsibility of the applicant.
3. The TMP provides so far as is reasonably practicable, a safe and fit for purpose TTM system.
4. The STMS for the activity is reminded that it is the STMS’s duty to postpone, cancel or modify operations due to the
adverse traffic, weather or other conditions that affect the safety of this site.
Notification to TMC prior to occupying worksite/Notification completed
Email the daily report spreadsheet
to tmc@waikatoalliance.co.nz
before 07:30am the morning of the
Type of notification works.
to TMC required

Date
Notification
completed
Time
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BALEMI ROAD

20m
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75m

20m

75m
20m

OAD

DEN R
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20m
75m
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Safety Zone
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CLOSURE: Site Access Closure - Level 1
LOCATION: Balemi Road and Lumsden Road, Ohinewai
CLIENT: Dempsey Wood Civil

Delineation Device

Minimum TM Crew Requirements

Level 1 Set Up/Uplift Site Access
1x STMS + TMA, Driver + Truck, 1 x TC

09 March 2021

DWG NO: 6C0026 - 01

BY
DRAWN
APPROVED
JOB NUMBERS

DATE

C.McManus

23 February 2021

L. DAVIS

23 February 2021

TRAFFIC

6C0026
1E0026

CIVIL

Dempsey Wood Civil Ltd
P.O. Box 244-84 Royal Oak
Ph: (09) 571 2050
Fax: (09) 571 2051

20m

75m
20m
20m

75m

Legend
Safety Zone

Working Zone

Delineation Device

CLOSURE:
LOCATION:
CLIENT:

Site Access Closure - Level 1
Tahuna Road, Ohinewai
Dempsey Wood Civil

Minimum TM Crew Requirements

Level 1 Set Up/Uplift Site Access
1x STMS + TMA, Driver + Truck, 1 x TC

DWG NO:

6C0026 - 04

DRAWN
APPROVED
JOB NUMBERS

BY

DATE

Chadeney.M

23 February 2021

L. DAVIS

23 February 2021

TRAFFIC

6C0026
1E0026

CIVIL

Dempsey Wood Civil Ltd
P.O. Box 244-84 Royal Oak
Ph: (09) 571 2050
Fax: (09) 571 2051

09 March 2021

ROAD

CAR E749540
Graeme Mahy
STMS Number 4503
Waikato District Council

TAHUNA

APPROVED

20m

Legend
Safety Zone

Working Zone

Delineation Device

CLOSURE:
LOCATION:
CLIENT:

Site Access Closure - Level 1
Balemi Road, Ohinewai
Dempsey Wood Civil

Minimum TM Crew Requirements

Level 1 Set Up/Uplift Site Access
1x STMS + TMA, Driver + Truck, 1 x TC

DWG NO: 6C0026 - 02

DRAWN
APPROVED
JOB NUMBERS

BY

DATE

Chadeney.M

23 February 2021

L. DAVIS

23 February 2021

TRAFFIC

6C0026
1E0026

CIVIL

Dempsey Wood Civil Ltd
P.O. Box 244-84 Royal Oak
Ph: (09) 571 2050
Fax: (09) 571 2051

09 March 2021

20m

CAR E749540
Graeme Mahy
STMS Number 4503
Waikato District Council

75m

20m
75m

APPROVED

BALEMI ROAD

75m

20m

AD

EN RO

D
LUMS
20m
75m

Legend
Safety Zone

Working Zone

Delineation Device

CLOSURE:
LOCATION:
CLIENT:

Site Access Closure - Level 1
Lumsden Road, Ohinewai
Dempsey Wood Civil
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Minimum TM Crew Requirements

Level 1 Set Up/Uplift Site Access
1x STMS + TMA, Driver + Truck, 1 x TC

09 March 2021

DWG NO: 6C0026 - 03

DRAWN
APPROVED
JOB NUMBERS

BY

DATE

Chadeney.M

23 February 2021

L. DAVIS

23 February 2021

TRAFFIC
CIVIL

6C0026
1E0026

Dempsey Wood Civil Ltd
P.O. Box 244-84 Royal Oak
Ph: (09) 571 2050
Fax: (09) 571 2051

Mobile operations

TWO-WAY TWO-LANE ROAD
Personnel on the road
Any speed

Level 1

Forward visibility is
greater than clear sight
distance

Work
vehicle

TV2

Notes
1.If the permanent speed
is under 65km/h, the
tail pilot vehicle may be
replaced with static
signs (T1A with
appropriate
supplementary plate
and TG2)

F4.7

Under 65km/h 15 to 40m
Over 65km/h 15 to 60m

1m lateral
safety zone
TV4

RD6R

Shadow
vehicle

10m roll
ahead

TV4

RD6R

Tail
pilot

5 to 20 seconds
travel time (approx.
100-600m)

Rear visibility is
greater than clear
sight distance
T1A/T134 RD6R
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Appendix B – Proposed Traffic Control Diagram (Stage 1A
Earthworks)

TV3

T2A/
T217

RS3

TG31

100m

Balemi Road

RS1/TG1

50
200m

TZ1L

100m
TZ2L

100m

100m

Haul Road Access
TZ2R

100m

50
TZ2L

100m
Site Access

TZ1L

T2A/
T217

RS1/TG1

Site Access

TZ1R

Lumsden Road

100m

100m

RS1/TG1

*Not to Scale

Tahuna Road

T2A/
T217

TZ1R

TZ2R

TG31

200m

50

RS3

200m

TG31

RS3

T2A/
T217

